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Extending the Challenge:

Working Toward a Common Body of Practice for Teachers

Concerned educators have always wrestled with issues of excellence and

professional development. It is argued, in the paper "A Common Body of Prac-
.

tice for Teachers: The Challenge of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Education,"*

that the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 provides the

necessary impetus for a concerted reexamination of teacher education. Further,

it is argued that this reexamination should enhance the process of establishing

a body of knowledge common to the members of the teaching profession. The

paper continues, then, by outlining clusters of capabilities that may be in-

cluded in the common body of knowledge. These clusters of capabilities pro-

vide the basis for the following materials.

The materials are oriented toward assessment and development. First,

the various components, rating scales, self-assessments, sets of objectives,

and respective rationale and knowledge bases are designed to enable teacher

educators to assess current practice relative to the knowledge, skills, and

commitments outlined in the aforementioned paper. The assessment is conducted

not necessarily to determine the worthiness of a program or practice, but

rather to reexamine current practice in order to articulate essential common

elements of teacher education. In effect then, the "challenge" paper and the

ensuing materials incite further discussion regarding a common body of practice

for teachers.

Second and closely aligned to assessment is the developmental perspec-

tive offered by these materials. The assessment process allows the user to

*Published by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
Washington, DC, 1980.



view current practice on a developmental continuum. Therefore, desired or

more appropriate practice is readily identifiable. On another, perhaps more

important dimension, the "challenge" paperand these materials focus discus-

sion on preservice teacher education. In making decisions regarding a common

body of practice it is essential that specific knowledge, skill and commit-

ment be acquired at the preservice level. It is also essential that other

additional specific knowledge, skill, and commitment be acquired as a teacher

is inducted into the profession and matures with years of experience. Differ-

entiating among these levels of professional development is paramount. These

materials can be used in forums in which focused discussion will explicate

better the necessary elements of preservice teacher education. This expli-

cation will then allow more productive discourse on the necessary capabili-

ties of beginning teachers and the necessary capabilities of experienced

teachers.

In brief, this work is an effort to capitalize on the creative ferment

of the teaching profession in striving toward excellence and professional

development. The work is to be viewed as evolutionary and formative. Con-

tributions from our colleagues are heartily welcomed.
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This paper presents one module in a series of resource materials

which are designed for USE by teacher educators. The genesis of these V

materials is in the ten "clusters of capabilities," outlined in the

paper, "A Common Body of Practice for Teachers: The Challenge of Public

Law 94-142 to Teacher Education," which form the proposed core of pro-

fessional knowledge needed by professional teachers who will practice in
ts,

the world of tomorrow. The resource materials are to be used by teacher

educators to reexamine and enhance their current practice in preparing

classroom teachers to work competently and comfortably with children who

have a wide range of individual needs. Each module provides further

elaboration of a specified "cluster of capabilities"--in this case, fos-

tering students' growth in reading skills.



THE CLASSROOM TEACHER'S ROLE IN

READING INSTRUCTION IN THE

INTERMEDIATE AND SECONDARY GRADES

Among the ten clusters of capabilities listed in "A Common Body of

Practice for Teachers: The Challenge of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Educa-

tion," Teaching Basic Skills is the second cluster dealt with. Not surpris-

ingly, reading is the first basic skill considered. The authors state that

All teachers should be able to teach literacy skills from
beginning up to at least fifth grade level and be profi-
cient in instruction which maintains and advances good
literacy skills at advanced levels. (p. 22)

The content of this module is particularly targeted at that latter cluster of

skills, at alerting teacher educators to the knowledge and competencies teachers

need to build good literacy skills beyond the beginning level. The module is

written with the firm belief that, as the authors of the "Challenge" paper

further state,

Regardless of what speciality area of teaching they may be
in, teachers should be skilled in introducing new vocabu-
lary, [and] creating the "set" for appropriate forms of
reading comprehension.... (p. 22)

The knowledge base segment of this module is divided into four major

sections. The two longest sections--that on vocabulary and that on compre-

hension--deal directly with the two topics mentioned in the above quotation,

teaching vocabUlary and preparing students to read specific selections. The

section on comprehension also deals with preparing students to effectively

read the variety of texts they will encounter in their future reading.

-iv-



The two shorter sections of the knowledge base segment of the module

deal with some theoretical considerations about the reading process and the

recent research on teacher effectiveness. The reading process has been exten-

sively studied by educators, linguists, and psychologists for about the past

fifteen years, and a large number of theories about the process have emerged

from this work. Three theretical notions which are particularly relevant to

teaching reading to intermediate and secondary students are introduced here.

The most common findings of the recent research on teacher effectiveness also

have a good deal of import for reading instruction, and these are summarized

here.
4

Of course, the treatments of teaching vocabulary, teaching comprehension,

theories of reading, and teaching effectiveness must necessarily be brief in

this module. The references and bibliography that follow the knowledge base

and the papers included at the end of the module provide beginning points for

further reading on all of these topics.

Other modules in the total set which are related to this topic include:

Curriculum-based assessment and evaluation procedures

Curriculum assessment and modification

Classroom strategies for accommodating exceptional learners

-v-



CONTENTS

'Set of Objectives - The objectives focus on the teacher educator

rather than the student (preservice teacher). They identify

what can be expected as a result of working through the

materials. They are statements about skills, knowledge, and

Lau_

attitudes which should be part of the "common body of prac-

tice" of all teachers viii

Rating Scales - Scales are included by which a teacher educator

could, in a cursory way, assess the degree to which the

knowledge and practices identified in this module are preva-

lent in the existing teacher-training program. The rating

scales also provide a catalyst for further thinking in each

area

Self-Assessment - Specific test items were developed to determine

a user's working knowledge of the major concepts and princi-

ples in each subtopic. The self-assessment may be used as a

pre-assessment to determine whether one would find it worth-

while to go through the module or as a self check, after the

materials have been worked through. The self-assessment

items also 'can serve as examples of mastery test questions

for students xi

Answers to Self-Assessment - The answers to the true-false self-

assessment items are presented on the page following the

assessment

-vi-
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Rationale and Knowledge Base - This section presents several

theories about the reading process, summarizes the results

of recent research on effective teaching, and provides

fairly detailed information on teaching vocabulary and

teaching reading comprehension 1

Bibliography - A brief, annotated bibliography of useful

books is included after the list of references 71

Articles - Six articles (reproduced with authors' permission)

accompany the aforementioned components. The articles are

referred to at appropriate points within the rationale

and knowledge base and support and expand on the knowledge

base 72

If/
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Objectives for the Module

(
The purposes of the module are:

1. To provide a framewdrk and asbody of.content that could form the basis

of an instructional program to prepare intermediate and secondary school

teachers to provide appropriate reading instruction in their classrooms.

2. To provide an introduction.to three theoretical,constructs about the

reading process which have particularly important implications for read-

ing instruction.
a.

3. To summarize the major instructional principles which have emerged from

the recent research on teacher effectiveness.
sob

4. To describe the types of reading vocabulary that need to be taught,

principled way of selecting the various types of words that need to be

taught, and appropriate procedures for teaching each type of word.

5. To describe a comprehensive plan for assisting students in reading, com-

prehending, and remembering specific texts. i

6. To describe several methods of improving students' general ability to

comprehend what they read, that is, to describe methods of fostering

generative comprehension skills.

I vr

7. To provide teacher educators with several papers, a list of references,

and a brief bibliography that will enable them to pursue each of these

topics further.



.Reasonable Objectives for Teacher Education Pro rams

At the completion of the teacher educatiOn program, students should be

able:

1. To specify the academic conditions under which student achievement is

enhanced.

2. To select appr'priate reading vocabulary fdr instruction.

3. To demonstrate effective procedures for teaching vocabulary.

4. To develop and carry put an effective plan for assisting students in

reading, understanding and remembering .the contents of a given school

text.

5. To employ effective strategies for improving students' general abilities

to comprehend reading matter.



RATING SCALE FOR TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM

1. Coursework in teaching reading is required only for elementary

and remedial reading teachers.

2. All students receive basic coursework in reading instruction with

the major focus being on the development and assessment of word

recognition skills.

3. Students are taught that responsibility for reading instruction

belongs to all teachers and learn how student characteristics,

nature of materials, nature of the task, and type of instruction

interact to produce academic outcomes, but they are not taught

intervention strategies.

4. Students are taught that responsibility for reading instruction

belongs to all teachers and learn how student characteristics,

nature of materials, nuature of the task, and type of instruction

interact to produce academic outcomes; they are also taught appro-

priate assessment and intervention strategies.

5. Students are taught that responsibility for reading instruction

belongs to all teachers; they learn how student characteristics,

nature of materials, nature of the task, and type of instruction

interact to produce academic outcomes, and they learn and prac-

tice appropriate assessment and intervention strategies.

-x-



SELF ASSESSMENT

Short Answer Questions

The followign questions are intended for readers who have at least some knowledge

of the topics discussed here. They can be answered at various levels of specifi-

city and are answered in some detail in the rationale and knowledge base section

of the module. For readers who have very little knowledge of the topics dis-

cussed here, these questions will probably best serve as a post-assessment.

1. Name the major areas that ought to be covered in a course designed to

prepare classroom teachers to provide appropriate reading instruction

for students in the intermediate and secondary grades.

2. Define schemata and give a brief example of a schema that most adults

probably have.

3. Distinguish between interactive models and both bottom-up and top-down

models of the reading process.

4. Explain why automaticity is crucial to getting meaning from reading.

5. List six specific principles that have emerged from the research on

teaching effectiveness.

6. Describe the four types of reading vocabulary that need to be taught.

7. Present a specific method for teaching words that are in neither the

student's reading vocabulary nor his or her reading vocabulary but for

which he or she has an available concept or for which a concept can be

built.

1,1



8. Distinguish between "learning from text" and "learning to learn from

text" and identify a teaching activity that would be appropriate for

each of these goals.

9. Name four sorts of prereading activities that could appropriately be used

with intermediate or secondary school students.

10. Define metacognition and give an example of a situation in which a reader

is appropriately using metacognitive skills and another in which a reader

is not using metacognitive skills.

True-False Questions

The following questions are very specific and are intended for readers who

definitely have some knowledge of the topics discussed here. For readers who

are not familiar with the topics discussed here, these questions will best

serve as a post-assessment. Answers to these questions are shown on the fol-

lowing page.

2.

3.

In a sense, schemata are similar to scripts of plays.

Schemata cease to develop once a person reaches about age 20.

In the interactive model, low level information plays a much greater

role than high level information.

4. Both word recognition and lexical access processes are generally

automatic for the fluent reader.

5. In direct instruction the teacher is distinctly in charge of what

goes on in the classroom.

10



6. Most of the studies supporting the direct instruction approach

have been conducted with elementary school children.

7. One of the major findings of the teaching effectiveness research

is tWat students need to be challenged more than they currently'

are.

8. Multiple meaning words are the most difficult type of word to

teach.

9. The Living Word Vocabulary provides specific information about

what words intermediate and secondary students do and do not know.

10. Most teachers probably emphasize prereading instruction more than

they should.

11. Attempts to teach text structure have demonstrated that teaching

text structure can facilitate comprehension.

12. SQ3R stands for Study, Question, Reread, Review, and Reread.



ANSWERS TO TRUE-FALSE QUESTIONS

1. True

2. False

3. False

4, True

5. True

6. True

/. False

8, False

9. True

10. False

11. True

12, False



THE CLASSROOM TEACHER'S ROLE IN

READING INSTRUCTION

IN THE INTERMEDIATE AND SECONDARY GRADES*

The years following the passage of Public Law 94-142, the Education for All

Handicapped Children Act of 1975, have been as important in the field of reading

as they have in special education. This is not because our conception of reading

and reading instruction has changed radically from what it was a few years ago.

It is instead because our understanding of the reading process is much fuller

than it was a few years ago, our reasons for employing certain sorts of instruction

rather than other sorts are much better articulated than they were a few years ago,

and the empirical evidence for both our theories and our instructional techniques

is radically stronger than it was even a few years ago. This is, of course, not

to say that every person in the field of reading holds precisely the same view.

The view of reading and reading instruction that is presented here is ultimately

that of one person. Nevertheless, I firmly believe that the majority of my col-

leagues would endorse the view presented here and that it is thus an appropriate

position on which to base a common body of practice for teachevs.

*I wish to sincerely thank Jim Cunningham and Steve Koziol for their very
thorough reviews of this section of the module, Charlie Lakin for his editorial

suggestions, and Bonnie Warhol for typing the module.



Before presenting this view of the classroom teacher's role in reading

instruction, I will describe the sorts of teachers and classes being considered,

note some of the aspects of reading instruction that are not considered here,

and give a brief overview of what follows. The teachers of concern here are

regular classroom teachers teaching classes of thirty or so studenth in grades

4 to 12. I assume that the majority of such classes are quite heterogeneous,

whether or not they contain students who are specifically designated as being

mainstreamed. For example, a typical 7th grade class of thirty students is

likely to include something like two students reading at grade levels 2-3, an-

othe three students reading at levels 4-5, twenty students reading within two

levels of their actual grade, and another five students reading two or more levels

above grade. I also assume that in addition to any sort of reading instruc-

tion they provide, these teachers have a good deal of content in areas such as

science, social science, and literature to teach. Of course, this is somewhat

more the case with secondary teachers than with elementary teachers, but only

somewhat more the case. Finally, I assume that because these teachers teach

thirty or so students, and in many cases five classes of thirty or so students,

they have a limited amount of time in which to plan activities. Because of

this assumption, the instructional activities suggested here do not require

impossible amount of the teacher's time to prepare.

The aspects of reading instruction that are not considered here are

beginning reading instruction and assessment of reading skill. With regard to

beginning reading instruction, the principal topics not considered here are the

teaching of letter-sound correspondences, instruction in segmenting words into

their component parts, and instruction in blending. This does not mean that

these topics are unimportant. They are tremendously important. As Mathews
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(1966) puts it in his interesting and excellent history of reading instruction,

"No matter how the child is taught to read, he comes sooner or later to the

straight gait and the narrow way: he has to learn letters and the sounds for

which they stand". (p. 206). Most children will have learned letter-sound cor-

respondences, segmentation, and blending in the primary grades. If older

children have not learned them, they need help--the best help we can provide

just as soon as possible. However, describing such instruction is beyond the

scope of this paper and requires time that most classroom teachers do not have.

For those interested in pursuing this topic further, Durkin (1981) offers some

excellent advice.

Assessment of reading skills is not considered here because the topic is

dealt with to some extent in another module in this series (Hofmeister &

Preston, 1981) and because a thorough treatment of the topic requires more

space than is available here. However, much of the instruction discussed here

presupposes that teachers have determined their students' strengths and weak-

ness in reading, at least at a relatively general level. Schreiner (1979)

and Pikulski and Shanahan (1982) provide practical treatments of assessment.

The remainder of this paper is divided into five sections. In the first

section, I discuss several theories dealing with the reading process. In the

second section, I report the results of a large body of recent research on

what constitutes effective teaching. In thr third section, I present specific

methods of teaching vocabulary. In the fourth section, I present a plan for

facilitating students' comprehension of specific selections and discuss

several approaches to fostering generative comprehension skills. Finally,

the last section is a brief summary.

20
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Some Theore Considerations about the Readin Process

Three theoretica considerations undergird much of the current,tflinking

about the reading process and the teaching of reading. These are schema

theory, the interac ye-compensatory model of reading, and the concept of

automaticity. Thes; are not, I want to emphasize, bundles of fluff primarily

valuable in keeping .cademics off the welfare roles. They are instead well-

conceived and rather horoughly researched constructs that have direct impli-

cations for teaching. Bey say a good deal about what one is teaching when he

or she is teaching reading a good deal about how tc teach reading, and a good

deal about how not to teach r ading. I will consider each of these theoretical

considerations in turn.

Schema Theory

Almost certainly the most pervasive influence on current thinking about the

reading process is the notion of schemata. As described by Rumelhart (1980),

probably the most prolific and readable writer on the topic, schemata are chunks

of knowledge that exist in our heads. All of our knowledge is packaged into these

units. Schemata operate in all of uur attempts to make sense out of the world.

We use them in "interpreting sensory data (bon linguistic and nonlinguistic),

in retrieving information from memory, in organizing actions, in determining goals

and subgoals, in allocating our (mental) resources, and generally in guiding the

flow of processing in the system" (p. 34), Schemata constitute our knowledge about

"objects, situations, events, sequences of events, actions, and sequences of

actions" (p. 34). Schemata are prototypes or models of reality that enable us to

deal with the incredible complexity of reality without becoming overburdened with

the myriad of details that any reality exhibits.

21
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In his attempt to explain schemata, Rumelhart uses a number of analogies,

the most fruitful of which is that between a schema and the script of a play. In

the same way that a play has a set cast of characters that can be played by dif-

ferent actors in quite different ways without changing the essential nature of

the play, so a schema has a set of variables that can be given different values in

individual realizations of the schema without changing the essential nature of the

schema.

Consider the schema for the concept bid, one of several examples that

Rumelhart uses:

One can imagine a playwright having written a most mundane
play in which the entire play consisted of one person pur-
chasing some object from another person. At minimum, such
a play must have two people, some merchandise, and some
medium of exchange. Whatever else happens, at the outset
of the play one character (call him or her the PURCHASER)
must possess the medium of exchange (call it the MONEY).
The second person, the SELLER, must possess the object in
question, the MERCHANDISE. Then, by some interaction
(BARGAINING) a bargain is struck and the SELLER agrees to
give the MERCHANDISE to the PURCHASER in exchange for a
quantity of the MONEY. (1980, p. 35)

There are, of course, a great number of realizations of this l2a, schema,

that is, a number of ways in which the variables in the schema can vary. The

PURCHASER can be a child, an ae..1t, the members of a club, the University of

Minnesota, or the U.S. Government. The MERCHANDISE can be a pack of gum, an

automobile, the services of a tennis pro, 10,000 reams of ditto paper, or half

a million barrels of oil. The SELLER, like the PURCHASER, can be a child, an

adult, the members of a club, the University of Minnesota, or the U.S. Govern-

ment. And the MONEY can be dollars, lire, pounds, a check, a credit card, or

a purchase ceder. But regardless of just how these variables are realized,

they do have to be present if the play is to be a realization of the _b_ux

schema. If one or more of these factors is not present, then tne scenario is

22



probably not an instance of the schema. If, for example, the MONEY variable

is missing, then we may have an example of the give schema, or perhaps the take

schema, or even the steal schema.

Moreover, the presence of particular variables (the PURCHASER, the MERCHAN-

DISE, the SELLER, and the MONEY) does not in itself guarantee an instance of a

particular schema. In addition to being present, the variables of a particular

schema have certain limits. They can only vary so much. These limits are re-

ferred to as variable constraints. These variable constraints seem to be of two

sorts, one of whicr might be called "fixed" and the other of which might be called

"conditional." I will define and give an example of each. A fixed constraint is

a constraint on a particular variable that holds regardless of the value of the

other variables. For example, the PURCHASER cannot be a nail, or a tree, or

bananas flambe,: PURCHASERS need to be animate; more specifically, outside of

cartoons at least, they need to be human.

A conditional variable constraint is a constraint on one variable of the

schema that is dependent on the values of other variables in the schema. For

,example, the value assigned to the MERCHANDISE 'puts constraints on the value

that can reasonably be assigned to the PURCHASER. Thus, if_the MERCHANDISE is

a pack of gum, the PURCHASER can reasonably be a fourth grader but not the

University of Minnesota. Conversely, if the MERCHANDISE is 10,000 reams of ditto

paper, then the PURCHASER can reasonably be the University of Minnesota or Nelson's

Office Supply but not a fourth grader.

One further notion regarding the variables of a schema needs to be mentioned.

This is the concept of default values. Default values are the values that we assign

to the variables of a schema when we are not given all of the variables of the

23



schema or all of the values of the variables of the schema. Default values make

guesses, predictions, or inferences possible so that WE can make sense out of an

experience. We are able to assign these default values to the experience because

of the existence of appropriate schemata in our minds. For example, most American

students have a rich schema for professional football. An author need only state,

"They went to the Vikings game that night," to conjure up a rich store of concepts

in the reader. Lacking information to the contrary, readers will assume that

tickets to the game will be quite expensive, most of the players will weigh over

two hundred pounds, the game will be played before thousands of fans, and a myriad

of other details.

Up to this point, I have been comparing schemata to scripts of plays. Here,

I want to note several ways in which they are not like the script of a play.

First, they are not just concerned with people and events. There are, as noted

earlier, schemata for "objects, situations, events, sequences of events, actions,

and sequences of actions." I have a schema for the letter A, a schema for the

concept of practical joke, a schema for how I get home from work, and a schema

for beauty.

Second, unlike scripts of plays, schemata are active processes. They are not

just there and available. They are recognition devices which actively work to

evaluate the fit between the information perceived and themselves. That is, sche-

mata are actively involved in the process of determining whether or not the infor-

mation perceived can be interpreted in terms of a particular schema. Schemata

direct the process by which the mind takes a particular piece of information pre -

sensed to our senses, calls up a particular schema in terms of which the information



can potentially be interpreted, checks for the congruence between the incoming

information and the variables of the schema, and either determines that the

information can be interpreted in terms of that schema or calls up another

schema to be tested.

There is certainly a lot more that could be said about schemata, but I

believe that enough has been said to convey the importance of the concept for

those concerned with reading. The importance of the concept is just this. It

lays incredible stress on readers having and accessing appropriate schemata

for anything they attempt to read. Of course, in one sense, there is not much

new here. There has always been a fair amount of recognition of this fact. But

according to the theory, a fair amount of recognition is not enough. Schema

theorists have repeatedly demonstrated that the reader can only make sense out

of what he or she is reading by bringing into play a huge store of schemata. The

background knowledge necessary to understand even the simplest text is frequently

enormous, and if the reader lacks that knoWledge, he or she simply will not be

able to interpret the text.

Several additional implication of schema theory have been pointed out by

Cunningham (1982). It is because of schema theory that "we now understand that

inability to reason and infer is not so much a lack of intellect as it is a lack

of relevant knowledge." It is because of schema theory that "rather than con-

cluding that students are stupid, teachers can recognize that they are ignorant,

the usual remedy for which is education." And it is because of schema theory

that we now recognize that rote learning of definitions and explanations does

not appropriately build knowledge and that information must be presented in a

6)



variety of contexts if students are .to build the sort of rich networks of

schemata that are vital to effective reasoning.

The Interactive- Compensatory Model of Reading

The interactive-compensatory model of reading presents a number of concepts

closely' related to the concepts of schema theory. The model is extremely im-

portaht to consider in conjunction with schema theory because it serves to pre-
,

vent a misconcep ion that one might havp if only schema theory were considered.

Schema theory puts great emphasis on the part that information the reader already
0

possesses plays in his or he( interpretation of what is read. To some degree

then schema theory de-emphasizes the role that the text plays in influencing our

interpretation of what we read. Such an emphasis on what has been called "con-

ceptually driven processing," processing in which the mind or our schemata play a

major role, and the corresponding de-emphasis on what has been called "data-driven

processing" is to some degree appropriate.. There was a time when reading theorists

and reading teachers gave little attention to the fact that much of what we under-

stand when we read a text is influenced by our existing schemata. However, saying

that our schemata heavily influence our understanding of a text definitely does

not mean that the text plays no part.

As Rumelhart (1977) and Stanovich (1980) have explained, interactive models

can be best understood when contrasted to what have been called "bottom up" and

"top down" models. Bottom up models assume that the text is singularly important

and that the reader processes text by first recognizing lower level units and then

repeatedly synthesizing lower level units into more and more complex units. In

this view, the reader might first perceive letters, then synthesize several

letters to form words, then synthesize several words to form a phrase, and so on.
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The point is that in this view the processing operates in a single direction- -

from the text to the reader. Top down models are the antithesis of bottom up

models. Top down models assume that the reader is singularly important and that

the fluent reader processes text by first hypothesizing about the content of the

text and then selectively sampling the text to confirm or disconfirm the

hypotheses. In this view, the reading process begins with the highest level

unit possible, meaning in the mind of the reader, and deals with lower level

units, for example words, on to a limited extent. Again, the point is that

processing operates in a single direction--but in this view it is from the

reader to the text.

As Stanovich (1980) notes, interactive models "posit neither a strictly

bottom-up nor strictly top-down processing, but instead assume that a pattern

is synthesized based on information provided simul taneousi.y from several

knowledge sources" (p.35). These knowledge sources, levels at which processing

takes place, include letter level knowledge, word level knowledge, syntactic

knowledge, and knowledge of the meaning of sentences and larger units. In

interactive models, knowledge at the level of meaning both constrains the

values the reader can assign to lower level units and is itself constrained by

lower level analyses that are simultaneously taking place. Thus, as Stanovich

further notes, "each level of processing is not merely a data source for higher

levels, but instead seeks to synthesize the stimulus based on its own analysis

and the constraints imposed by both higher and lower-level processes" (p. 35).

Thus far I have discussed the interactive aspect of the interactive-

compensatory model but have said nothing about the sense in which the model is

compensatory. Stanovich, West, and Feeman (1981) explain that the model is

compensatory in "that deficiencies in processes at a particular level in the

processing hierarchy can be compensated for by a greater use of information

2'?



from other levels, and that this compensation takes place irrespective of the

level of the deficient processes" (p. 189).

As will be explained in detail in the comprehension section of this module,

teachers can make good use of the fact that students can make these compensatory

adjustments. For example, they can present detailed previews of upcoming selec-

..j.,
tions, thereby giving students a rich store of higher level knowledge of the

selection and easing the .burden of processing.

The Concept of Automaticity

An automatic activity is an activity that can be performed instantaneously

and without conscious attention. At least some of the subprocesses that are

part of the overall process of reading must be automatic if the reader is to get

any meaning out of what he or she is reading. As the interactive-compensatory

model illustrates, there are a number of subprocesses that occur as one reads.

The reader must simultaneously process information at the letter, word, phrase,

sentence, and several other levels. This, however, creates a potential problem.

The mind's capacity to process information is limited. We simply cannot attend

to too many things at once. In fact, we can only really attend to one thing at

a time. Getting meaning out of sentences and longer units of discourse requires

attention. If the reader must attend,to other subprocesses while reading, he or

she will not be able to attend to meaning and consequently will not understand

what he or she is reading.

Two closely related subprocesses must be automatic. One of these is

recognizing words (Laberge & Samuels, 1974; Perfetti, 1976). Readers must

automatically recognize the vast majority of words they encounter. They cannot

afford any sort of mental process such as "Oh. Let's see. Yes, this word is

intervention."
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The other subprocess that must be automatic is that of assigning meaning

to words. Readers must develop what Beck, Perfetti, and McKeown (1982) call

"rapid lexical access" to words. This means that in addition to recognizing

words automatically, they must automatically--instantly and without conscious

attention--assign meanings to words. Many words, Beck and her colleagues

claim, are known only at the "acquainted" level. In such a case, students

know the word but have to think for a moment to recall its meaning. Ferocious

might be such a word for many fourth graders. Some fourth graders could

probably recognize the word in print, might even recognize it automatically,

but then would need to go through a mental process such as, "Let's see.

Ferocious? Oh, yes. That means fierce and mean." Readers cannot afford to

go through such a process with very many of the words they encounter.

The major message of the concept of automaticity is that teachers need to

be careful not to assign materials with large numbers of words that will cause

students problems. Frequently, this means preteaching potentially troublesome

words before students read a selection. Also, schools need systematic, long

term programs to develop students' vocabularies--programs that will both aid

students in becoming able to automatically recognize the words already in their

oral vocabularies anaid them in learning and fully mastering new words.

Teaching Effectiveness

Up until quite recently, years of research on teaching had produced few

consistent and generalizab!e results about what constitutes effective teaching

(Duffy, 1981; Gage, 1978). Over the past decade, however, research and reviews

by Berliner (1981), Brophy (1982), Duffy (1981), Good (1979), Rosenshine (1977),

2 9
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Stallings (1979) and a number of other investigators has begun to yield quite

consistent findings about what constitutes effective instruction. These findings

generally support an approach to instruction that has come to be called "direct

instruction." Rosenshine (1977) has given the following succinct definition of

direct instruction.

Direct instruction refers to high levels of student engagement
within teacher-directed classrooms using sequenced, structured
materials. As developed below, direct instruction refers to
teaching activities focused on academic matters where goals are
clear to students; time allocated for instruction is sufficient
and continuous; content coverage is extensive; student performance
is monitored; questions are at a low cognitive level and produce
many correct responses; and feedback to students is immediate
and academically oriented. In direct instruction, the teacher
controls instructional goals, chooses material appropriate for
the student's ability level, and paces the instructional episode.
Interaction is characterized as structured, but not authoritarian;
rather, learning takes place in a convivial academic atmosphere.
(p. 9a)

In defining direct instruction in his 1977 paper, Rosenshine noted that the

concept was still being refined. And in a more recent paper, Berliner (1981)

notes that although the concept is a very rich one, it is still not fully defined.

To be sure, the concept is continuing to be developed. However, the results of

the research conducted over the past five years have been remarkably consistent

in showing the effectiveness of teaching that generally follows the principles of

direct instruction. Moreover, although most of the data originally used to

support the efficacy of direct instruction was gathered from studies of elementary

children, more recent research has shown that such instruction can be effective

with a variety of students. In a study of 47 remedial reading classrooms in

eight school districts, Stallings (1979) found that direct instruction procedures

produced significantly larger gains than other sorts of instruction for junior

and senior high school students. And several recent studies have shown that a
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direct instruction procedure for teaching prefixes was extremely effective with

seventh and eighth grade students in a middle-class junior high school (Graves &

Hammond, 1980), fourth and fifth grade students in a middle-class elementary

school (Nicol, 1980), and adult refugees with various language backgrounds (Her,

1981).

Two n tes of caution with respect to the principles of direct instruction

need to be m First, most of the research leading to these principles has

been concerned with the teaching of basic skills to poorer performing students.

I believe that many of the principles of direct instruction are applicable to

teaching better performing students and higher level skills. Pearson and Cam-

perell (1981) have recently expressed the same belief. And Beck and her associates

(Beck, Perfetti, & McKeown, 1982; McKeown, Beck, Omanson, & Perfetti, 1982)

substantiated part of this belief in a recent vocabulary study that used many of

the principles of direct instruction in teaching some higher level skills in a

really exciting manner. However, other principles of direct instruction are

almost certainly not appropriate in teaching higher level skills or better per-

forming students. For example, students should not always deal with questions

at a low cognitive level. Virtually all students need to work with higher level

questions at least some of the time. In support of this position, a recent meta-

analysis of the research on teacher questioning indicated that "gains in achieve-

ment can be expected when higher cognitive questions assume a predominant role

during classroom instruction" (Redfield & Rousseau, 1981, p. 237).

The other note of caution is prompted by the fact that the description

of direct instruction given here is extremely brief and, hence, oversimplified.

Things are not all that simple. For example, as Berliner (1981) has explained,

older and generally more skilled students can tolerate being incorrect more

frequently than can younger and less skilled ones. For those wanting more
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information on direct instruction, a recent paper by Duffy (1981) gives a fairly

detailed account of the research on teacher effectiveness, including findings on

direct instruction, an

/
suggests some of the questions and directions for future

research.

Listed below a e what I believe to be the major principles emerging from the

teacher effective ess literature.

1. Instruction needs to be clearly distinguished from practice.

Practice involves asking students to do something they can

already do. Instruction involves showing or telling students

how to do something. Both instruction and practice have their

place; however, it needs to be clearly understood that asking

students to do something does not constitute teaching them to

do it.

2. A crucial goal of any instructional program is to secure Taig-ge-

amounts of academic engaged time. Academic engaged time is the

time students spend purposefully pursuing academically relevant

material with a high rate of success.

3. Teacher directed instrur ion, active teaching in which the

teacher instructs-e-group of students, is one of the best

methods of achieving academic engaged time. Students, par-

ticularly lo,er achieving students, do not work very well

on their own.

4. Highly structured classrooms in which the teacher chooses

the tasks to be undertaken, directs students in how to do

those tasks, monitors their progress as they complete the

tasks, and gives students frequent feedback on their per-

formance promote academic engaged time and hence achievement.
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5. The use of two sorts of routines further promote academic

engaged time. Managerial routines--prescribed sequences of

activities Out students engage in some definite cycle- -

avoid wasted time. Instructional routines--general procedures

for presenting instruction of various sorts--free teachers

from constantly having to create activities and give teachers

time to monitor students, give them feedback, and give them

help when it is needed.

6. Students will learn best if they experience repeated success

in the activities they are asked to do.

7. TeAhers need to communicate to each student, with their actions

as well as with words, their belief that each and every student

can learn.

8. Teachers need to communicate to each student their belief that

they can effectively help each and every student to learn.

In concluding this section of the paper, I want to highlight a principle

which has already been stated but which deserves restatement. To do so, I will

quote two recent formulations of the principle. One is by Good and Brophy (1978).

Teachers sometimes act as if the students are expected to learn
on their own with no help from them.... Such behavior represents
a fundamental failure to appreciate the teacher's basic role. The

teacher is in the classroom to instruct. (p. 88)

Pearson and Camperell (1981) put much the same thing this way.

We finally seem to be getting the message that kids learn what
they are taught and get to practice. (p. 50)

I also want to highlight a very candid statement about the responsibility

of teacher education institutions in preparing teachers. The statement is by

Brophy (1982).
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I believe that many elementary teachers have been sidetracked
from what traditionally was, and in my view still should be,
their primary role as instructor to their students. In this
regard, I also believe that teacher education institutions
should recognize these realities and return to their former
emphasis on preparing teachers to instruct, rather than con-
tinuing to make student teachers feel guilty if they spend
too much time trying to. do so. (pp. 21-22)

heartily agree with all three stateronts. I would also add that it is not just

elementary teachers who are being sidetracked. I sincerely believe that many

secondary teachers and university professors are similarly guilty of failing to

instruct their students.

Vocabulary Instruction

In this section I will consider the types of vocabulary that need to be

taught, methods of selecting words to teach, and methods of teaching vocabulary.

As will be shown, classifying vocabulary aids teachers in selecting vocabulary

to teach and in determining which teaching techniques are appropriate for which

words.

Types of Vocobulary

Vocabulary can be usefully classified in terms of the learner's concept

of the word or concept being taught. The system described below was originally

prepared by Goodman (1970). More recently, I have modified Goodman's system

and described it in considerable detail (Graves, in press). In its present

form, the system identifies four types of vocabulary.

Type One Words -- words which are in the student's oral vocabulary but

which he or she cannot read.

Type Two Words -- new meanings for words which are already in the student's

reading vocabulary with one or more other meanings.



Type Three Words -- words which are in neither the student's oral vocabulary

nor his or her reading vocabulary but for which he or

she has an available concept or for which a concept can

be easily identified.

Type Four Words -- words which are in neither the student's oral vocabulary

nor h4s or her reading vocabulary and for which he or

she does not have an available cnncept and for which a

concept cannot be easily built.

Before methods of selecting each type of word are discussed, some general

characteristics of the system should be noted. First, the order in which the

types are listed generally parallels the difficulty of the teaching and learning

task. Type One words are the easiest to teach, and Type Four are the most diffi-

cult to teach. The difficulty of teaching the other types of words liei between

these extremes.

Second, because the system classifies words and concepts according to an

individual's prior knowledge of these words and concepts, the system is relative

rather than absolute. Wlat is a Type One word for one student may be a Type Three

word for another. This does not mean that most words will be differentially

classified in a particular classroom. Rather, within reasonably homogeneous classes,

where students -are about the same age, come from similar backgrounds, and have had

similar experiences, the relationship between the word or concept being taught and

students' prior knowledge will be similar for most of the students. Of course, to

the extent that a class is less homogeneous this will be less true.
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The last general characteristic of the system is that the four categories are

not mutually exclusive. In particular, a new meaning represented by a Type Two

word can either represent an existing or easily available concept or a new concept

which cannot be easily developed. Also, the distinction between Type Three and

Type Four words is sometimes a very fine one.

I turn now to methods of selecting each sort of word to teach.

Selectin4 Words to Teach

As I just noted, Type One words are the easiest sort to teach. They are

also the easiest type to select. In fact, almost no Type One words need to be

selected and taught to average and above average students in the intermediate and

secondary grades. Such students can already read virtually all of the words in

their oral vocabularies, and they have developed word attack skills that enable

them to decode most of the relatively few words which are in their oral vocabularies

but which they do not recognize instantly in print.

However, Type One words do need to be taught to those less able students

whose reading vocabularies are considerably smaller than their oral vocabularies

and who have not acquired adequate decoding skills to be able to deal independently

with Type One words. In Graves (1980; in press) I discuss a number of sources of

Type One words. Here, I will briefly note two sources. For students who read

primarily in a particular reading series, the glossaries in the primary grade texts

of the series are a very good source of Type One words. These are the words the

students will encounter most frequently in the series', and they are the ones'ithe

students must learn to respond to automatically. Specific words to teach cad be

selected by starting with the word lists in the earliest readers, testing students'

ability to pronounce the words on those lists, and then teaching the words they

cannot pronounce. Testing can consist merely of asking students to pronounce the
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words. They already know the meaning of these words. Also, students' knowledge

of words at any particular level can often be tested with a subset of the words

used at that level. If students can identify a randomly selected set of 20 words

taken from the 200 word vocabulary used in a particular first reader, it is a good

bet that they will know most of the other 180 words, and furthertesting at that

level is not necessary. If, on the other hand, they can idenpfy only 15 of the 20

words, then they probably need to be tested on all the word to determine just

which ones they need to be taught. After words at a lower level are mastered,

the teacher can proceed by testing words at higher and higher levels, teaching

the words not known at one level before going on to select those needing to be

taught at the next.

For students who do not use a specific reading series, the Harris-Jacobson

word list (1972) is an very good source of Type One words. This list is based

on a count of words appearing in basal readers and other materials used in grades

1-6. It lists about 6,000 words by the grade level at which they are first widely

used. There is a list of words first widely used at the preprimmer level,-a list

first widely used at the first grade level, and so on. Thus, specific words to be

taught can be selected just as they would be from the glossaries of reading series.

The teacher starts with the lowest level word lists, tests students' knowledge of

these words, teaches words that need to be taught at that level, and then moves to

the next highest level.

The first step in selecting Type Two words, words with multiple meanings,

to teach is to recognize that there are two kinds of multiple meaning words. On

the one hand, there are words that have more than one common meaning. It is

frequently pointed out, for example, that the word run has a large variety of

meanings. One can run a race, run to the store, run a store, or run the rapids.
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What is not as frequently pointed out is the fact that a great many English

words have multiple meanings. Luckily, not all of these words need to be taught.

Rather, students need to learn that words have multiple meanings and that the

particular meaning a word has is determined by the context in which it occurs.

Thus, when words with multiple common meanings are taught, they are taught to

illustrate the general principle that many words have multiple meanings. Words

exemplifying this fact can be selected from students' reading material.

However, picking multiple meaning words out of reading selections can be time

consuming. A text titled The Living Word Vocabulary (Dale & O'Rourke, 1981)

provides a more convenient source of multiple meaning words.

The Living Word Vocabulary is a word list which presents the results of

vocabulary tests administered to students in grades 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13 and

16. In all, the tests included about 43,000 items testing about 30,000

words, with multiple meanings of many of the words being tested. Each item

consisted of the word being tested in the stem and three alternatives, which

were either singleloords or short phrases. Each item was administered to

students at various rade levels until that grade level at which between 67%

and 84% of the studen s tested knew the particular word-meaning combination,

and the exact percentage of students at that grade level' who correctly

answered the items are listed in the text. The entries for pose, which was

tested with four meanings, are shown below.
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Grade Score Word Meaning

04 80% pose to sit for an artist

06 80% pose to pretend

08 84% pose position

12 78% pose to present

Thus, the text indicates that 80% of the 4th graders tested know the

word pose meaning "to sit for an artist," but that it was not until 6th

grade that 80% of the students knew pose meaning "to pretend." Obviously,
a

The Living Word Vocabulary is extremely useful for identifying multiple

meaning words and for determining the grade levels at which students are

likely to know or not know various meanings.

Earlier, I noted that there are two kinds of multiple meaning words.

The second kind of multiple meaning word has one common meaning, usually

the more frequent meaning, and then another restricted meaning that is

unique to a specific subject area, usually a lest frequent meaning. Legend,

is a good example of such a word. Most intermediate grade students know

that a legend is an old story. And although these students will probably

learn more about legends in the literature classes they take (for example,

they are likely to learn that legends are often believed to be true), they

probably learned this original, common meaning without formal instruction.

However, even in the secondary grades, many students do not know that a

legend is a key to an illustration or map. Most students will learn this
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meaning of legend only if their teacher, probably their history or geography

teacher, points it out. Moreover, knowing the more common meaning of legend

is of little help in figuring out this restricted meaning.

There are not a large number of these words, but there are certainly

enough of them that teachers should be concerned with identifying those

that may hinder students' understanding. Unlike the other kind of multiple

meaning words, words having a specialized meaning.in a particular subject

should probably be chosen exclusively by subject matter teachers and exclu-

sively from subject matter reading materials. Selecting them is largely a

matter of teachers' being aware of them as they prepare to teach particular

selections.

Learning to deal with Type Three words, words which are in neither

their oral vocabulary nor their reading vocabulary, but for which they have

an available concept, is the largest word learning task intermediate and

secondary students face. Thus selecting Type Three words to teach is a

formidable task, and certainly not all the Type Three words students will

encounter can be directly taught. But this certainly does not mean that

none of them should be taught.

There are three steps teachers can take in selecting Type Three words

to teach. The first is getting some idea of just which words students

are likely to know. Some of our recent work (Graves & Gebhard,. 1982) indi-

cates that teachers vary a great deal in their knowledge of their students'

vocabularies. The second is.setting up criteria for selecting the words,

and the third is actually selecting the words.
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Dale and O'Rourke's The Living Word Vocabulary can be a tremendous aid

in learning about what words students do and do not know. As noted, the text

lists words, their meanings, the grade level at which between 67% and 84% of

the students tested knew the word with.a particular meaning, and the exact

percentage of students at tL'. grade level that knew the word. The text

provides precisely the information of concern here. That is, it answers the

question, "What percent of my students are likely to know the wordAvith this

meaning?"

Another source of information about what words students know4s the

students themselves. Teachers can identify the words in upcoming selections

that they think will be difficult for students and build multiple-choice or

matching tests to find out whether or not the words are difficult. Of

course, constructing such tests is time consuming and certainly not something

to be done for every selection. However, it need not be done for every

selection. Several experiences of identifying words that they think will be

difficult and then checking students' performance to see just what was diffi-

cult will sharpen teachers' general perceptions of which words do and do not

cause students problems.

There will almost always be more difficult words than the teacher has

time to teach. Thus, once potentially difficult vocabulary is identified,

the next step is to determine what words are worth teaching. Four questions

will be helpful here. The first question to ask is, "Is underitanding the

word important to understanding the selection in which it appears?" If the

answer is "No," then other words would usually take precedence for teaching.

The second question is, "Are students likely to be able to assign the

word a meaning using their context or structural analysis skills?" If the

answer here is "Yes," then they probably ought to be allowed to do so.
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Having students use their word attack skills when they can will both help

them to cement these skills and reduce the number of words that need to be

taught.

Another question to ask is, "Can this word be used to further students'

context, structural analysis, or dictionary skills?" In other words, "Can

the word be used to help students develop skills they can later use inde-

pendently?" If the answer here is "Yes," then dealing with the word can

serve two purposes. It can aid students in learning the word, and it can

help them acquire a generative skill. Thus, for example, one might de-

liberately teach a word because it has a useful pref.;x that at least some

students still need to master.

The final question I would suggest asking is, "How useful is this

particular word outside of the selection being currently taught?" By and

large, the answer to this question will depend on the word's frequency.

The more frequent a word in the materials students will be'dealing with in

the future, the more useful it is for them to know it. Moreover, the more

frequent the word, the greater the chances that students will retain it

once it is taught.

Learning to deal with Type Four words, words which represent new and

difficult concepts, is often considered to be the most important vocabulary

learning task that intermediate and secondary grade students face. This may

be true. Learning new words that represent new concepts is certainly an

important part of schooling, but learning other types of vocabulary is also

important. What is certain is that the concept of Type Four words is itself

an important one. It is also a somewhat illusive one. As I noted earlier]

the distinction between Type Three words and Type Four words is sometimes a.
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fine one. More specifically, words and the concepts they represent form a

continuum in which some words very definitely represent familiar concepts and

can be easily explained, others represent somewhat familiar concepts and can

be fairly easily explained (at least if they .do not have to be explained too

fully), and still others represent distinctly new concepts and require a good

deal of time and effort to explain (particularly if they need to be explained

fully).. The other reason that the concept of Type Four words is somewhat

elusive is suggested by the parenthetical comments above. That is, the

difficulty of teaching a word or concept is influenced by the depth or pre-

cision of meaning that needs to be developed. Fascism, for example, would

represent a new and potentially difficult concept for most 6th graders.

However, teaching students that fascism is "a type of dictatorship" is

radically easier than teaching the full blown concept.

A word of caution is in order here. Neither the fact that Type Three

and Four words represent a continuum of difficulty nor the fact that

difficult .concepts can sometimes be taught at a simple level should be

taken to mean that Type Four words really are not very difficult to teach.

While it may make sense to talk about taking 10-15 minutes to teach ten

Type Three words before students read a selection in which they are used, it

makes no sense to talk about teaching ten Type Four words in anything like

this period of time. Teaching a single concept may take days, and attempting

to teach new concepts as if they were merely new words will serve no useful

function. Doing so will only confuse students.

Mores is an example of a difficult Type Four word, one that might be

introduced in senior high classes. Mores is also a good example of a word

which can be taught at various levels. The teacher could, for example,
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define mores as "customs," in which case it would represent an available con-

cept. Such a definition might serve some purposes, although these would be

unambitious ones, merely allowing students to get through a piece of material

which included the word. As defined by one authority, mores are certain

sorts of customs--"customs that are regarded by general agreement as highly

important and obligatory as evidenced by strong sentiments against deviation

and by severe punishment for violation" (Williams, 1968, p. 205). Obviously,

mores are not simply customs. Less obviously, the concept MORES is not at

all fully defined by the above definition. Fully understanding a concept

involves being able to identify specific instances and non-instances of the

concept and distinguishing between the concept and other related concepts.

Thus, one who understands the concept MORES should be able to answer such

questions as "Is armed robbery against the mores of our society?" or "Are

folkways the same as mores?" Knowing the definition of mores given above,

even understanding it, does not prepare students to answer even the above

two questions, let alone provide them with a fully formed concept of mores.

Teaching the word mores is not really a matter of teaching a word; it is

a matter of teaching a concept. And teaching a concept such as this is a

difficult and time consuming task.

I will be very brief about selecting Type Four words to teach. There

is only one source of Type Four words. This is the subject matter being

taught. Those Type Four words that need to be fully developed are the major

concepts of the subject matter. Type Four words that need to be less fully

developed are those that are less central to the subject matter.
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Teaching Vocabulary

Here I will discuss the critical attributes of instruction appropriate

for each type of word and describe 'one method of teaching each sort of word

in detail.

Type One Words. Probably the most important thing to remember about teaching

Type One words is what not to teach. What does not need to be taught is the

meaning of the words. By definition, students already know the meaning of

these words. The basic task for the student is to associate what is unknown,

the written word, to what is already known, the spoken word. To establish

this association, the student needs to see the word at the same time that it

is pronounced. The association will be strengthened if a multisensory approach

is used. Thus, a typical procedure might include the student's hearing the

word, seeing it, pronouncingit, and writing it. In this way, the student's

auditory, visual, and kinesthetic senses would be involved. Finally, the

student needs to rehearse the association, to practice it. This can be done

both through direct rehearsal--studying the words, using them in various

exercises, or playing word games--and through incidental rehearsal--repeatedly

reading the words as 'one encounters them in texts. Note that students are

likely to get a great deal of incidental rehearsal when they are learning

very frequent words but very little incidental rehearsal with infrequent

words. If teachers want students to get much rehearsal with infrequent

words, they must provide direct rehearsal.

One further matter to consider with respect to teaching words which

are already in students' oral vocabularies is how to group them for instruc-

tion. These words should be grouped to reflect similarities in letter-sound
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correspondences rather than to reflect relationships among meanings (although

this latter method of grouping is appropriate for teaching words that are

not already in students' oral vocabularies). For example, students who have

the word throat in their oral vocabularies but cannot recognize it in print

will be aided in learning to read the word if teachers point out to them that

the spelling of the vowel sound in throat is the same as it is in the words

boat and coat, two words which they can already read. On the other hand,

these students will not be aided in learning to read throat by teachers'

pointing out that the words throat, mouth, and nose all refer to parts of

the body. They already know the meaning of the word.

Here is an appropriate method of teaching Type One words.

1. Select a set of 5-15 words grouped according to letter-

sound correspondences. About half of the words should be

unknown. A typical set of words might be bread, spread,

breakfast, measure, weather, head, lead, dead, heavy, and

ready.

2. Give students a list of the words, and read the list to them

as they follow,along. Do this twice 'f that seems necessary.

3. Read the words in random order and ask students to check each

word as it is read. If some students check the wrong word,'

immediately correct them by repeating the word and spelling it.

4. Have students take each word in turn, cover it, and write it.

Put each word on the board and have students correct each

word they spelled incorrectly.

5. Have students read through the list of words, either as a group

or individually. If students read any words incorrectly,

correct them by simply pronouncing the words.
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6. On the day following initial teaching, have the students read

through the list again, and again correct any errors.

7. Finally, insure that the students get a lot of practice with the

words and develop automatic responses to them by frequently

reading them in meaningful contexts, that is, in material

students find interesting and enjoyable.

Cunningham (1982) has pointed out that student diads can be very effec-

tively used in teaching Type One words. Identify a set of words such as

that suggested above (bread, spread, breakfast, etc.). Type the words on

3x5 cards. Identify a pair of students who still need to master some of

the words. Then tell the students to repeatedly work through the set of

cards (reading through them, presenting them as flash cards to each other,

etc.) until their responses to them are accurate and instantaneous.

A more detailed consideration of teaching Type One words can be found

in Graves (1978).

Type Two Words. As I noted above, there are two sorts of Type Two words--

words with a variety of common meanings and words with one common meaning

and another restricted meaning. The aims of instruction are different with

each of these sorts of words, and consequently the instruction appropriate

for the two sorts differs.

To be more precise, the meanings of words with multiple common meanings

do not need to be taught. Students know a variety of meanings for run, for

example. What does need to be done is to sensitize students to the fact that

many words'have a variety of common meanings and that the meaning a certain

occurrence of a word has is determined by the context in which it occurs.

Students need to be alerted to this fact; they need to' be told that many
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words have multiple meanings. Then, they may need to complete exercises

designed to reinforce this knowledge. One way of reinforcing students'

knowledge that words have multiple meanings is to give them multiple meaning

words and their definitions and have them write sentences illustrating the

various meanings. A slightly different way to accomplish the same purpose

is to give students pairs of sentences illustrating different meanings of

words and have them define the meanings of the words in the various sen-

tences using dictionaries. Note that this latter procedure familiarizes

students with using the multiple meanings dictionaries provide, something

they often need help with.

As noted, the instruction for the other sort of Type Two words is

quite different. Students already recognize these words in print and can

pronounce the word when shown the printed version of it. However, they

need to be taught a meaning of the word that they have not previously

known. The general strategy for teaching this sort of multiple meaning word

is to relate the new meaning to the already known meaning, showing first the

similarities and then the differences in meaning. Ryder (1978) has described

a specific procedure for teaching multiple meaning words. The procedure re-

quires the teacher to construct a paragraph, which he or she then reads through

with the students as they follow along on an overhead or from dittoed copies of

the paragraph. Generally, the first section of the paragraph defines the known

meaning of the word and uses the word in a sentence with that meaning. The next

section of the paragraph defines the new meaning of the word and uses the word

in a sentence illustrating that meaning. The next section describes the simi-

larities between the two meanings. And the last section describes the differ-

ences between the two meanings.
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Here is an example of Ryder's procedure used to teach a new meaning of

You all know that the word pose means "to sit for a photographer"
as in the sentence, "I always have to pose for pictures on my
birthday." But the word pose can also mean "to present" as in
the sentence, "He posed a so ution to the problem." The similarity
between the two meanings is that both include the idea of present-
ing. One presents himself to a photographer to get his picture
taken and one presents a solution to a problem. The difference
between the two meanings is that pose meaning "to sit for a
photographer" has a very restricted meaning; one can pose only
to get one's picture taken.

One note of caution is in order here. Some ultiple meaning words just

will not fit into this format, and when a word does not fit into the format,

some other procedure will need to be used.

As with any new learning, students need some sort of rehearsal with

newly learned word meanings if they are to retain them over time. One ap-

propriate rehearsal procedure to use with multiple meaning words that have

first been taught using Ryder s procedure is to have students write defini-

tions showing the two meanings f the words a week or so after the meanings

have been initially taught.

A more detailed consideration of teaching Type Two words can be found

in Ryder (1978).

Type Three Words. Here the task is distinctly one of teaching meaning.

Simply decoding the word, sounding it out, will be of little use beCause

the word is not part of the students' oral vocabularies. The general pro-

cedure for teaching Type Three words is to embed them in rich contexts which
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serve to define their meaning and to relate them to words and concepts

students already know. We have found a procedure which we term the Context-

Relationship procedure to be very successful in teaching Type Three words.

The steps in the procedure are as follows.

1. Write a short paragraph in which the word being taught is

used three times. In the first sentence of the paragraph,

simply use the word in a rich context. In the next sentence,

add anything that will help clarify the meaning of the word

in the first sentence. In the third sentence use the word

again, noting that its meaning can be compared to that of

another word the students already know. Finally, in the

fourth sentence, make the comparison.

2. Write a multiple-choice question containing a definition of

the word that is correct and two distractors that are

distinctly wrong.

3. Give students a study guide which lists each word to be taught,

presents the paragraph you constructed, and gives the multiple-

choice question.

4. Pronounce the word. Read the prepared paragraph. Read the

possible definitions. Have students check the best definition,

and then give them the correct answer.

Two sample paragraphs and multiple-choice questions are shown below.
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thrive

You can keep plants alive if you only water them once in a

while. But if you want them to thrive, you must water and

feed them on a regular basis. Thrive has a more specific

meaning than grow. The word thrive indicates that something

is doing very well.

Thrive means

A. to grow slowly.

e/-
B. to stay alive.

C. to grow well.

Labyrinth

The Walls of the hugh, old mansion formed a labyrinth. We

kep getting lost and had trouble finding the right room.

b rinth has the same meaning as maze. The word labyrinth

is used to describe a complicated and bewildering path.

Labyrinth means

A. a large basement.

B. confusing passageway.

C. a place for mixing metals.

As is the case with multiple- meaning words, if these words are worth

teaching, they are probably worth at least one planned rehearsal. One sort

of rehearsal, and a type that is brief but often sufficient, is to give

students a multiple-choice test on the words and correct the test in class.

This might be done a week or so after students have first learned the words.

Further consideration of teaching Type Three words is given in Palmer

(1979).
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Type Four Words. Considering the task of teaching Type Four words is very

different from considering the task of teaching the other types of words.

When one is teaching a Type Four word, he or she is teaChing a concept, and

there are probably nearly as many ways to teach concepts as there are con-

cepts. Moreover, since concepts may differ radically from each other, ways

of teaching concepts may also differ radically. Still, the elements of a

widely applicable general procedure can be described, and a somewhat more

specific procedure can be described and illustrated. The elements of the

general procedure are (1) a definition of the concept, (2) examples of the

concept, (3) non-examples of the concept (closely related \concepts that are

likely to be mistaken for the one being taught), and (4) an opporunity for

, students to work with the concept.

The steps in one specific procedure are shown below.

1. Define the concept. In many cases ,this can be done by first

defining the class of things to which the concept belongs and

then describing the attributes of the concept that make it a

specific member of this class.

2. Give one or several examples of the concept. Examples may

consist of explanations of the concept, scenarios that

illustrate the concipt, pictures illustrating,the concept,

objects illustrating the concept, or even objects that are

the concept.

3. Give one or several non-examples of the concept. As with the

examples, the non-examples may take a variety of forms. As

noted above, the non-examples should be of concepts that might

be mistaken for the concept being taught.
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4. Have students distinguish between examples and non-examples

of the concept.

5. Have students produce examples and non-examples of the concept.

6. Have studefits define the concept in their won words.

The first four steps of the procedure, the steps that are completed by

the teacher, are illustrated for the word temerity below.

1. A definition. Temerity refers to a way of behaving. A person

who displays temerity engages in foolish boldness that results

from underrating the danger of his or her actions.

2. Two examples. A person who climbed Mount Everest wearing

tennis shoes would be showing temerity. Or, a person who

fought a tiger with his bare hands would be displaying temerity.

3. Two non-examples. A runner who finished a race despite a

side ache would not be displayingtemeri4. Neither would a

person who went out on an overcast day without an umbrella.

In neither case is the danger sufficient to term the behavior

temerity.

4. Some examples and non-examples. Driving a motorcycle on the

freeway (non - example). Sky-diving without a safety chute

(example). Eating too much (non-example). Betting one's

life savings on a horse race (example).

This is, as I just noted, only one of many procedures that might be used

to teach Type Four words.. Further consideration of teaching Type Four words

is given by Boettcher (1979). Also, Beck, McKeown, and McCaslin (1979) and

Calfee (1981) give teaching procedures appropriate for both Type Three and

Type Four words.
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Teachinglleading Comprehension

In the section of this module on teaching effectiveness, I noted that

:a number of observershave recently* charged that teachers spend a good deal

less time directly instructing students than they should. As the work of

such researchers as Durkin (1978-1979) and Duffy and Roehler'(1982) makes

clear, this :charge is'particularly valld when leveled at reading comprehen-

sion instruction. Direct instruction in reading comprehension is not a fre-

quent activity in our schools. Moreover, as recent reviews by Tierney and

Cunninghamn (in press) and Vaughan (in press) indicate, up until very recently

there has not been a lot of evidence indicating just what constitutes effec-

t tive comprehension instruction. There still is not a lot of direct evidence

on the topic. However, the research on teaching effectiveness and theoretical

considerations about the reading process offer a number of suggestions for

teaching comprehension. Moreover, several recent studies of specific in-

structional procedures show that comprehension can be targht.

Here I will consider two sorts of comprehension instruction. The

first of these is instruction designed to assist students in dealing with

specific texts. Such instruction takes place immediately before4uring,
44'

and after students are reading a particular selection. It ai44tiiants in

. .,/

wt Tierney and Cunningham (in press) refer to as "learning OOM'iext."

./The *,other sort of instructi is designed to assist students in dealing with

the variety of texts that thy will encounter in their future reading. This

instruction is likely to be coupled with a particular reading selection when

it is presented, but the fact that it helps students deal with that selection

is incidental; it is designed to help students deal with future texts. It

aids students in what Tierney and Cunningham call "1.,arning to learn from

text" or what have sometimes been called "generative comprehension skills."

I will consider each sort of comprehension instruction in turn.
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Improving Comprehension at Specific Texts

One reason for wanting to improve students' comprehension of specific'

texts is obvious. We want students to understand what they read. There

are two other reasons for wanting to improve students' comprehension of each

and every selection they read that .are perhaps not so obvious. They are,

however, tremendously important. One is that we want each and every reading

experience a student has to be a successful one. This, as I rioted in the sec-

tion on teaching effectiveness, is a key factor promoting learning. Moreover,

as Berliner (1981) has pointed out, success is most crucial for those stu-

dents who typically do not achieve well in school. Thus, success is par-.

ticularly crucial for a number of mainstreamed students.

The other' less than obvious reason'that we want to improve students'

comprehension of each and every text they read, to help them deal competently

with each selection they read, is that each successful reading student's do

will contribute to their'developing automaticity and becoming fluent readers.

I noted the importance of automaticity in the section on theory. Students

must learn to automatically recognize words and automatically assign them

meanings if they are to become competent readers. As Beck (1981) has pointed

out, there are two general strategies for promoting automaticity. One of these

is to have students repeatedly read the same passages, practicing them as one

might practice playing tunes on a piano. This method can be quite effective.

It has been clearly described by Samuels (1979), and some classroom teachers

may find it useful. However, it would more frequently be used by reading

teachers than by classroom teachers. The other method of promoting automaticity

is to have students repeatedly read material that they can deal competently

with and that they generally find easy and enjoyable.
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The following plan is designed to facilitate students' comprehension

of specific selections and in so doing provide students with reading experi-

ences that will be successful and enjoyable. The plan is a modified version

of one several colleagues and I developed several years ago (Graves, Palmer,

& Furniss, 1976). It is also, however, a modified version of the Directed

Reading Lesson (see Harris & Sipay, 1980), and as such it is a plan which has

been widely recommended by reading educators for decades.

A number of guiding principles underlie the plan. The first is that the

classroom teacher's responsibility is frequently that of accommodating to

students with varying reading ability and facilitating students' growth in

reading rather than that of directly teaching reading.

The second guiding principle comes from the work of Herber (1978). Ac-

cording to Herber, an important task of schooling is that of zaduallx lead-

ing students from dependence on teachers to independence. Certainly, Herber

acknowledges, the ultimate goal of schooling is to produce independent learn-

ers, in the specific case of reading, independent readers. But too often, he

claims, teaching is assumptive; students are expected to accomplish new

learning tasks without being taught how to do them. This, of course, is not

teaching at all.

The third guiding principle comes from the work of Carroll (1963) and

Bloom (1968). Carroll has put forth a notion of ability quite different from

that traditionally held. Briefly, Carroll defines ability as the rate at

which one learns rather than as a determinant of whether or not one can

learn. And Bloom, in his work on mastery learning, endorses this concept of

ability and argues that the vast majority of students can learn the vast

majority of things we wish to teach them--but at radically different rates.

Ability, I would add here, will vary markedly within most classes.
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The fourth guiding principle is that Jenkins' (1979) model of the learning

situation accurately describes the factors that one needs to consider in con-

structing a reading assignment. According to Jenkins, the relevant factors

are the characteristics of the learner, the nature of the materials, the cri-

terial tasks, and the learning activities.

The fifth guiding principle is that prereading activities, activities that

teachers engage students in immediately before they read a selection, are

particularly important to comprehension and deserve a good deal of the

teacher's and the students' time and effort. This principle is particularly

consistent with the work of Beck and her colleagues (Beck, 1981, 1982; Beck

& McKeown, 1981; Beck, McKeown, McCaslin, & Burkes, 1979; Beck, Omanson &

McKeown, 1982) and with some of our own work (Graves & Cooke, 1981; in

press; Graves & Palmer, 1981).

The final guiding principle is really a set of principles. Specifically,

it is that the instruction should be consistent with the results of the teach-

ing effectiveness research (Berliner, 1981; Brophy, 1982; Duffy, 1981; Rosen-

shine, 1977). In particular, the plan relies heavily on the notions that

instruction should frequently be teacher directed and that success crucial

to learning.

With those principles in mind, the plan can be briefly outlined. The

figure below illustrates both the factors considered in planning and the major

components of an assignment.
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Planning takes into account the students, the reading selection, and the

purpose of reading. These factors are interrelated, and decisions made about

any one factor constrain the decisions that can be made about the other two.

If, for example, the decision is made that a certain selection must be dealt

with, the purposes of the assignment are limited to those to which the selec-

tion lends itself, and only certain students may be capable of reading the

selection. If, on the other hand, the decision is made that the assignment

is to have the students read for enjoyment, and assuming that different

students enjoy different things, then multiple selections will have 'to be

used.
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The result of planning is the creation of the activities themselves. As

shown in the figure, the possible components of the assignment are pre-reading

activities, reading activities, and post- reading activities. As is the case

with the three factors considered in planning, the three components of the

assignment are interdependent. If, for example, the decision is made that all

students are to read a particular selection for homework and if the selection

is relatively difficult, then at least some students are likely to need a good

deal of pre-reading instruction. If, on the other hand, the decision is made

that students are to read a relatively simple selection solely for enjoyment

and that there is to be no post-reading task, then pre-reading activities may

not be needed.

In the remainder of this section of the module, I discuss the pre-reading,

reading, and post-reading activities that can be used. It is important to note

that I am not suggesting that all of these activities ought to be a part of all

reading assignments for all students. In a heterogeneously grouped classroom,

activities should be differentially assigned. Generally, more pre-reading ac-

tivities and simpler post-reading tasks will need to be employed when a reading

selection is difficult for a student or group of students. Then, too, the

reading selections themselves need to be differentially assigned. Both better

and poorer readers should deal with selections with which they need no help and

others with which they need a good deal of help. The goal is to accommodate to

students' reading abilities and facilitate their success in reading while gradu-

ally leading them from dependence on the teacher to independence.

Pre-reading Activities. The pre-reading activities considered here are motivating

students, building or activating students' background knowledge, previewing, pre-

teaching vocabulary, and prequestioning and direction setting.

There is little need to present a general rationale for the importance of mo-

motivation. Psychologists have recognized the importance of motivation in learning
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at least since the time of Edward Thorndike. And teachers have always recognized

the importance of motivating their students. Moreover, many of the activities

discussed below are concerned in one way or another with 'motivating students.

Here, however, I am referring to motivational activities of a particular sort,

and I want to make a specific point about the value of such activities. As de-

fined here, motivational activities are activities which are undertaken prior to

reading and are intended solely for the purpose of getting students interested

in the upcoming reading. These activities do not necessarily bear a close

relationship to the content of the reading selection and need not serve as over-

views of the selection. The point I wish to make about motivational activities

of this sort is this: Sometimes, and perhaps frequently, doing something solely

for the sake of motivating students is well worthwhile.

The importance of building or activating students' background knowledge is

the central teaching implication growing out of schema theory. As I noted

above, schema theory lays incredible stress on readers having and accessing

appropriate schemata for anything they attempt to read. Adams and Bruce (1982)

elaborate on this notion.

To say that background knowledge is often used, or is
useful in comprehending a story is misleading. It suggests
that a reader has the option of drawing on background knowledge
to enhance the comprehension process, but that she/he might
just as well do without such frills--as if there were a reading
process separate from the drawing-on-background-knowledge process.

In fact, reading comprehension involves the construction of
ideas out of preexisting concepts. A more correct statement of
the role of background knowledge would be that comprehension is
the use of prior knowledge. to create new knowledge. Without
prior knowledge, a complex object, such as a text, is not just
difficult to interpret; strictly speaking, it is meaningless.
(pp. 22-23)

Adams and Bruce (1982), Beck (1982), and Beck, McKeown, McCaslin, and

Burkes (1979) present excellent discussions of the sorts of background in-

formation children need to have and use if they are to understand what they

read.
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Previewing differs from building or activating students' background

knowledge in that previews provide students with specific information about

the contents of a selection rather than dealing with background for the

selection. The use of previews is strongly supported by the notion that

reading is an interactive process that makes use of information from a

variety of sources and that deficits in knowledge of one sort may be

compensated for by knowledge of other sorts. Briefly, previews provide

students with a good deal of knowledge about a selection before they read

it, making the reading process itself less difficult. Previews for short

stories, for example, provide information about the setting, characters,

plots, and structures of stories. My colleagues and I (Graves & Cooke,

1980, in press; Graves & Palmer, 1981) have conducted several studies in-

vestigating the effect of previews with short stories, and have found that

previews consistently improve comprehension and that students like having

stories previewed. The previews we have used are quite detailed, ranging

from 400 to 600 words for stories ranging from 1,500 to 6,000 words. The

previews are read to students immediately before they read the stories.

Graves and Cooke (in press) contains a detailed description of previewing

and a sample preview.

Preteaching potentially difficult vocabulary from a selection .to be read

is a standard practice cor teachers and is recommended by reading authorities

(Harris & Sipay, 1980; Herber, 1978). Moreover, recent research indicates that

teaching vocabulary can improve students' comprehension of a selection (Beck,

Perfetti, & McKeown, 1982; Graves & Bender, 1980; McKeown, Beck, Omanson &

Perfetti, in press). The central theoretical justification for preteaching

vocabulary stems from the notion that the mind is a limited capacity processor

and that both recognizing words and assigning them meanings must be automatic
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processes to avoid overburdening the mind's limited capacity. The vocabulary

section of this paper, particularly the section on Type Three words, contains

useful information on ways of selecting and teaching vocabulary from upcoming

selections.

Prequestioning and setting the direction for reading are other activities

that are primarily motivated by the notion that the mind is a limited capacity

processor. If students read selections without some idea of what they are

reading for, what questions they should be trying to answer as they are reading,

they are in a sense forced to attempt to attend to everything, and in so doing

they are likely to overburden the mind's limited capacity to process information.

Asking students questions or giving them directions for reading focuses their

attention and can thus make the reading task a manageable one. At the same time,

one needs to recognize that there is a danger in focusing attention. If atten-

tion is focused too narrowly by questions or directions the teacher gives, stu-

dents may fail to attend to other important aspects of what they are reading.

Thus, teachers need to be careful in formulating prequestions. If a selection

is difficult for students and one specific prequestion is all that they are

likely to be able to answer, asking a single specific prequestion is appropriate.

If a selection is not particularly difficult for students, prequestions should be

broad enough and sufficiently numerous that the students will attend to and learn

from much of the selection. Of course, the same reasoning applies to setting

directions. Beck, McKeown, McCaslin, and Burkes (1979) provide a thorough con-

sideration of setting directions for reading.
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Reading Activities. The reading activities considered here are guided read-

ing, alternate readings, modified readings, and listening.

Guided reading refers to a procedure in which questions are inserted

into a selection in such a way that readers are directed to stop and consider

a question or several questions one or more times while they are reading.

Frase (1968) and Rothkopf and Bisbicos (1967) have investigated various place-

ment locations for questions inserted in a text and have found that inter4ers-

ing questions within a selection can enhance learning. Like prequestions,

questions inserted into the text serve to focus attention. The advantage of

inserting questions at several points rather than placing all of them before

the selection is that the reader need not remember as many questions and hence

look for as many answers at any one time. Some of our own work (Graves &

Clark, 1981) has indicated that inserted questions can be quite effective with

less able students.

Providing individual students or groups of students with alternate readings

is certainly one of the best ways of insuring that each student will be success-

ful. Particularly with poorer readers, providing students with something they

can do as opposed to something they cannot is crucial (Berliner, 1981). Al-

ternate readings are thus appropriate when no method of structuring a reading

assignment can make it appropriate for all students. And alternate readings

are sometimes appropriate even when some sort of structure could make a single

selection appropriate for all students. As noted previously, the ultimate goal

of reading instruction is independence in reading; if students are to become

independent readers, they must get practice in reading without the teacher's

guidance. Providing students with reading which is relatively easy for them

is also one of the principal means for promoting automaticity and fluency (Beck,

)981).
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When appropriate alternate readings are unavailable or when it is not

desirable to have students read different selections, readings can sometimes

be modified. The most feasible possibility here is to have less able students

read only parts of a selection. As previously noted, ability can be usefully

thought of as the rate at which one learns (Bloom, 1968; Carroll, 1963). It

therefore makes good sense to have less able readers read and learn less in a

given amount of time than more able readers. Note also that asking students

to read part of a selection rather than all of it when part of it is all they

are able to read will lead to success rather than failure.

Particularly for poorer readers, listening is a distinctly easier task

than reading. "By age four," writes one linguist, "[the child] wi 1 have mas-

tered very nearly the entire complex and abstract structure of the English .

language" (McNeill, 1966, p. 21). While this statement about young children's

linguistic development is exaggerated, the fact is that every normal child

learns to speak and listen relatively well before entering school (Gibson &

Levin, 1975). Certainly, some children are better listeners than others; and,

in fact, schools probably do not generally develop students' listening abili-

ties to their fullest extent (Laundry, 1969). Nevertheless, there are not :

remedial listeners in the same sense that there are remedial readers. Tenta-

tive evidence suggests that for average students reading becomes a more effec-

tive channel than listening a't about the seventh grade level (Sticht, Beck,

Hauke, Kleiman, & James, 1974). Thus, for students reading below this level,

listening represents a viable alternative to reading.

Post-reading Adtivities. The postreading activities considered here are post-

questioning, discussing, writing, and dramatizing.

Questioning is, of course, one of the most frequent post-reading activi-

ties teachers engage in, and in fact whole books have been written on the
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topic of teachers' questions (see, for example, Sanders, 1966). Here, four

aspects of questioning will be considered. The first is the nature of the

questions themselves. Taxonomies such as those of. Barrett (1976) and Pear-

son and Johnson (1978) suggest the types of questions that can be asked.

Barrett and Clymer, for example, list literal comprehension, reorganization,

inferential comprehension, and appreciation. A second aspect of questioning

to consider is the importance of the questions to students understanding the

reading. Beck, McKeown, McCaslin, and Burkes (1979) have argued that teachers

need to be certain students understand the basics of a reading selection be-

fore they are asked questions about more tangential matters. A third aspect

of questioning to consider is the number of questions asked. As previously

noted, less able students learn at a slower rate than more able ones (Bloom,

1968; Carroll, 1963). It therefore makes good sense to ask poorer readers

fewer questions than better readers. The fourth aspect of questioning to

consider is the availability of the answers. Students can be required to

recall answers without using the text, or they can be allowed to return to

the selection for answers. When students are allowed to return to the selec-

tion, they can be still further aided by being provided with the page, para-

graph, or even line on which the answer occurs (Herber, 1978).

While questions are frequently dealt with by students individually, dis-

cussions, of course, involve two or more students. Having students work to-

gether offers several potential advantages over having them work separately.

Particularly for the poorer readers, those who maY'have read a selection with-

out fully understanding it, discussion in a heterogeneous small group offers

a convenient and relatively non-threatening setting in which the information

not gained through reading can be acquired (Herber, 1978). For all students,



discussion provides an opportunity for exchange and collz.boration that may lead

to higher order thinking and use of language (Moffett, 1968). Finally, partic-

ularly with small groups, discussion affords students an opportunity to deal

with the parts or interpretationsjof a selection that particularly interest

them.

Everything else being equal, writing is a more difficult task than having

a discussion or answering objective questions. For this reason, special care

needs to be taken in giving writing assignments, particularly to less able

students. At the same time, students' use of any language activity serves to

reinforce their skill at others (Moffett, 1968), and integration of these

various activities is a much sought after goal (Aulls, 1975). Thus, students

should at least sometimes be asked to write after they read a selection.

tended consideration of writing activities is beyond the scope of this dule.

However, two guidelines for keeping writing tasks relatively simple an be

gfiven. Writing assignments for less able students should be kep short, and

instructions on what and how to write should be quite specific:

Included among dramatir, activities are a range of performances extending

from elaborate, theoretical, scripted presentations to very informal creative

and improvisational dramatizations. For the most part our concern here is

with the less formal activities. These activities le d themselves very readily

to affective goals such as engagement and involvemen with a selection. They

also provide opportunities for various sorts of cog itive growth (Koziol, 1973),

and teachers need feel no need to apologize for su9h activities as being merely

fun and games. Two notes about the difficulty of , dramatic activities deserve

attention. First, dramatic activities that rely heavily on full understanding

of the text will prove more difficult for poor readers than those that rely

more on personal experience. Second, students must not be threatened by the

sti
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task. The best safeguard here is to move into drama slowly, being sure that all

points that students are thoroughly comfortable with any sort of dramatization

they are asked to perform before other students (Courtney, 1981; Way, 1965).

In concluding this section of the paper on improving comprehension of spe-

cific texts, several general comments about the plan presented should be made.

The various sorts of pre-reading, reading, and post-reading activities

discussed above are, of course, only some of the procedures that can be used

with reading assignments. The list is in no way meant to be restrictive.

Teachers certainly should and do use others. Moreover, the real world of

teaching is more complex than the classification scheme may make it appear.

Dramatic activities, for example, can frequently be used prior to reading a

selection rather than following one. They could, as Koziol (1982) has pointee

out, be particularly useful in helping students to engage appropriate schemata

for an upcoming selection. Nevertheless, the scheme illustrates many of the

activities that can be used to accommodate to students of varying abilities,

and I believe it provides a reasonable framework for teachers who find them-

selves teaching classes of students with diverse abilities, a situation which

most teachers face.

Teaching Generative Comprehension Skills

As I noted in the introduction to this section of the paper, there is not

a great deal of evidence indicating just what constitutes effective comprehen-

sion instruction. This is particularly true with respect to teaching genera-

tive comprehension skills. Nevertheless, there are certainly some approaches

to fostering generative comprehension skills that are supported by common sense,

logic, and at least sowe research findings. In the remainder of this section

of the module and with the aid of a set of articles reprinted in the back of
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the' module, I consider six approaches. These are choosing Appropriate reading

materials, asking a variety of types of questions, teaching text structure,

teaching a generalized, study strategy, and fostering metacognitive behavior.

Choosing Appropriate Reading Materials. In the. -last section of this module,

I discussed methods teachers can use to facilitate students' comprehension of

specific selections. I did not, however, emphasize what is probably the single

most effective way of, insuring that students comprehend what t)ey read. Almost

certainly, the most effective method of insuring that students understand what

they read is to give them appropriate materials to read, materials that they

can read fluently--with interest, enjoyment, and:understanding. Moreover, the

kind of successful reading experiences that reading appropriate materials

create will lead to long term growth in reading skills (Beck, 1981).

The most commonly used method Of attempting to determine the appropriate-

ness of reading selections is to use readability formulas to assess the diffi-

culty of the selections. Readability formulas are objective methods of assess-

ing the ease or difficulty of selections. Readability formulas almost always

yield grade level designations for material; that is, they indicate that the

material can be read by students who are reading at at least such and such a

grade level. The formulas usually arrive at a grade level designation by tak-

ing into account two attributes of the material--some measure of word difficuTO

and some measure of syntactic complexity. It is important to note that these

indices are considered to be correlates of reading difficulty. Difficult texts

frequently contain difficult vocabulary and difficult syntax, and easy texts

:frequently contain easy vocabulary and syntax. However, vocabulary and syntax

are by. no means the only factors influencing reading diffiCulty, and text that

contains easy vocabulary and easy syntax is not necessarily easy. Moreover,
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it is not always possible to simplify a difficult text merely by simplifying

vocabulary and syntax.

All of this means that readability formulas are not always accurate; they

are not very precise; and they do not provide anything like a set of guidelines

on how to write readable material or how to simplify difficult material. De-

spite these limitations, I believe that readability formulas are useful and

should be used. They are useful in preventing gross mismatches in which the

material presented to a student is simply too difficult for him or her. If a

readability formula indicates that a selection is a grade or so above a stu-

dent's reading level, this may not mean much. However, if a formula indicates

that a selection is two or more grades above a student's reading level, then

the selection may very well be too difficult for the student. In such cases,

teachers should at least consider using another selection.

The Fry Readability Formula and a recent discussion of the formula by

Edward Fry are presented in the Appendix. Fry's formula is one of the most

widely used formulas, and one of the easiest formulas to use. In my judgment,

it is as appropriate as any formula for the sort of use suggested here.

There are, as I just said, a number of factors other than those considered

by readability formula that influence the difficulty of material. any of

these factors have recently been discussed by Spiro and Taylor (in press).

Several of them are briefly discussed below.

Certainly the most important factor to consider about any selection is its

content. Is the content intrinsically easy or intrinsically difficult? Is the

topic one that students are familiar with? Do students have sufficient back-

ground knowledge to deal with the topic? Is the topic likely to be interesting

and enjoyable for the students?
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A second important factor to consider is the structure of the selection.

Is the material well organized? Does the selection deal with relatively few

main topics and present a lot of supporting information, or does it deal with

a host of different topics, too many for students to remember? Is the selec-

tion coherent? Are the ideas in the selection related to each other in a clear

and logical fashion? Are students familiar with the structure of the selec-
O

tion? Does it use a form of organization that students have previously worked

with?

the last factor I will mention applies particularly to textbooks. It con-

cerns the learning aids provided in the text. Do chapters have clear.introduc-

tions that let students know just what is going to be presented? lb the authors

make informative use of headings? Are photographs, charts, and graphs effec-

tively used to support the text? Do chapters have succinct summaries? Do they

have any sort of check up tests for the readers?

Of necessity, the consideration of chcoslpg appropriate materials here

has been quite brief and hence incomplete. The Spiro and Taylor (in press)

paper presents additional useful information. Also, Armbruster and Anderson

(1,J81) present an interesting examination of the topic. Additionally, an arti-

cle on choosing social studies materials by Charles Peters'is included in the

Appendix. Peters' suggestions are applicable to choosing materials of a vari-

ety ot sorts. Finally, in a quite different vein, Cunningham (1982) has argued

that teachers shy. d actually try out materials on students to determine their

appropriateness. Certainly, trying out materials is at least sometimes possi-

ble anti can provide valuable insights.
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Asking a Variety of Types of Questions. As I pointed out in the section of

this module on teaching effectiveness and as has been repeatedly stressed in

the literature (Duffy & Roehler, 1982; Durkin, 1978-1979; Herber & Nelson,

1975), asking students questions ought not to be confused with teaching them

how to answer those questions. At the same time, common sense, correlational

evidence from the research on teaching effectiveness, and at least some experi-

mental evidence (Hansen, 1981) suggest that students are going to be better

able to answer types of questions they frequently encounter than types of

questions they rarely or never work with. It therefore makes good sense for

teachers to deliberately and rather systematically ask students a variety of

types of questions. Considered below are two guides for asking different

sorts of questions.

The first guide is Pearson and Johnson's (1978) three level taxonomy of

questions. The first level is termed textually explicit. The answers to tex-

tually explicit questions come directly from the text. These are what most

people would call strictly. factual questions. The second level is termed

textually implicit. The answers to textually implicit questions also come

primarily from the text, but they are not as directly stated in the text as

are the answers to textually explicit questions. Answering textually implicit

questions requires at least some inferencing. In more traditional terminology,

some of t e uesiions would be termed factual, and others would be termed in-

ferential. The third level is termed scriptually implicit. Here, the word

script refers to what I referred to as a schema in the section of the module

on theoretical considerations. The answers to scriptually implicit questions

require that readers use both information from the text and their background

knowledge or schemata. Pearson and Johnson present the following paragraph

and sample questions to illustrate the three levels of questions.

7 1
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Will Wends His Way

Right after the Civil War, many distraught soldiers made
their way West to find fame and fortune. Some could not go
home because there were no homes to go to. The war had devas-
tated them. One young man, Will Goodlad, made his fortune in
the hills of Colorado. He found gold in a little river near
Grand Junction. His fortune was short-lived, however. In

1875, he declared bankruptcy and returned to the land of his
birth--the Piedmond of South Carolina.

(1) When did Will declare bankruptcy? (textually explicit)

(2) Where was Will born? (tex.ually implicit)

(3) For what side did Will fight during the War? (scriptually implicit)

Most readers would probably agree that question 1 is textually explicit

and question 3 is scriptually implicit. However, I suspect that some readers

would argue that question 2 is also a textually explicit question. Pearson and

Johnson acknowledge the similarity of textually explicit and textually implicit

questions, but argue that the answers to textually implicit questions are not

as "directly, explicitly, and precisely taken from the text" (P. 159) as the

answers to the former. They further argue that teachers need to be aware of

situations in which students are making even small inferences.

The second guide to asking different sorts of questions is Barrett's (1976)

taxonomy. As I noted in the section of this module on facilitating comprehen-

sion of specific texts, Barrett's taxonomy has five major levels: literal com-

prehension, reorganization, ferential comprehension, evaluation, and apprecia-

tion. Each of these major 1:els is further broken down into more specific

categories. For example, under evaluation, Barrett includes judgments of

reality or fantasy, judgments of fact or opinion, judgments of adequacy and

validity, judgments o ropriateness, and judgments of worth, desirability,

and acceptability. The complete taxonomy is presented in the Appendix. I have
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found the level of specificity it provides very useful in leading me to ask

different sorts of questions.

In addition to asking different sorts of questions as identified by a

taxonomic guide, teachers need to ask the right questions for the particular

selection students are reading. They need to ask those questions that are im-

portant for students' understanding of the story. A paper by Isabel Beck and

Margaret McKeown discussing the importance of these questions and how they

can be identified is included in the Appendix.

Teaching Text Structure. This section of the paper differs from most others

in that it provides only a very brief introduction to a topic rather than pro-

viding a fairly thorough treatment of the topic. This is so because the topic,

teaching text structure, is a very complex one and one that is only beginning

to be dealt with in the literature. Nevertheless, the topic is at least worth

considering.

Recent work by educators (Meyer, 1975), linguists (de Beaugrande, 1980),

and psychologists (Thorndyke, 1977) has identified the canonical structures of

various forms of narration and exposition. Meyer and her colleagues (Meyer,

1975; Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 1980), for example, hav identified and studied

four expository structures that are quite frequently ed. These are antece-

dent-consequence, problem - solution,, favored position-oppo ing position, and

simple listing. Somewhat similarly, Cunningham and Foster 1978) noted that

the elements shown in the diagram below could be used to expl in the structure

of simple narratives.
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A. 1. Location

2. Time

3. Characters

D. etc.
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A. Main goal
of the main
character

Plot

A. 1. Subpoal

2. Attempt to
accomplish
subgoal

3. Outcome of
attempt

2.

3.

D. etc.

Resolution

A. Does the main
character ac-
complish his/
her goal?
Explain.

Recent research has indicated that better comprehenders are familiar with

the structure of stories (Dreher & Singer, 1980) and exposition (Meyer, Brandt,

& Bluth, 1980). Research has further indicated that students who recall more

of what they read use the author's structure in organizing their recall (Meyer,

Brandt, & Bluth, 1980; Slater, Graves, & Palmer, 1982). Experts (Beck, 1982;

Calfee, 1981) have recommended teaching text structure. And at least some re-

cent research has shown increased comprehension and recall as a result of

teaching both narrative (Tackett, 1982) and expository (Slater, 1982) struc-

ture.
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Teaching text structure is therefore at least worth considering. A

paper on teaching narrative structure by Cunningham and Foster (1978) is in-

cluded in the Appendix, and Slater (1982) provides some useful suggestions for

teaching expository structure.

Teaching a Generalized Study Strategy. As I noted in the section of this

module on imprcving comprehension of specific selections, the ultimate goal of

schooling is to make students independent learners. If students are to become

independent in learning from what they read, they need to learn some sort of

general strategy for studying text.

SQ3R (Robinson, 1941) is by far the best known study strategy. SQ3R

stands for Survey, Question, Read, Recite, and Review. Each of these steps

is briefly discussed below.

The first step is to survey. This means to go through the material

rather quickly to get a general idea of what is there. Read the title of the

selection. Next, read the introduction, usually the first paragraph or several

paragraphs of the selection. Then, read any bold fac -ed headings there are.

If there are no bold faced headings, read the first sentence of each paragraph.

In fact, it is a good idea to read the first sentence of each paragraph even if

there are headings. Finally, read the conclusion, usually the last paragraph.

The second step is to question. Actually, this is part of the first step

because readers should start posing questions as soon as they start surveying

the material. The idea is to ask the questions that should be answered during

reading. Make the questions as specific as possible, and jot them down on a

piece of paper. Leave spaces between them for the answers.
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The .third step is to read. Readers who have surveyed and questioned have

a general idea of what is in the material and the questions that are likely to

be answered. Read with a purpose; jot down answers to the questions that were

asked. Also, jot down important information that was not questioned.

The fourth step is to recite. This should be done immediately. after

reading the material. There are several ways to recite. Readers can recite to

themselves or to others; and they can recite mentally, aloud, or in writing.

In any case, one should recite without looking back at the text or the answers

to the questions posed if at all possible.

The final step is to review. To review, briefly read through the notes

taken on the selection and then try to recite the information without the

notes. The first review should come fairly shortly after reading, before the

newly learned material is forgotten. Subsequent reviews should be undertaken

periodically after the first one so that the new learning is firmly fixed in

long term memory.

Rather obviously, using SQ3R is time consuming and a lot of work. Get-

ting students to use it is not easy. In fact, getting university professors

to use it is not easy. Nevertheless, the sort of active search for meaning

and deliberate attempts to remember that it fosters are crucial to effectively

learning from text. Serious students definitely need to adopt some sort of

definite strategy for studying. There are, of course, alternatives to SQ3R.

Joseph Vaughan has recently suggested one he calls the ConStruct procedure.

His paper describing the ConStruct procedure is included in the Appendix. Also

recommended is a recent review of study strategies by Anderson and Armbruster

(in press).
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Fostering Metacognitive Behavior. A§ used here, the term metacognition refers

to the reader's awareness of his or her comprehension of a text and also to

the reader's regulation of the processes that lead to comprehension. Although

psychologists have been aware of the importance of metacognitive processes at

least since the time of Binet (1909), the term itself is relatively new, and

there has recently been renewed interest in the topic. Much of the recent

work on metacognition has been done by Brown and her colleagues (Brown, 1978,

1980, 1982), and a paper by Brown, Campione, and Day summarizing much of

Brown's thinking is included in the Appendix. Because that paper is quite com-

plete, the treatment here will be quite brief.

The argument motivating the study of metacognition is that active aware-

ness of one's comprehension while reading and the ability to use effective

fix-up strategies when comprehension breaks down are absolutely essential to

effectively learning from reading. Moreover, it is argued that good readers

exhibit metacognitive behavior while poor readers do not.

Brown (1982) has discovered two particularly well phrased characteriza-

tions of the situation. The characterization of good readers comes from a

book on intelligence by Whimbey (1975).

A good reader proceeds smoothly and quickly as long as his

understanding of the material is complete. But as soon as he

senses that he has missed an idea, that the track has been

lost, he brings smooth progress to a grinding halt. Advanc-

ing more slowly, he seeks clarification in the subsequent
material, examining it for the light it can throw on the
earlier trouble spot. If still dissatisfied with his grasp,
he returns to the point where the difficulty began and rereads

the section more carefully. He probes and analyzes phrases
and sentences for their exact meaning; he tries to visualize

abstruse descriptions; and through a series of approximations,

deductions, and corrections he translates scientific and tech-

nical terms into concrete examples. (p. 91)

7/
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The characterization of the poor learner comes from a much earlier book \

by Binet (1909).

The child is unreflective and inconstant; he forgets what he
is doing...he lets himself be carried away by fantasy and
caprice...he lacks direction...Me does not know what he does
not know. The loitx, with which his curiosity hounds us is em-
barrassing, for he will be contented naively with the most
absurd becauses. (pp. 119-120, 122)

The question, of course, is what teachers can do to foster metacognitive

behavior in children. There is certainly no final answer to this question

available at the present time, and there is never likely to be an easy answer

to it. Nevertheless, some recommendations can be made.

The first recommendation is that teachers themselves need to become aware

of the importance of metacognitive behavior, that they need to realize that it

is important for students to monitor their comprehension and to undertake ap-

propriate strategies when comprehension fails. The second recommendation is

that students be told about the importance of metacognitive behavior.. Of

course, just telling them is not enough. Students need to be taught metacog-

nitive strategies. But telling them about the impp nce of such strategies

is a start.

Brown (1982) makes several recommendations. One is that students be

made aware of the structures of stories and exposition and use reading strate-

gies that are appropriate for the various structures. This, of course, is a

topic I considered in another section of this module. Another of Brown's

recommendations is that students be taught to carefully consider their purposes

in reading. Another is that students be ti...4ght specific remedial strategies

such as looking back, rereading, or consulting a dictionary. Still another is
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that students be taught a variety of study strategies and when to use them.

Thus, Brown would agree that teaching a strategy such as SQ3R can be useful,

but she argues that teaching other strategies and teaching students when to

use the various strategies is also important. The Brown, Campione, and Day

paper in the Appendix elaborates on these suggestions.
\

One last suggeStion is that students be taught to become active ques-

tioners. A paper on teaching students to be active questioners by Harry Singer

is presented in the Appendix.

In concluding this section on teaching generative comprehension, I want

to soften a sdmewhat negative message I included in the introduction to the com-

prehension section of the module. At that point, I noted Mat there still is

not a lot of direct evidence on just what constitutes effective comprehension

instruction. The statement is accurate. However, as I look over the sugges-

tions for teaching generative comprehension skills, I see a lot of extremely

reasonable teaching suggestions, and ones that seem very likely to be success-

ful.

Concluding Remarks

In the beginning of this module, I noted that our understanding of the

reading process is much fuller than it was a few years ago, our reasons for

employing certain sorts of instruction rather than other sorts are much better

articulated than they were a few years ago, and the empirical evidence for

both our theories and our instructional techniques is radically stronger than

it was a few years ago. As I consider the whole of this report, it seems to me

that these were not overstatements. Schema theory, the interactive-compensatory

model of reading, and the concept of automaticity really do suggest some rather

specific instructional procedures. The literature on teaching effectiveness--

with its emphasis on teacher directed instruct.Lpn that keeps students actively

(9
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engaged in academic learning and promotes success--says a lot about how to run

classrooms. And instruction in vocabulary, assisting students in understanding

specific texts, and teaching generative comprehension skills are all activities

that should lead students of all abilities to become competent readers.

In conclusion, I want to make a plea that is particularly relevant to less

able readers. Learning to read well requires a lot of practice. If students

are going to become proficient readers and learn to enjoy reading and to use

reading as a tool for learning, they are going to have to read extensively. As

Allington (1977) put it after observing that students in remedial reading

classes do little reading, "If they don't read much, how are they ever going to

get good?" (p. 57). They're not.
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Fry's Readability Graph:
Clarifications, Validity,

and Extension to Level 17
EDWARD FRY I find myself In the somewhat

untenable position of having several
Fry is currently director books in print (Fry, 1963, 1972, 1977)

of the reading center that give differing instructions re-
st Rutgers University, garding the inclusion of proper

New Brunswick, New Jersey. nouns when using the Fry readability
graph. The latest book, a version of
the graph in slide rule form (Fry,
1976), suggests that proper nouns
silould be included in the word count,
and this article will discuss briefly the
reasons for including them. In
addition, I would like to take up some
other areas related to readability
estimates and the use of my graph.
Specifically, a number of questions
have been presented to me regarding
somewhat detailed but very real
problems such as what a syllable is
and what a word isfor example, is
stopped a two syllable word, and is
1945 or IRA a word? A third area
concerns the problems of validity and
reliability of readability scores, and
recent work being done on new ways
to establish this. Finally, an extension
of my graph upward into the college
levels will be presented.

I must confess that when I first
developed the readability graph in
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Africa in about 1961, I had no idea
that anyone would take it very
seriously, or that so many thousands
of people would start using it. If I had,
I might have put more care into its
development, but on the other hand,
if It was to be a large research project
with a proper statistical design, it
might have never seen the light of
day. Its original purpose, and Its
present purpose, Is to aid teachers
and editors to help children or adults
read better by giving them material
on the proper difficulty level.

At the time of the graph's origin, I
had a Fulbright lectureship at
Makerere College in Uganda, and my
purpose was to help a group of
African teachers on a UNESCO
training project who were teachid
English as a second language. It was
first published in a British journal
(1964) and as an appendix in my
book, Teaching Faster Reading
(1963), which was also originally
written for those same Unesco
teachers. As near as I know, for years
nobody ever used the graph; It was
not reprinted or cited, nor did I get
any informal feedback about usage.
From this, I can possibly conclude
that American educators do not read
British journals, or that its essentially
British designations (1000 word level,
2000 word level, etc., and the Oxford
English Readers series book levels)
were too parochial. It might also be
that readability was not a terribly
popular topic in the early 1960s:
certainly it doesn't use up much
space in teacher training books of
that period.

However, under the principle of
"never throw out your old good ideas,
just dust them off occasionally and
see if they will fly," I started doing a
bit more with readability in teacher

training. Next, I added some
Americanization (grade levels) and
validation of the graph at the
secondary level (Fry, 1968) and the
primary level (Fry, 1969). It was after
the appearance of these two articles
that American educators began to
use the graph, first in teacher training
classes, then in textbooks.

Certainly, readability had been
around for a number of years,
possibly formally beginning with
Lively and Pressey in 1923, but few
people outside of reading specialists
and researchers used it. Then
readability began getting great
surges of momentum from other
formula builders, such as Lorge in
1939, Flesch in 1943, Dale and Chilli
in 1948, and Spache In 1953. When
teachers began asking publishers
about the readability of their books,
the publishers began to take a &eater
interest in readability.

The Readability Graph's con-
tribution seems to be In simplicity of
use without sacrificing much, if any,
accuracy, and its wide and con-
tlnuous range from grade one up
through college. That it was not
copyrighted and could be repro-
duced on one sheet of paper might
have helped also.

Surprisingly, few people ask me
what the curved line in the graph
represents (it has little to do with the
graph's use). Not deterred by this
lack of curiosity, I will tell you
anyway. It is the smoothed mean of
the plots of sample passages. If you
plot a large number of passages with
a wide range, they will tend to fall
somewhere near the line. In short, it is
an "eye ball" job. However, my
friends in higher mathematics tell me
that "smoothing a curve" in this
manner is just about as accurate as
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doing it by complicated formula.
The grade areas were assigned the

same way, only this time the grade
level for each plot was necessary to
delineate concentrations. The grade
lines were.made perpendicular to the
curved line (which is one reason the
Curve was made in the first place),
and they were adjusted a little when
correlation studies were done with
more material and other formulas,
such as the Spache and the Dale-
Chall. It is of moderate consternation
that the grade level areas came out
unequal size, but I chose to follow the
old researcher's maxim: "When in
doubt, believe the data."

Fortunately, time and other re-
search studies have continued to
show the efficacy of the two inputs of
the graph, syllables and sentence
length. Klare (1974-1975), a widely
recognized bibliographer of read-
ability studies, has summarized:

Unless the user is interested in doing
research, there is little to be gained from
choosing a highly complex formula. A
simple 2-variable formula should be
sufficient, especially if one of the vari-
aoles is a word or semantic variable and
the other is a sentence or syntactic
variable ... If the count is to be made
by hand, counting syllables in some
fashion...is somewhat faster than us-
ing most word lists.

Zipf's (1965) principle-that higher
frequency words are shorter-seems
intact.

Include Proper Nouns
It is always embarrassing to admit

mistakes, especially if they are in
print and thousands of people know
about them, but I think I made a
mistake in the 1968 article in which I
included the sentence in the graph
directions. "Don't Count proper
nouiiQ." The first two publications of
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the graph (1963 and 1964) said
nothing about omitting proper
nouns. Somehow or other, possibly
because of influence of other
formulas which had specific instruc-
tions about not counting proper
nouns, I omitted them in 1968. I would
like to reverse this decision now and
say that they should be included.

The reasons for doing this are
simultaneously subjective, logical,
and empirical, Proper nouns do
contribute to the difficulty of the
material. It is easier for a child to read
"Joe" than "Joseph," and children or
adults certainly do not skip proper
nouns In most reading. Complaints
about using proper nouns do not
come from teachers, but most often
from editors of texts who have
difficulty In get'rg the readability
low enough for the grade level at
which they hope to sell the book.

Empirically, both the 1968 article
and a recent thesis by Zingman
(1977) show that the grade level
designations of the graph P.:e a little
on the low side, compared with other
formulas (about a year, in many
instances), when the graph is used
without proper nouns.

A recent study by Britton and
Lumpkin (1977) using a large number
of samples and comparing the Fry
formula (with proper nouns) and five
other formulas plus publisher
designations, also tends to support
the inclusion of proper nouns. The
data in the table show almost perfect
agreement in ranking and Clooe
agreement in grade level designa-
tions.

Britton and Lumpkin, incidentally,
used m:t formula slightly differently
from the published directions; they
averaged a large number of grade
level designations and thus obtained

December 1977

A Comparison of Publishers' Designations with Six Readability Formulas
for the Ginn Reading 720 Series (1976)

No. of 100
PiblIsher's word
Book Level samples Roadability

Fry'
(1-13)b

Harris-
Jacobson
(pp 8.9b

Spache
Dale-
Chall

(4-16)b
Flesch
(5.17)b

Farr-
Jenkins-
Patterson

(5.17)b

Preprimer 8 .5 1.3
Primer 8 1.0 1.0 1.6

1 23 1.1 1.2 1.7
26 2.2 1.8 1.9
26 2.7 2.5 2.3

3, 26 2.7 2.6 2.5
32 20 4,0 3.1 2.7
4, 28 4.2 3.7 5.3
4, 29 4.4 3.8 5.3
5 26 5.8 5.3 6.7 6.8
6 37 8.6 5.6 7.5 7.2 8.9

Source: Abstracted from A Consumet's Guide on Readability by Gwyneth Britton and Margaret
Lumpkin. 0. Britton and Associates, Corvallis, Oregon, 1977.

The Fry word and syllable count uses proper nouns.
b

The numbers in parentheses are the range of the formula in grade levels. This also explains why all
formulas are not used at all levels.

glade level designations with a
decimal point. The regular directions
call for the averaging of the syllables
and sentence length, then entering
the graph to get a whole grade level
designation. I do not find their
procedure objectionable since they
did it with a large number of samples
(on a computer). However, users
must continually be aware that
readability scores are estimates and
that Individual samples jump around
a mean score, as was demonstrated
by Coke and Rothkopf (1970) (see
figure).

By including proper nouns in the
count, if we err, we err or the side of
the angels, or perhaps you might say
on the side of the children. if you per-
ceive the two not to be synonymous.
Causing the teacher to select easier
books for the child to read will do

92

nothing but increase the child's
comprehension, pleasUre, and in-
clination to keep reading.

Syllables and Words
Graph users sometimes have a little

bit of trouble In determining syl-
lables. Much of this is caused by a
dissonance between phonetic and
graphic considerations. To illustrate,
wanted is a two-syllable word but
stopped is one-syllable. The quick
answer is, believe what you hear, not
what you see. In other words, when
counting syllables, go by speech
sounds. Fortunately, most people,
including children, can fairly ac-
curately determine the number of
phonetic Syllables in a passage.
Children don't have any trouble
syllabifying Sall-y-is-a-scard-y-cat.

The problem comes with literate
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teachers who know that many affixes
form separate syllables. They do have
a leg to stand upon, because
morphology influences syllabifica-
tion, but an overriding principle is
that every syllable has a separate
vowel sound.

In most prose counts, there is no
problem in defining what a word is,
but for those graph users who
request a more precise statement, I
suggest the computer definition: A
word is a symbol or group of symbols
bounded by a blank space on either
side. Thus, 1945, &, and IRA are all
words.

A problem now arises as to how
many syllables you allot for these
strange words. In an effort to keep It
simple but logical, I suggest that each
symbol receive a syllable count of
one. Thus, 1945 is four syllables, & is
one, and IRA is three,

In the case of initialisms like IRA,
where each letter is spoken, the rule
follows the general phonetic syllable
principle, and US is easier to read
than USOE. Numbers are similar
there is surface validity to the idea
that 43,172 is harder to read than 72,
which is harder to read than 2. This
suggestion might aid those who
tackle the difficult problem of
readability of mathematics texts.

Incidentally, I have been asked
many times about how to use
readability formulas on mathematics
textbooks. There is no simple answer.
Readability formulas were made for
prose, not numerical formulas or
poetry. The new policy stated above
will help in the prose parts of the math
text, but the parts thqt have many
numbers or mathematical formulas
must rely on another type of difficulty
evaluation. I suggest that there is no
substitute for trying out the passage

or book or a sample population for
whom the book is Intended.

Reliability and Validity
A readability formula is in many

respects like a reading test, except
instead of testing children, It tests
written material. Hence, it Is proper to
assume that many testing concepts
should apply. Readability formulas
are not strong in reporting either
reliability or validity.

We can assume that the formulas
have at least a modest amount of
reliability because they consistently
correlate fairly well with each other,
but direct measures and useful
statistics like Standard Error of
Measurement are usually not given.
As a notable exception, George
Spache (1966) reported a probable
error of 3.3 months.

When trying to find the reliability of
a formula, we encounter the problem
that written prose samples contain a
good deal of variability. When Coke
and Rothkopf (1970) programmed a
computer to continuously sample
every hundred words for a 20,000
word passage, they found that the
readability scores tended to follow a
normal distribution curve. We could
expect that writers have different
amounts of variability or consistency
in writing on grade level; hence, if
unreliability is found, it could be the
formula, or it could be the variability
in writing.

Validity of formulas is approached
in a number of different ways, such as
correlations between formulas or
correlations with comprehension
scores, with cloze scores, with oral
reading errors, with observer
judgment, and with written passages
of known difficulty. My graph has
been validated by interformula and
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Flesch Reading Ease Score
This graph shows an approximately normal distribution of readability difficulty levels
when 200 continuous 100-word samples were rated for readability using the Flesch
Reading Ease Scores on a passage about modern physics. It illustrates why it is neces-
sary to take multiple samples from a passage in order to arrive at a true mean score.
Graph taken from Coke and Rothkopt (1970).

comprehension scores (Fry, 1968)
and oral reading errors (Fry, 1969;
Paolo, 1977). Indirectly, it Is validated
by studies such as Zingman's (1977)
and those by Dunn (1969), who did
readability on a number of national
news stories, and by Britton and
Lumpkin (1977), who found that the
graph produced scores similar to
those from other formulas (see table).

Anther method of estimating
readability is by using judges.
Developing the SEER (Singer Eyeball
Estimate of Readability), Singer
(1975) had thirty-two college stu-
dents judge eight paragraphs rang-
ing from grades one to seven. He
concluded, "Results revealed the av-

erage discrepancy in readability levels
established by the SEER technique
and those computed by readability
formulas (Spache and Dale-Chan)
was less than one grade level.
Moreover, the SEER technique was
as valid as the Fry graphed
procedure, but took much less time,
an average of only two minutes per
paragraph." I might point out that if
you wish to save all this time and get
the samrdegree of validity reported
by Singer, you have to have thirty-two
judges working for two minutes, then
average their findings

Carver (1975-1976) also compared
the graph with h:s lauding tech-
nique, which used trained judges for
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comparir:g prose samples against a
standard. He also compared the
graph with cloze rankings (Bormuth
levels). The graph correlated .85 with
Rauding technique and .81 with
Bormuth level. Incidentally, it
correlated .95 with Flesch and .85
with Dale-Chall.

However, both Singer and Carver
have demonstrated that it is possible
to judge the difficulty levels of
unknown writing samples subjec-
tively, and this can be seen as a
contribution to the validity of
readability formulas.

It might also be noted that Singer,
and many others, use the graph in a
manner contrary to directions,
namely, they take the estimated
grade level based on only one
sample. The directions state that
three or more samples should be
averaged. The graph will yield a
grade level score for a 100 word
sample, but the user should be aware
that there is necessarily a sacrifice in
both reliability and validity.

A very interesting validation of
readability formulas has been done in
journalistic studies. I am mentioning
it here, not because it is new but
because it is in literature not always
searched by reading researchers.
Journalists tend to use such
techniques as split runs, in which half
the papers carry an article written at
one grade level and half carry it
written at a lower grade level. They
then sample the readership utilizing
such dependent variables as amount
of people reading the story and
number of paragraphs read. Writing
to lower readability often substan-
tially increases readership (Lyman,
1949; Murphy, 1947; Swanson, 1948).

Researchers are continually look-
ing fcr new methods of validating

readability formulas. Ernest Roth-
kopf at Bell Laboratories Is currently
experimenting with something called
"functional chaining." In simplified
terms, a functional chain is the
number of words a typist can con-
tinue typing after the copy has been
removed from sight. This was found
to be related to the Flinch reading
ease index, syntactic complexity;;
familiarity with topical content, and
eye movement patterns during learn-
ing. This is similar to the work of
Holgerson (1977) who compalad eye-
voice span on passages of differing
difficulty and with readers at different
levels.

Hardyck and Petrinovich (1970)
found that whcfn students are asked
to read easy and hard passages
silently while sensitive measures of
muscle activity in the oral area are
recorded, subvocalization increases
as reading difficulty of material
increases. In an extension of this
work at the Rutgers Reading Center,
Leo Campbell is using myographs to
record oral muscle activity during
reading of passages that increase in
syntactic difficulty and of passages
that increase in vocabulary difficulty.

In summary, readability formulas
can be validated by a wide variety of
measures, and their reliability is
attested to by intercorrelations.
However, this does nrit mean that
there is not plenty of work left to do in
the way of refinements as well as
basic understandings.

Graph Modifications
Several investigators have at-

tempted to refine my readability
graph. Maginnis (1969) extended the
graph downward into the preprirner
levels and used it with shorter
passages. Considering the general
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1. Randomly select three (3) sample pat sages and count out exactly 100
words each, beginning with the beginning of a sentence. Do count proper
nouns, initializations, and numerals.

2. Count the number of sentences in the hundred words, estimating lenyth of
the fraction of the last sentence to the nearest one-tenth.

3. Count the total number of syllables in the 100-word passage. If you don't
have a hand counter available, an easy way is to simply put a mark above
every syllable over one in each word, then when you get to the end of the
passage, count the number of marks and add 100. Small calculators can
also be used as counters by pushing numeral 1, then push the + sign for
each word or syllable when counting.

4. Enter graph with average Sentence length and average number of syllables;
plot dot where the two lines intersect. Area where dot is plotted will give you
the approximate grade level.

5. If a great deal of variability is found in syllable count or sentence count,
putting more samples into the average is desirable.

6. A word is defined as a group of symbols with a space on either side; thus,
Joe, IRA, 1945, and & are each one word.

7. A syllable is defined as a phonetic syllable. Generally, there are as many
syllables as vowel sounds. For example, stopped is one syllable and wanted
is two syllables. When counting syllables for numerals and initializations,
count one syllable Iptr.sgach symbol For example, 1945 is four syllables, IRA
is three syllables, is one syllable.

Note This "extended graph does "01 OUtm008 or render the earlier (1968) version Inoperativeor
inaccurate. it IS an extension (REPRODUCTION PERMITTEDNO COPYRIGHT)
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lack of pinpoint reliability of

formulas, this distinction within
grade levels is not warranted. I have
no reason to think that my graph is
any mod accurate than Spathe's, for
example, and he only knows where a
book is within .6 of a year and 50
porcent`of the time. Also, on a logical
level, a beginning reader is so

dependent on the particular basal
series that he has used in the first half
of the year that there seems to be little
benefit in'tletermining a generelized
readability for that level. Kretschmer
(176). on the other hand, tried to
improve the accuracy of the graph by-
adding a set of vocabulary_words to
be consulted. This ids to

complicate the graph's,' use! and
unless he or somebody can.demon-
strate that there is a sigiricant

-
improvement in accuracy, 1.05.uld

hold this modification in Albeyande.

There have been neTnerous

attempts to improve readability
determination through studying
syntax variations. Two of thee have
been ,losely related tape graph and
some work that I hay: s mile. At the
-twenty-fourth annual m iijItot ttie
National Reading Confetence, I

proposed the Kernel Distance
Theory, which tried to explain why
two sentences containing essentially
equal words, hence equal tj~ngth and
equal syllables and the same or
nearly the ,same meaning, cart have
unequal difficulty (Fry, 1975a). For
example: .

No belief, if iniustices and evils are to
be eradicated. can be regarded as
infallible.

No belief can be regarded as infallible if
injustices and evils are to be eradi-
cated.

The -16-rrial Distance Theory
defines the kernel of sentence-as- --the sentences were easier. Pearson

the noun (subject), verb (predicate),
and sometimes an object. Distance
applies to any wend or phrase not a
part of the kernel. The theory then

states that distance between the
noun and the verb makes the sen-
tence harder than does distance
outside the kernel, as in the example

above.
This part of the theory was

confirmed in a dissertation by

DePierro (1976), who presented pairs
of sentences to fifth and sixth graders
and 4o college undergrachiatts and

asked them to recall the sentences;
he also noted their silent reading time

and response time after presentation.
It was also confirmed in a master's
thesis by ,Weber (1977), who used
subjective judgment of junior college

students. ,

Two other parts of the theory were
not confirmed: that distance before
the kernel caused more difficulty

jhari' distance after the kernel, and
that distance between noun and verb

caused more difficulty than distance
between verb and object.

Thi5 research has more implication
for ,kriters-4.1agn kfor'bonstruction of

kr"readability formelasrgt suggests that
one way writers can lower readability
levelsetc4,avoid splitfing the kernel of

sentence; however, this will not
affect the readabflity score on most
formulas:

Another way of looking at gram-
matical complexity,was investigated
by Pearson (1974- 1975), who pointed
out that in _some specific instances,
longer sentences produced better'.

pOrn'Prehension than short sen-
tences. For example, when two short
sentences were put together and

"because" was added,oquestions
abort the relationship between

9
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Is undoubtedly correct:In specific student and vice versa. These

instances, as-is the Kernel Distance variables are all in addition to the
Theory In.kthe noun-verb split in- readability principle that "High
stance, but these specific conditions mot !yeti on overcqmes h igh
are statistically not common, and I readability level, but lOw motivation
-believe that Klare's general state- demands a low readability level" (Fry,
mbnt about sentence length in- 1975b).
creasing difficulty still holds for This article is intended to update
general use. readers on some background and

some activity in the area of readability
Graph ExtensiOn with particular reference to my

With- considerable trepidation,' I readability graph. Readability
have extended the graph through the continues to be an active 'area of
college years by .simple extr9p- research and fortunately an actively
olation. The college year areas are used tool for practicing teachers and
based'on the-average areas for the curriculum material developers. I

preceding three years. It is known hope that some of the new rules on
thSt ve,gabulary continues to increase word count and the extension to
throughout "the college years; how- College level- material will prove
ever, I openly confess to not having helpful and that some of the
any data about the difference be discussion 'of recent research will
tween thirteenth through sixteenth stimulate others lo work in this
grade material: jl do hope "sbmeone interesting area of the reading field.
will gather some for validation.

In the meantime, I hal had
requests for some kind of objective
measurement of material diffibulty in
the- college areas. 1 .0m, therefore,
PrOposing this extension as a relative
difficulty differentiation rather than a
normed score. Ire other words, I

believe that it is somewhat defensible
to state that a book scoring at level
sixteen is more difficult thah a book
scoring at level fourteen, but it is not
appropriate to say that one is suitable
for college seniors and the other for
college sophomores.

Part of the difficulty in determining
college norms Is that college
populations have wide divergences in
academic qualifications of students.
college readinp ability-also tends to
be,come verj7"subject specific." That
means that what may be normal
reading for a physics student could
be quite difficylt fbr a philosophy
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EvaluaVing Social Studies Materials:
Readability Formulas
re Not the Only Answer

w

CHARLES W. PETERS

One of the most vexing problems which plagues social
sit :t s teachers is the inability of many of theirstudents
to comprehend the printed material they encounter in the

classroom. While many factors can contribute to reading
difficulties (density of important concepts, inadequate ,

cognitive strategies, language pioblents, Inadequate audi-
toiy and visual perception), one aspect of the problem
::: e. hec caused Ruch consternation among social studies
teachers has been thesdifficulty level of textual materials!'
While the situation seems to be improving in at least one
area Cie reading level of textbooks2 other equally impor-
tent factors affecting the difficulty level of material remain

unchanged. 7
In feet, currently there seems to be too much emphasis

ciee.ed upon readability level at the expense of other
equally i-aportant vetiriables, e.g., the types of questitinS
which appear in textuel materials, the organizational struc- .

tare. of the materiel, the conceptual level of the material,
etc. To6 frequently users of readability formulas have
attempted to establish a cause-and-effect relationship
between length of a. sentence, comp exity of vocabula,i ry

end the difficulty level of the meter al. Supposedly, if one
reduces both the length of a sentence and the number of
syllables a word contains, the material will be easier to
teat'. As the following example reveals, this is not always

the case. ,
. .

The pundit was pedantic. He was also erudite in
hi:: iida ;tic activities. However, his speech revealed

shim to be an acrimonious polemic. Some found his
rerNarlIs to he lucid but .vexing. piily a few were
b:,,itt.:;ed and strident. No one as reticent. [6th
r.r.tdc reading level as calculated by the Fry-TreaC1-

.:1,i!it% orniulal 0 ,
0';.,-,io'.1:y, mo't s;%th gradeis would have difficulty with

ibis. leee.ne, reducing the reading level of material does

se ee el ef;lys ia: reTie site readability level. In addition:reL,.d-
:.11)1::: fo,,nulai ca: not mea.iure such factors ai the con-
, arts .A 1.,:id of til..! material, the clarity of the. lexicel Mean-
ags 1;1.1 ii't:r,-;:(-14-v4 of the meterialethe effectiveness of

adjunct 1.::.ts, or the adequacy of the organizational struc-
tui:. I,: in.w.::.ial. This is not an attempt to denigrate the

TlatIcet
rratitattat may te pro-

tected by copyright i.r/41 ,TItla 17 U.S.

'Code).

Charles W Peters is a Secondary Reading
consultant for the Oakland Schools in
Pontiac, Michigan.

use of readability formulas, because they nre an important
evaluative tool. Rather, .1 would like to suggest that they
be viewed in relationship to other important variables that
also contribute to the difficulty level of printed material_
.Unfortunately, such factors receive proportionally less
attention when the acceptability of textual materiels is
determined.

The message seems'clear. If social studies teachers want
a more accurate methodfor assessing the difficulty level
of their materials, a number of criteria-must be Systema-
tically/considered: (1) the method of conceptual preselata-
tion, (2) the organizationof concepts, (3) the quistioning
strategy, (4) the utilization of adjuneVaids, and (5)*the use
of structural aids: Therefore, the purpose of this article is
to explore how these criteria can be used by social studies
teachers to assess the difficulty level of the material they

use or might want lo use in their classrooms.

Concept Presentation

Very few social studies teachers would question the'
importance of concepts; yK.tt the me' iael used by social
studies Materialsto present concept does not appear to be
a mayor priority in the selection of classroom materials,
despite the fact.that social scientist; who have r3searclied
thissrOlem have fouhd that moat textbooks contain insuf-
ficient information,3 Rat(-nfre.'' and Johnson have both
demonstrated that fifth, eighth, end eleventh grade social
studies textbbks do nut provide the details, examples, ur
ins'eehts needed for students ter 'develop concepts about key
ideas that teachers insist should he part of their repertoire
of knowledge when they complete a course in social stud- .

ies. Lee and Anderson 6 cor Treliensive study have

100
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cointed.otit that social studies textbooks that employ inadc.
eqii3e 4cl:ids; examples, or insights cause students to for-
inclatc over&eneralizations which further impede the corn

pielwnsion of concepts. The implications of these studies
are important because they suggest that many textboyks
are not piovidin5 sufficient information for students. to
deve!op an adequate understanding of important concepts.

In order to ascertain whether textbooks define concepts
adequately, the following criteria are suggested. First, there

sliould be a clearly stated definition. While almost all text-
books provide definitions, it is the quality of the definition
that is important. One feature that distinguishes an accept-
able definitjon from an unacceptable definition is whether
a concept is defined in terms of its critical attributes or
distinguishing features. For example, while both the Pro,
gressivc and Populist movements contained elements of
political reform, they are separate and distinguishable
movements.; the qualities that make them distinctively dif-

ferent are their critical attributes. A critical attribute of
the Populist movement was that it had an agrarian base,
se!lile a critical attribute of the Progressive moverne.nui was

its urban base. This, as well as other distinguishing featares,
should be explicitly stated in the definition.

Second, the concept should be placed in a seperordinate-
cooidinate-subordinate relationship-to other related con:
-eptS. Figure 1 illustrates the type of relationship that
siioutd he obvious from the stared definition. When con-

pts are not presented in relationship to one.another, the
becomes more difficult to comprehend. .

Third, the definition,,should be followed by examples
and non-examples. While most textual materials use exam-
ple., many of them do not use non-examples. As the'pre-
viousli cited research has indicated, one of the leading
pibblenis with many textbooks is that they lead to over-
g;_:!;e. alizatien. Non-examples help alleviate this problem.
Using the previous example of the Populist and Progressive

movements, a non - example of political reform for the
Progressive movement would be the Subtreasury Plan
bmause it was basically an attempt to solve the problem
of over production of agricultural products by developing

ligure.1.Hierarchial Presentation of Copcepts

a procedure for goveilitmenkinterventrion. The student

would have to know from the definition that this example

possesses all the critical-attributes of the Fepulist move-
ment. Non-exarnpies and examples are predicated upon the

critical attributes,d a concept: Non-examples lack one or

more of those distinguishing features while eXallVeS must

contain all of them."

While it may be unrealistic to assume that social studits

materials will contain all offfiese features, teachers should

look for as many of these qualities as possible: However, if

the material, does not contain an adequate definition for
each of its important concepts, do not use the book,
because the lack of such features contributes to the diffi-

culty level of the material. In addition, the analysis of con-

cepts should not be a cursory examination; instead, the

teacher must closely scrutinize the method of presentation.
A word of caution--it is very easy for a/person with a great

deal of knOwledge about a specific subject to assume the

information presented is adequate when in reality most of
the infortiiVon is not on the printed page but rather in the
'teacher's head. Be sure to avoid this assumption when ana-

lyzing social studies materials.

organization of Concepts

Related to the way in which textual materials define

concepts is the manner in which concepts are presented at
both the beginning and the end of a chapter. One of the
least effective techniques, as far as learning is concerned,

is to introduce or summarize concepts either in alphabetical

order or in the sequential order in which they arc presented

in the chapter. Research investigating learning strategies

seems to suggest that individuals learn best whieh informa-

tion is presented in the form of relationships! For this rea-
son, when selecting textual material determirr if concepts
are presented in an organized manner whiCh illustrates their

interrelationship. Figure 2'provides an example of the man-

ner in which most concepts are presented while Figure 3

represents the way in which concepts should be presented.
Obviously the organized list is much easier to learn becaiike

Suptrord!nare

Co -ordinate P.Npulist Movement

Subordirm e Subtreasury Plan
Crp.ernment Ownership

of Railroads

PolitiC:11 Reform

Plogiessive Movement

Popular 1:1,14:lionof Setiatorl
Worneg% ROO to Vote

101

New Deal

Social Security
Security and Exchange Commission
Tennessee Valley Authority
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Figure 2.--Unorganized Conceptual Presentation

Thirteenth Amendment
Fourteenth Amendment
Fifteenth Amendment
Radical Republicans
Freedmen's Bureau
"10 Per Cent Plan"
Wade-Davis Bill
Grandfather Clause
-"Jim Crow" Laws
White Priinary
Carpeteaggers
Poll Tax
Amnesty Act
Reconstruction
Scalawag
Plessy vs. Ferguson
Ku Klux Klan
Civil Rights Act of 1866
Reconstruction. Act of 1867

Figure 3. Organise d Conceptual Presentation

Reconstruction
Lincoln's Program

10 Pet Cent Plan
Freedmen's Burt-au
Thirteenth Amendment

Radical. Republican's Prograrn
44 Wade-Davis Bill

Fourteenth Amendment
Fitte:enth Amendment
Civil Rights Act of 1866
Reconstruction Act.of 1867
Amnesty Act

Northern Reformers
Carpetbaggers

Southern Reformers
Scalawag

Reaction to Reform
White Primary
"Jim Crow" Laws
Ptessy vs. Ferguson
Ku Klux Klan.
Grandfather Clause
Poll Tax

students-can clearly perceive the relationship between the

concepts. In the other example the concepts are preiented

as a series of unrelated terms.
If you would like to test this hypothesis, merely present

the unorganized hit of words to a group of students for one
minute and then ask them to.recall as many.olthe terms as
possible. Then give them the Organized list for one minute
and see how many they can reCall.In most instances they .4

should retain more words from the second list. Since it is

easies to Noan concepts presented in relationship to one

another, textual materials that have organized them in a
Structured maniier facilitate the learning process by making

the terms easier to comprehend..Conversely,lextual mate-
rials which have not organized concepts in this manner
incr,eitse the difficulty leVel of the materials.

. ,
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Questioning Strategy

A third major area of concert4is the types of questions
the textual materials present at end of a section or
chapter. The reason why question ng strategy is important`'
to social studies teachers is that many questions which
appear in textbooks are at the literal level of comprehen-
sion. Most social studies teachers want their students to
become critical readers; however, this is impossible if only
literal questiOns are asked. Therefore, if critical reading is

one of the goals of the social studies program, then material
must contain a balanced questioning strategy. Barrett's
Taxonorny9 is a good device to utilize when attempting to

. ascertain whether the material contains a balanced ques-
tioning strategy. According to this taxonomy comprehen-
sion is subdivided into four levels: .

(1) Literal Recognition or Recall Literal compre-
hension requires the student to recall or rec-
ognize information that is explicitly stated
in the text. - .
Inferenee. Inferential comprehension requires
the student to synthesize information that is
implicitly stated in the text.
Evaluation. The evaluative level of compre-
hension requires the student to make judg-
ments about the material read.
Appreciation. The appreciative level of com-
prehension requires the student to respond
to the literary techniques, forms, styles, and
structures employed by the writer.

Social studies teachers will end the first three levels the
most applicable to their material. However, thin does not
preclude the use of the fourth level when it applies to the
material being read. In evaluating the questions presented
in textual materials teachers should attempt to rate each
one according to Barrett's Taxonomy.

One additional benefit derived from this type of analy-

sis is that teachers can also begin examining their own quese
tioning strategies. For instance, a common fault among J.,

many social studies teachers is to discuss a topic in class
and then ask students on an examination to summarize
that information by responding to what the teacher believes

is a critical thinking question, when in reality what is being
asked for is a summary of previously presented inforination.
Such a request only requires students to function at the
lowest level, that of literal comprehension. For example, if
the causes of the Civil War are discussed and, through some

type of Socratic method, the class arrives at an acceptable
consensus as to the causes of the Civil War, and on the
examination the teacher asks in one form or another for
students to explain the causes of the Civil War and expects
responses similar to those arrived at in the class discussion,.
then all the teacher has asked for is literal recall of infor-

1 0 2
mation. Teachers can prevent this type of situation froth
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(Reprinted from: zdatund Fontino et al.. "Understanding Psy-
chology" (Del Mu, Calif.: Clthl Books, 1974) . P. 133.)
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occurring applying Barrett's Taxonomy to both the
questions they ask hi class and the questions theyask can
their exams.

Adjunct Aids _

A fourth factor to consider when selecting textual
material is how effectively the material utilizes adjuik.
aids, i.e., editorial cartoons, graphs, charts, paintings, illus-
trations, figures, maps, and pictures. Adjunct aids are
designed to facilitate the comprehension propessiv aug-
menting the printed presentation of information. In Many
instances they serve asalternatives to print. Unfortunately.,
many teachers treat adjunct aids as "filler" material, that
is supplemental information which is perceived as having
only a modicum of instructional value. However, the con-
verse of that Vremise is tle. Many students, including
those who have difficult/comprehending printed material,
have learned to rely heavily upon adjunct aids. For this rea-
son, the quality of these adjunct aids should be an impoi
tant consideration when evaluating textual material.

The following criteria should be utilized when evaluat-
ing adjunct aids.

They should be clearly focused and easily
interpretable.
They should not make conceptual assump-
tions, i.e., be more complex than the written.
explanation of the idea or ideas.
They should be designed to,facilitate the
comprehension of printed materials.
They should be easily integrable into the

'instructional program.
They should be relevant to the overall topic
or topics being presented.
They should be technically and artistically
well done.
They should be sequentially developed.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 illustrate some strong as well arfak
points in regard to the utilization of adjunct aids, Figure 4
is a good example of how a complex idea can be presented
pictorially. For instance, look at the last three frames.
Notice how easily discernible the sequence is. The reader
can detect a time changeby both the*ngth of hair and
the emergence of a beard.

Figure 5 illustrates two factors which can make adjunct.
.aids particularly difficult for some students to interpret
correctly. First, five different areas of industrial growth are
represented [in the original chart] by five different colors.
I lawever, the color variations in the chart probably would
not be that palpable to all students, because in the original -
there arc two shades of red and two shades of blue which
'are almost identical. Second, while the key labels in each
are clearly presented, the figures within the various cate-
gories can be confusing. For instance, in the category

BEST COPY MULARE

"other" does the 204 figure in the 1859 chart represent
cloth? If so, why is it not under manufacturing? This is the
kind of additional burden which further contributes to the
difficulty level of some material. Figure 6 provides a elm

Figure 5.44/Ophic Adjunct Aid

GROWTH OF INDUSTRY IN THE I9TH CENTURY
(Share 01 National Income Provided By each niillsion)

1799

1859

1899

Farming

Transportation K Communication

Manfaeuring

Construction

Other

(ICeprinted from Martin Sandler et id.. "the People Make Nation"
[Boston, Maw.: Allyn and flacon. Inc.. p. 3684
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Proportion of Slaves to Total copulation. by Coley. 1860

AGRRIULTURE AND MANUFACTURING 1860

(Reprint.!clfrom: Sandier et *II, '"The People Make a Nation." p. 299.) 105
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delineation [the original is in color] of the proportion of
slaves to total population while at the same time com-
paring it to.the economic diversity that existed between the
North and the South. One does not necessarily have to
read in order to discern that this could be one possible
explanation for the cause of the Civil War.

Graphs and charts that are properly constiucted should
summarize major concepts presented in the chapter. There-
fore, if a student finds the printed text too difficult to
read (and given the range of an average social studies dim -

as many as thirty to thirty-five percent of the.students
might fall into this category), then adjunct aids become
extremely important to the comprehension process. The
question is not one of quantitative use of adjunct aids.
Most social studies materials have adjunct aids-but what is
lie quality of those aids?

Structural Aids

A fifth component that must be'considered when select-
ing social studies material Is The arrangement of structural
aids, i.e., whether the material has a clear and concise
ordering of subheads and an adequate introduction, sum-
mary, and glossary. For instance, the student should be
able to discern the relationship between major and minor
subheads. Figure 7 illustrates a clearly perceivable relation-
ship between major and Minor subheads; howeverOn Fig-
ure 8 the relationship is not easily, recognizable. The major
subhead for this subsection is "Republicans Provide,Con-
servative Government in the 1920s." It is hard to see how
"The burdens of office prove too much for Harding" or
"The public learns of scand1l" are related to "Conservative
Government in the 1920s." lt,is obvious that either-the
subheads should be'subdivided into separate categories or
new subheads which clearly indicate the relationship
between the major and minor ideas in this section should
be devised. The subhead arrangement should be an outline

imposed upon the material which provides the reader with

some clearly discernible indication of the interrelationship

4
Figure 7.-Meaningful Arrangement of Subheads

Progressives Demand Reform
1. What were the sources of the Progressive movement?
2. Progressives object to rapid growth of monopolies
3. Progressives are disturbed by inequalities in American life
4. Journalists arouse public opinion
5. Other writers expose evil conditions
6. Radicals take advantage of widespread discontent
7. Social:sts call for government ownership

Return's Begin at City and State Levels
1. A:ousetl citizens act to end municipal corruption
2. New forms cl city government introduced
3 Reformers tackle the state government
4. State government undergoes many changes

State 1-2gislature5 pass social welfare laws
6. Women work for reform

RI:CV PeiEr t'
Alf.e41 Lkir

Figure 8.-Unorganized Presentation of Subheads

Republicans Provide Conservative Government in the 1920s
1. Wilson's term ends in confusion
2. Two Constitutional Amendments are adopted
3. The parties nominate candidates -

4. Harding is elected president
5. Harding appoints his cabinet
6. The burdens of office prove too much for Harding
7. The public learns of scandals
8. The Teapot Dome scandal involves Secretary Fall
9. Coolidge becomes a popular president

10. Coolidge wins the election of 1924
11. Republican Administration aids business
12. Taxes are lowered
13. Tariff rates all, raised

-44. Congress responds to the demands of veterans
15. Opponents of unrestricted immigration speak out
16. Congress establishes immigration quotas
17. Farmers suffer hard times .

18. The "term Bloc" tries to improve the situation

among ideas. Thpitper arrangement of subheads is an
important facilitative aid in the comprehension process; it
assists good aiwell as poor readers in imposing organisa-
tional structure upon the material, and this is an essential
requisite to successfully comprehending printed informa-
tion.

Other structural aids that should-b'e part of any textual
material are a good introduction and summary. Both of
these factors are especially important to students who have
difficulty comprehending printed material_ For example,
prior to reading a selection the social studies teacher may
wish to establish a purpose for reading_ Utilizing the
duction and summary, the teacher can direct the students'
attention toward those aids by having the student predict
what information he or she believes the chapteewill cap-
tain. One of the least productive procedures to utilize is to
have students begin reading without a clearly focused pur-
pose. Providing clearly focused reading instruction means
more than merely saying to students, "For tomorrow
please read the next section which deals with the rise of
Hitler and the Nazi Party." Setting a purpose for reading
has to be more explicit. Without a good introdtiction or
summary, it is difficult to get students to engage in such
tasks. Therefore, it is essential that books contain these
structural aids.

Summary

As this article has attempted to point out, there is no
easy method for estimating the difficulty level of textual.
materials. The criteria proposed here do not lend them-
selves to a neatly developed formula which can he, trattS-
lated into a grade-equivalency score. However, they do
suggest several variables (method of conceptual presenta-
tion, organization of concepts, questioning strategy, utili-
zation of adjunct aids;and use of structural aids) which if

r, 6not adequately developed in textual materials can impede
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the comprehension grocess just as easily as complex vocab-
ulary and sentence structure can. The evaluative procedure
must be systematic -and thorough; no longer can important
factors in the comprehension process be subjugated to
lesser positions of importance. All the factors involved in
trOcing reading matter comprehensible mist be considered
when selecting textual material for classroom use.
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THE _TAXONOMY OF READING COMPREHENSION
r.

Thomas Barrett

9

1.0 Literal Comprehension. Literal . comprehension focuses on ideas and information

which are explicitly stated in the selection. Purtioses for reading and teacher's

questions designed to elicit responses at this level may range from simple to

complex. A stmple task in literal comprehension may be the recognition or re-

call of a single fact or incident. A more complex task might be the recognition

or recall of a series of facts or the sequencing of incidents in a reading

selection. 'Purposes and questions at this level may have the following

characteristics.

1.1 Recognition requires the student to locate or identify ideas or informa-

tion explicitly stated in the reading selection itself or in exercises

which use the explicit ideas and information presented in the reading

selection. Recognition tasks are:

6

ReCoanition of Detail tudent is required' to 1 te or

identify facts sue as the names

story, or the pla e of the story.

erecters, the "time of the

1.12 Recognition. of Main Ideas.- The student is asked-to locate or

identify an'explicit statement in. or from, ,a., which' is

a main idea of a. paragraph, or a larger Rettion of the selection. :

z.

1.13 Recognition of a Sequence. The.studedt is required to locate or

identify the' order of incidents or actions explicitly stated in

the selection.

1.14 Recognition of Comparison. The student-iirequested to leeate or

identify likenesses`. and differences,, in characters, times, and

places that are explicitly stated'in the selectiOn.

,1.15 Recognition of Cause and Effect Relationships. The student in this

instance may be required to locate or identify the explicitly stated

reasons for certain happenings or 'actions in the selection.
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1.:1 :'Itec9gnition of Character_Traits. -.The student is required to.,.. _ .

idealtify-;otloC4te:.explicie-stateMents. about a character which

helps to point up the type of person he is:.-.
. ... _ .

1.2 Recall(reqUires the student to ProdKe..from memory ideaiCand.infOrmation
'efTlicitly stated in the reading selection. . Recall tasks arei--

. 1.21 Recall of D tails. The student is1asked:tO4roduce_from S4Mory. facts
,

such as the n mes.oCcharacters, the_time.of the Story; or_the-plate of
the story.

1.22 Recall of the Ideas. The student is required.to state amain idea
of a paragrap' r a larger portion of the selection from memory, when the
main idea i .explicitly stated in the selection.

1.23 Recall of a sequence. The student is asked o provide from memory the
order of incidents or actions explicitly stated in the selection.

1.24 Recall of Comparisons. The student is required to cal). Op time memory
the likenesses. and differences in-the characters, times, and place4.that
are explicitly stated in the Olection.

1.25 Recall. f Cause and Effect Relationships. The student is-requested to
produce from memory explicitly stated reasons'kor.certain happenings or
actions in the selection.

1.26 Recall of Character Traits. The Student is asked to call up from
memory explicit statements ah oParacters which illustrate the type of

persons they are. ,

2.0 Re ,anization. Reorganization requires the student to analyze, synthesize and/
or organize ideas or information explicitly stated in the selection. To produce

41 .the desired-thought product, the reader"may utilize the statements of the
author verbatum or he may paraphrase or translate the author's statements.
Reoiganization tasks are:

2.1 Classifying. In this instance the student is required to place people,
.'thipgs, places, and/or events into categories.



2.2 Outlining. Tho student is requested to'organize.the selection into out-
line form using direct statements or pdraphrased statements frod the
selection.

2.3 Summarizing. The student is asked to condense theselection using direct
or paraphrased statements from the selection, ,

t

2.4 Synthesizing. In this instance, the student-is requested to-consolidate ,,
explicit ideas or information from more than one, source...

.

0 Inferential Comprehension. Inferential comprehension is demonstrated by the
student when he uses the ideas and information explicitly stated in the selec-

tion, his intuition, and his perSonal experience as a basis for conjectures and
hypotheses. Inferences drawn by the student may be either convergent or divert-'

7 gent in nature and the student may or may not be asked tewrbal4f te ration-
ale underlying his inferences. In general, then, inferential comprehension is
stimulated by purposes for reading and teachers' questions which demand think-
ing and imagination that go beyond the printed page.

3.1 Inferring Supporting Details. In this instance, the student is asked to
conjecture about additional facts the author might.have included in the
selection which would have made it more informative, interesting or
appealing.

3.2. Inferring Main Ideas. The student is required to provide the main idea,
general significance, theme, or moral which is pot explicitly stated in
the selection.

3.3 Inferring Sequence. The student, in this case, may be requested tcitan

jecture as to what action or incident might have taken place between two
explicitly stated actions or incidents, or he may be asked to hypot4esize
about what would happen next if the selection had not ended as it did but
had been extended.

3.4 Inferring Comparisons. The student is required to infer likenesses and

differences in characters, times,%or places. SuCh inferential comparisons
revolve around ideas such as: "here and there," "then and w," "he acid

he," "he and she," andl"she and she."

0

3.$ Inferring Cause and Effect Relationships. The student is required to

hypo hesize about the motivations of chatacters and their interactions

wit time and place.' He may also be required to conjecture as to what
cau ed the author to include'certain ideas, words, chalacterization'S, and

ac ions on his writing-.
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3.6 Inferrinkc Character Traits. In this case, the student is asked to hypothe-

size about the nature of characters on the baSis of explicit clues presented

in the selection.

3.7. Predicting Outcomes. The student is reques o.read an initial portion

of the .selection- and on.the basil) of this re ing he is required tocon-

jecturg about the outcome. of the selection.

3.8 Interpreting Figurative language. ale studept; in this instance, is

- asked to infer literal meanings from the author's figurative use of

language.

4.0 -Evaluation: Purposes' for reading and teacher's* questions, in this instance,

require responses by,thestudent which indicate that he has made an evaluative

/judgment by comparing ideas presented.in the selection with external criteria

provided by the teacher, other authorities, or other written sources, or with

internal criteria provided by the reader's experiences, knowledge, or values.

In essence evaluation deals with judgment and foeuses on qualities of accuracy,

acceptability, desirability, worth, or probability o ccurrence. Evaluative

thinking may be demonstrated by asking the student make.the following (/

judgments.

4.1 Judgments of Reality or Fantasy. Could this real'? happen? Such a

question calls for a judgment by the reader based on his experience.

4.2 Judgments of. Fact or Opinion. Does the author provide adequate support

fa, his conclusions. Is the author attempting to sway your thinking?

We-stions of this type require the student to analyze and evaluate the

writing on the basis of the knowledge he has on the subject as well as

to analyze and evaluate the intent of the author.

4.3 Judgments of Adequacy and Validity. Is the information presented here

in keeping with what you have read on this subject in other sources?

Questions of this nature call for the reader to compare written sources

of information with an eye toward agreement and disagreement or complete-

ness and incompleteness.

4.4 Judgments of Appropriateness. What part of the story best describes the

m4in character? Such a-question requires the reader to make a judgment

about the relative adequacy of different parts-of the selection to answer-

the question. ,
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4.5 Judgments of Worth, Desirability and Acceptability. Was the character A'

right or Wrong in Oat he did? _ Was his behavior good or bad? Questitons
a

of this nature call for judgments based on the reader's moral code or his
value syapew.

)

5.0 Appreciation. Appreciation involves all the previously cited cognitive dimen-
sions of reading, for'it deals with the psychological, and aesthetic impact of
the selestion on. the reader. Appreciation calls for the student to be emotional7
ly and aesthetically sensitive to the work and to have a reaction to the worth
of its psychological and artistic elements'. Appreciation includes both the
knowledge of and the emotional response to literary techniques, forms, styles,
and structures.

5.1 Emotional Response to the Content. The student is required to verbalize
his feelings about the selection in terms of interest, excitement, boredom,
fear, hate, amusement,etc. 'It is concerned with the emotional impact of -

the total work on the reader.

.

5.2 Identification with Characters or Incidents. Teachers' questiOns of this
nature will elicit responses from the reader which demonstrate his sensi-
tivity to, sympathy for, and empathy with characters and happenings por-.
trayed by the author.

C`

5.3 Reactions to the Author's Use of Language. In this instance,the student
is required to respond to the author's craftsmanship in terms of the
semantic dimensions of the selection, namely, connotations and denotations
of words. -.

5.4 Imagery. In this instance, the reader is required to,verbalize his feeling'
with regard to the author's artistic ability to paint word pictures which
cause the reader to visualize, smell, taste, hear, or feel.

I

0
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The ivory tower
connection:

A case study
JAMES W. CUNNINGHAM

E,STH.ER 'OAKES FOSTER

PRETEND you ate an educption-
al deteetivt; First, you are given

a series of related events to contem-
plate; then, you are asked to solve the
mystery of "The Ivory Tower Con-
itection."

January. -1977. Two articles on
story comprehension appear in
research journal Cognitive Psychol-
ogy (Thorndyke 1977, Mandler and
Johnson 1977). Both articles report
research concerning the idea that
stories have an overall plot structure
or "story grammar."_ It is suggested
that if readers (or listeners) come in
contact with enough stories, they
internalize this story grammar. These
readers (or listeners) can then use this
internalized story grammar to help
them understand and remember a
new story by anticipating and recall-
ing basic structural elements of the
plot.

st

ea.

Through the work of a translator,
a deduce', and an applier, results
of research can find their Way very
quickly into ordinary classrooms.'

:,- f .

February. 1977, John Guthrie's
(1977)'monihly column in The Read-
ing Teacher,' "Research Views," con-
tains an explanation of story grammar
and its impliCations for story com-
prehension. (Although the January
1977 issue of Cognitive Psychology
had not appeared when Guthrie was
preparing his column, he had learned
of 'TherndAte's ivorkin an address
toy. Jhorndyke's professor, Gordon
Bower, at a psychological conven-
tion, and he had learneck of Mandler
and Johnson's work from preprilts
of their articles.) A major part of

'Guthrie's discussion centers on spe-
cific rules of story grammar postu-
lated by Thorndyke. Guthrie ex-
Plains (p. 575):

The first rule simply defines a story
as consisting of a setting, theme, plot.
and a resolution. a hich usually occur
in that sequence. The second rule is

365
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Setting

A Location, 1 Events, 7-8

13 2-3-4

Figur* i
Story

Theme Plot

C 10

[ EPISODE A:
Subgoal, 11

Attempt. 12Outcome,
I 1

EPISObE B: 23
Subgoal, 14

Attempt. 15Outcome, -114)
\
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I
25-26

that the setting consists of characters
and usually the lotation and time of a
story. The third rule is that the theme
of a story consists of the main goal of
tfte main character.... The plot of a
story consists of a series of episodes,
which are designed to help the main
character reach his goal.,Each episode
Consists, of a subgoal, an attempt to
reach the goal,,and a resolution of the
attempt ... After several episodes, an
outcome occurs which matches the
goal of the main character, ushering in
a final resolution. Ttiese rules apply to
many stories, folk tales and dramas,
and give us a common framework for
understanding them.

To illustrate his explanation of
story grammar, Guthrie includes a
diagram (Figure 1).

February 28, 1977. The Monday
class of Dr. Cunningham's graduate
reading course has. just ended. Ms.
Foster, a sixth grade teacher enrolled
in the class, waits afterward to ask
another in her long series of tough,
practical questions. This conversa-
tion is overheard:

Foster: I have one reading group
which has finished .a book and I
can't find another interesting book
for them that is at the right level. Is
there some way l can use the Sprint
novels [Shepard 1974] with this
group?

Cunningham: Do you have enough

366 The Reading Teacher January

Resolution

State, 22

16-17

18-19

books- for each student to have a
copy of the novel you're using?

F: Well, I thought I could have each
one reading a different one. Is that
possible?

C:If you had a study guide for each
bOOletliartWtiuden't could fill out
while lie read it....The problem
with that is you have to take all the
time to make one up for each.
book. What you need is a general
enough study guide so that it
works for all stories.

F: Can such a thing be done?
C: [An epiphany occurs.] You know

what? It's already been done.
There's an article in the February
Reading Teacher fabout a story
schema, I'll go down to my office
and get it to show it to you. [He
leaves and returns shortly with a
journal,] Here it is. [He shows her
the diagram in Guthrie's column.]

F: What is it?
C:These guys have figured out what

most stories have in common and
have come up with a structure
which has a slot left open for each
common dement'. 'For every story
you would fill in each slot
differently, but every story would
have something to go in each slot.
And it is what goes in these slots
from a story that makes it a story.

1978
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Setting.,
A. 1. Location

2. Time
3: Characters

B. 1.
2.
3.

C. 1.
2.,
3.

0. etc.

Figure 2
Story

Theme
A. Main goal of the

main character

Why couldn't you use this diagram
and have a student fill in the slots
from the story he was reading as he
went along?

F: My students wouldn't know what
some of those words mean that are
used in the diagram.

C: If I loaned you this Reading
Teacher, could you .make tip a
diagram that used words they
would understand and which
would leave them space to write in
the element that belonged in each
slot?

F: I could try.
C: Do you want to try it?
F: Sure. If it doesn't work, just

have to do something else. Should
I give it to them and explain the
terms or what?

C: No, I guess-you recadlyneed to teach'
them the it hemalirst. Use some
easy stories and put the chart you
make up on the board and fill it in
as a group.

F: Don't worry; I won't lose your
journal.

That night at home, Ms. Foster
prepared to teach the story schema
teaching technique they had devel-
oped from Guthrie's.. diagram that
afternoon. She blade a simplified
version of the diagram and _copied it
onto a duplicating master so that

Plot
A. 1. Subgoal

2. Attempt to
accomplish
subgoal

3. Outcome of
attempt

13.1.
2.
3.

C. 1.
2.
3.

O. etc.

Resolution
A. bdes'the main

character
accomplish
his/her goal?
Ex pltrift:/

each student .could a copy.
Her simplified diagr m looked like

Figure 2.
After the diagram was completedt,

Ms. Foster sat for a few minutes to
think of the best way to use it.,Sbe
recalled that Guthrie had used as an
example a story of aknight tryineg to
rescue a lady in distress. She decided
to use that same example for her
reading group. Then she and the
group would fill in the diagram for
one or two stories in the Action short
story book, The Fallen Angel and
Other Stories (Cebulash 1970).

Tuesday morning, Ms. Foster
started her other sixth graders on
their reading assignments, then called
the "Fallen Angel". group togeth-
er. She dreW the diagram on the
Chalkboard and distributed the
duplicated sheets to the group mem-
bers. Before she had a chance to
speak, Kenneth asked, "Are we going
to have to do something with that?"

"Yes, you are," she replied.
"But I don't know what all of them

words mean," complained Kenneth.
"I know ypu, don't know all of

them, but after !explain them, you'll
know what they mean."

"Is this something your professor
told you to do with us?' ased
Thomas.

"Well, he didn't tell me to do it, but

CUNNINGHAM.. FOSTER: The ivory rower connection 361



he did suggest that I might try it."
"It looks hard," said Sarah.
Ms. Foster noted the group's

resistance to something new, then
told them that it would be clearer
once she gave them an example. She
proceeded to tell the story of the
knight rescuing the lady and filled in.
the diagram on the board as she went
along. Several students commented,
that they understood a little better,
and Ms. Foster proceededto do the
first story in the short story book. All
of the students read along silently as
Ms. Foster read the story aloud As
she read a page, she filled in the
diagram on the board.

By the time she reached the third
page of the first story, Some students
.,ere joining her in choosing answers.

She then shifted the procedure by
saying, "Okay, who are the charac-
ters in this rt of the story?"

Several stud is answered correct-
ly.

"Has the location changed?' she
asked.

Several students answered, "Yes."
She then proceeded through the

remainder of the story in this man-
ner. Throughout the session she
noted that the plot created the most
difficulty, whereas the setting was
clearly the easiest; the theme and
resolution offered no real trouble.

Ms. Foster explained to the stu-
dents that when they had completed
the diagram, they would have the
important parts of the story listed
and would need to know only those
parts to understand the story. She
then had the students pair up and do
the next story themselves on their
sheets, while she moved among them,
helping when necessary. Again she
noted that the most trouble was with
the plot.

March 14, 1977. Cunningham's
Wednesday dais ends and Ms. Fos-
ter heads for the door.

Cunningham: Esther, how did that
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story schema technique work out?
Foster: ' They're finally able to do

fairly well on4he short stories.
C: Tell me abotit. what you did.
Fl I used Guthrie's example of the

knight and the lady in distress and
filled in 'my simplified diagram go
the board.

C: Could they follow what you were
doing?
Somewhat, but they didn't see how
you could do it with a written,story
until we used the book..

C: Well, I hope you did the first story
with them.

F: I did. I read the story aloud While,
they followed alopg, and I filled in
the diagram on the board.

C:
They must have because- they
started helping me fill it in.

C: That's really good!
F: I thought I'd give them several

more short stories and then use the
Sprint novels. Do you think that's

good idea?
C: I think that's fine.

The mystery
At first glance, the mystery of "The

. hory Tower Connection" would
seem to be "how a piece of pure
research, published in a noneduca-
tional journal in January, came to be
applied in the classroom with rural
North Carolina sixth graders in
March." But on reflection, the real
mystery is "why it does not happen
more often."

The solution
It seems that educators have ac-

cepted the notion that there must be a
long lag between the formulation of
theory and basic research, and the
application of that theory or research
with students in classrooms: Such
acceptance is manifest in the disdain
of some theorists for teachers who
"want recipes," and in the disdain of
some teachers for theorists who
"aren't practical."

1978
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We refute the necessity of such a
lag in reading.epuality theory and
model building 'And quality research
with implications for .UnderStanding
reading are being conducted in edu-
cation; linguistics, literature, psy-
chology, and sociology. What is
needed are people to fill three roles!
translator, deducer, and applier.

The translator must explain the
theory, model, or research in terms
the reading professor, director, su-
pervisor, or teacher can understand.
In turn, some of these professors,
directors, supervisors, or teachers
must deduce teaching strategies
which follow from these more read-
able "second sources."

must`
new.

teaching strategies must then be
applied in the classroom by aleacher
tormake "The Ivory Tower Connec-
tion" complete..

Translators reduce the lag when,
as-Guthrie did in our case; they learn
of the theories of research in advance
of theirollublication. Deducers reduce
the lag when, as Cunningham and
Foster did in our case, they develop
tcaching strategies which are true to
both the integrity of the translation
and the reality of the classroom.

Appliers reduce the lag when, as
Foster did in our case, 'they try the
new strategy with students who seem
to need it, without thinking' of
reasons in advance why it probably
won't work:

You can fill one or more roles in
your own "Ivory Tower Connec-
tion."'

Cunningham teaches courses in read-
ing and language arts at the Univer-
sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
He has taught in the elementary and
secondary grades. Foster teaches
sixth and seventh grade at Sweet
Gum Elementary School in Caswell
County, North Carolina.
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Board of Directors endorses balanced skills approach
The Board of Directors of the - International Reading Association
endorsed the following policy statement at its April 1977 meeting:
Word analysis skills, including phonics, are critical to learning to read.
However, IRA cannot support the. position that reading instruction is
defined primarily in 'terms of such skills. Effective -instruction must
account for word analysis as a means to the larger end goal of meaning
and application. IRA also strongly encourages emphasis on instructional
areas such as the development of comprehension abilities, high quality
literature experiences, positive attitudes toward self and reading, and
content area literacy skills. Instructional programs across the grade levels
should incorporate word analysis skills and instructional areas such as
those above in balance to meet the instructional and recreational reading
needs of the individual student.
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Use the ConStruct
Procedui-e to foster

.

active reading
and learning'

1.0
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Vaughan Is director of rending edu-
cation programs at East Texas State
University, Commerce, Texas.

Joseph. L. Vaughan, Jr. -

The teacher responded, "But my
Students can't understand, much less
remember, what they lead." Too
many secondary school teachers voice
this concern with too much frequen-
cy for this comment to be out otthe
ordinary.

The problem expressed is that
adolescents often have excessive
difficulty as they try to comprehend
complex expository texts such as
those in biology, government, health,
or power mechanics. This article
examines the nature of this problem
and shares a strategy that enables
readers to comprehend camplex ex=
pository texts better. 44'

The ConStruct Procedure
The name ConStruct Procedure Is
derived from concept structuring.
The strategy helps readers determine
structures among concepts. It was
developed in resp6nse to a need
expressed directly by content teach-
ers In various fields.

At the heart of this strategy Is the
degree to which It helps readers
become more actively involved in a
search for meaning. As Bransford
(1979, p. 52) has so aptly indicated,'
"People do not operate like audio or
visual tape recorders that passively
store information; rather they must
actively pefform certain types of
activities In order to learn." Nowhere
is the Importance of active Involve-
ment in learning more evident thin
when one reads material that is new,
complex, and filled with technical
vocabulary.

The ConStruct Procedure integrates
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Figure 1
Top level graphic overview

Causes

World War I
(Background of U.S. involvement)

Events Effects

tvlo dimensions of learning through reader constructs the general frame-
reading. First is the notion of diversi- work for a graphic overview. This firbt
fled readings. A student reads a stage of the graphic overview should
complex expository selection three include only the major topic and its
times, but each reading differs from most outstanding subheadings. It

the others. Note that nowhere in this ma resemble the,. one in Figure 1.
discussion will you find the term The purpose for including the main
"rereading." That is intentional; each idea (background of U,S. involvement

reading is different and students in World War I) along with ifs major
must learn to perceive these differ- subparts (causes, events, effects) is
ences and the purposes associated that these concept's are the essence
with each reading. of the entire selection:

The second dimension of the Con- The second phase of the ConStruct
Struct Procedure is the construction Procedure consists of a careful "study-
of a graphic overview that depicts type" reading of the selection fol-
the relationship among the concepts lowed by elaboration upon the graph-
presented in the selection. This is overview. During this second read-
diagram is constructed. In stages ing, the reader is directed to seek to
following each of the three readings. understand, not to remember. Be-
While others have called this form of cause the focus here is on under-
graphic depiction a structured over- standing, readers are advised to
view (e.g., Herber, 1969), a post- "note, but don't worry about" those
graphic organizer (e.g Barron, 1980) sections they may not understand
or, in an extended form, a semantic (they will return to those later) and to
map (e.g., Pearson and Johnson-, pay attention to details primarily for
1978), I chose graphic overview as the.purpose of understanding them
being more descriptive and because ihstead of memorizing or remember-
the other 'terms have come to mean Ing them. Either during this second
various things to different people. reading or Immediately after it, the

Let me describe the procedure. reader adds to and elaborates uppn
Examples are based on an ?eighth the first stage of the graphic over-
grade American social studies selec- view; when to do this is left to the
Lion. discretion of individual students. Fig-

initially, a student reads the selec- ure 2 shows an extension of the
tion very rapidly (survey-reads) to graphic overview from Figure 1.
obtain an overview of its content. The During the third phase of the
student should use all available Infor- ConStruct Procedure, the reader should

mation that lends itself to this task, first reexamine any segment of the
such as titles, subtitles, introductory selection that was previously not
paragraphs, first sentences, summa- understood.. Sometimes readers will,
rios, pictures, maps, and diagrams. discover that, because they have
After this survey of ilia selection, the Increased their understanding of toe

Journal of Reading February 1982
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co4ex, expository texts; ideas were
often listed one after another with
little indication of how they were
related. (Similar observations have

.s been reported in some depth by
Deesfit al.: 1980, and Tierney and
Mosen that, 1980.)

A third feature of texts contributed
substantially to The decision to use
three readings in ConStruct. Most
selections assigned to students at
any one time contained three distinct
layers Df concepts: a main idea that
ran through the entire selection,
several spbordinateideas that served
as major ideas of subsections (e.g.,

- causes, events, effects), and mirror-
ous specifics that usually sought to
clarify or elaborate upon the subor-
dinate ideas. Although these three
conceptual levels could almost al-
ways be,identified, extensive search-
ing was often required to find them
because the texts themselves, failed
to identify or relate these conceptual
levels clearly to one another.

Readers. - Given our observations
about the texts, discussions with
students provided substantial insights

' into the problem. Specifically we identi-
fied five 'characteristics that deserve
mention. First, these adolesdent read-
ers tended to read all types of materials
in essentially the same way. They
began with the first word and read
through' to the. last. Second, they
expected to understand and remember
the information from a single reading.
Few made any distinction between
efforts to understand and efforts to
remember, Third, the students believed
that to remember yob must memorize
details and definitions, because that is
what teachers test. Fourth, these read-
ers had little conscious awareness of
the structure of expository text; they
read complex exposition in the same

416 Jemrnnt nt Irwh..er.. 4640$
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way they read narration because they
did not perceive the two as bei
dOfferent. Fifth, these readers seeme to
make little effort fo understand c
cepts in relation to one another. Th
saw concepts as isolates. These r' :d-
ers simplyAcould not inse elicit
links and ties that are quired for
comprehension bec se they lacked
so much awareness bout the concepts
and the text structu .

Reader-text cont xt. A major con-
tributor to student ' difficulty In un-
derstanding co nt texts was their
teachers' -failure to recognize the
complexity and Inherent flaws in
those texts. As specialists familiar
with the ideas presented, and capable
themselves of inserting all the miss-
ing links, the teachers did not recog-
nize either the complexity or the flaws
until these were called to their atten-
tion. Further, the teachers rarely
provided any prereading instruction
for the students that could have
facilitcted the students' comprehen-
sion. Typically, Teachers assigned
reading selections as the initial study
activity; discussion or lectures usual-
ly followed students' reading and
were based on teachers' expectations
that the students understood and
remembered -what they read. The
teachers' fi\ustrations evolved as they
realized that. their assumptions were
invalid.

Learning principles
The solution to the problem was
derived from our clearer understand-
ing of the problem Itself. it took its
final form as we related several

' important learning principles to read-
ers' needs.

Firsl, prior knowledge Is a key
determiner of understanding new
information. Innumerable authorities



.1

have said this but perhaps none so
precisely as Ausubel (1978, p. Iv), "If I
had to reduce all of educational
psychology to Just.one principle, I

:would say thiS: The meg irepertent

understanding precedes remember-
ing. The strategy facilitates recall
because it fosters understanding,
Efforts at recall do not become
anxious endeavors at memorization;

single factor Influencing learning is recall happens more naturally as a
what the learner already knows. As- result of clear understanding. Fur-
certain this and teach him according- ther, construction of the graphic
ly." The message to teachers should overview reinforces and adds to the
be clear: For sttudents who are to read recall of concepts and their relation-
complex exposItOry text that contains ships.
extensive unfamiliar content, preread-
ing instruction leessential.

. What, though, of the learner who
must read such material without the,
benefit oY a teacher who has gotten
the message? Such learners are still
expected to 'comprehend the text
with little or no prior knowledge. The
ConStruct Procedure seeks to pro-
vide for this common situation by
encouraging the reader to use the
strategy of three differentiated read-
ings. By examining a text In the three
Ways described, a reader can dimin-
ish the effect of a limited background
of information. That is, by surveying
the material, then reading to under-
stand it, then reexamining inform -
tion that was not clear on st
encounter, and finally by scanning
for important details, a reader can
gradually absorb information about
the topic and fill In gaps in prior
knowledge.

A second important learning prin-
ciple applied in the ConStruct Proce-
dure is that concepts are best under-
stood in relation to one another. By
reading for understanding and by
constructing a graphic overview, the
reader actively clarifies the relation-
ships among concepts and thereby ,
faciii ates an understanding of -spe-
cific ...___ .

The third learning principle on
which ConStruct Is based Is that

Journal of Reading February 1982

Fitlech vandajton
Limited investigations have confirmed
that the Cattruct Procedure signifi-
cantly enhances readers' factual and
Inferential comprehension of extended
expository text. Further, this strategy
increases readers' understanding and
delayed recall of information at ail,
three conceptual levels as described
earlier. Vaughan, Stillman, and Sabers
(1978t4ported that when readers
who ''S.4d the ConStruct Procedure
wereebmpared to those who did not,
those who did had Significantly better
recall (p < .01) of the selection.
Vaughan, Taylor, and Meredith (1980)
found that the two dimensions of the
ConStruct Procedure con4ributed to
the improvement in comprehension
and recall of those in the experimen-
tar groups. The three readings con- 6,
tribute primarily to inferential com-
prehension at all three conceptual
levels; construction of the graphic
overview contributes primarily to \ac-
tual comprehension. In neither of
these studies was a difference found
in the reading.rates of the control and
experimental groups.

Several research studies suggest
that an awareness of the organization
and relationships among concepts In
expository text, as fostei.ed py Con-
Struct, facilitates understanding and.
recall, Meyer (1975) reported that
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Figure 2
Second stage graphic overview

World War I
(Background of U.S. involvement)

Causes/ Assassination
Military
build-up _Alliances

Events

of Ferdinand

Central Powers (Germany,
Austria-Hungaty)

vs.

Allied Powers (France,
Great Biltain. Russia)

Stalemate

East / West -

Effects
("Smash-up of
way of life")

topic by continuing through the sec-
ond phase, df the strategy, their newly
developed- "prior. knowledge" will
enable them to'. understand some-
thingrthat was previously unclear. If
this occurs, the reader should insert
the clarified concepts into the graph-
ic overview where they fit. The reader

.

should then scan the selection to
identify detailed information - that
should be included in the graphic
overview, and thqse details should be
added as they are identified, The final
version of the graphic overview might
resemble Figure 3.

The final step in the ConStruct
Procedure, an extension of the third
phase involves the reader's skim-
ming over the entire selection and
examining the completed graphic
overview to reinforce understanding
and to facilitate recall of the concepts
and their relationships.

Background
The specific elements Incorporated
Into the ConStruct Procedure were
largely determined by the nature of
the problems that students face when

JOurnal of Reading. February 1982

reading complex content materials.
In all reading, three primary factors
contribute to comprehension or its
lack: the text itself, the readers, and
the context of the reader-text int ac-
tion, When each factor was examin
in relation to corttent area reading,
several sources of difficulty emerged,
and the Construct Procedure was
designed to help students compen-

, sate for them.
Texts. The texts themselves were a

major contributor to the problem for
several reasons. First, and Most ob-
vious, was the concept load in this
type of material. Most of the Ideas
presented were new to the readers
and highly complex at that. Tlie
vocabulary is invariably technical
and precise, Perhaps the technical
vocabulary would be an asset if ter s

were introduced after the readers had
a chance to understand the concepts,
but the terms are used to describe
and explain the concepts. One mem-
ber of the group analyzing these texts
noted, "It's almOst as if these books
were written to impress colleagues
rather than help students learn."

1 2 2 t



Figure 3
Completed graphic overview

World War I
IBackgrouns$ Of OA, inYQivarnent)

Causes

Military
build-up

I

Troops

Armaments
(guns.
ammunition)

Assassination
Ferdinand

Alliances-

Turkey
with Germany

I_
Black Sea
cut off

Events

of

Contra Powers (Germany,
Austria-Hungary)

VS.

Allied Powers (France.
Great Britain. Russia)

Stalemate

East

Tannenberg
(Russia vs.
Germany)

Russian
Revolution
(1917)

Treaty ,of
Brest-Litovsk
(1918)

Increases pressure
on West

Effects
("Smash-up of
way of life")

U.S. no
longer
isolated

West

I

Marne
(Germany vs. Great
Britain and France)

No knockout

Trench warfare

Farm and
industrial
growth

Minor 00
in new roles

Machine guns Artillery

Infantry

The second problem is most ac-
curately ;described as a failure by
authors .to relate coheepts. to one
another in a clear and cohesive way.
This lack of cohesion meant that the.

Journpl of. Reading

.

February 1982.

readers were left on their own to
ihsert important links and ties among
cofkapts. The redundancy that often
contributes cohesion and coherence
to text was also missing in these



readeritend to recall generalizations
better than specifics. Taylor (1979-.
1980) found some inconsistencies
that appear to be related to readers'
awareness of text atructure and con-
ceptual relatio? ships, The studies by
Vaughan, Stillman, and Sabers and
Vaughdn, Taylor, and Meredith found
that good readers in the control
group did tend to recall generaliza-
tions better: average or.bblow aver-
age readers tended to recall specifics
rather than generalizations, at least
when they read complex, extended,
expository text. One explanation for
this may be that good readers seek to
understand' generalizations rather than
details, hence that is what they recall.
Less able readers try to memorize
specifics to pass teachers' tests, so
they remember specifics, . at least
momentarily, rather than generaliza-`
tions.

Taylor (1979-1980, pp. 410-11) noted
that research should investigate. "in-
structional techniques which will help
children develop skills in noting and
using the organizational structure of
expository text to enhance their learn-
ing-from-reading." That is the purpose
of the ConStruct Procedure. In those
cases where this procedure has been
investigated, students who have learned
to use it have substantially increased
their comprehension of problematic
text. Further investigations are in
progress to determine the (Meat of
this strategy with less complex text,
with narrative text, with upper ele-
mentary readers, and with increased
numbers of students of different
reading ability.

Instructional suggestions
A primary feature of the research to
date on the ConStruct ProcedUre has
been its context.' All" these studies
have been pursued to determine
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whether the strategy can be learned
and used In regular classrooms.
Anyone 'planning to teach this strate-
gy will went to ccinsiderthe following
suggestions based on classroom ob-
servations.

1. teach gongtruct in context.
ConStruct is intended for and ha$
been validated with readers who have
difficulty comprehendirig' complex,
extended, expository texts Students
should learn to, use ConStruct by
applying It when reading their regular
textbooks in their regular content
classes. Although this initially, re-
quires the user of class time for
students to read what would usually
be homework asalonments, teachers
who have been willing to do so have
reacted favorably. Many 'students
learn the strategy and increase their
understanding of these texts when
they later return to reading their
assignment's outside of class. Fur-
ther, even while learning to Use
ConStruct, students are more atten-
tive to and involved in discussion of
content because they understand
what they are studying. Hence, teach-
ers often report that time is actually
saved, even during the instructional
period for the strategy, because in-
formation does not have fo be repeat-
ed.

2. Explain what you are doing. In
those instances where we have told
students that we realize they are
having trouble understanding and
remembering what they read in their
textbooks, they are relieved to hear
that someone knows and cares. When
we were less than honest about what
was going on, we encountered resist-
ance from many students, especially
successful ones, because they were
reluctant to abandon strategies that
were comfortable and familiar.

'"IVVVV24,',1% :14-rii;%trIL



3. Be patient. The optimum period
(or students to learn and to become
adept at using the ConStruct Proce-
dure is 10 weeks with two sessions
per week. Some students will learn

more quickly than others, so.patience
is very important.

4. Moael the graphic overview.
Graphic overviews are a crucial
dimension of the ConStruct Proce-
dure, but few students have been
exposed to them. Before you actually
introduce your students to ConStruct,
you may find it beneficial to design
.some graphic overviews on the board
as part of class discussions. The
value of such modeling cannot be
overemphasized. 'Because students
see the product of their thinking as It
grows, they understand the construc-
tion process better. This facilitates
their learning the ConStruct Proce-
dure when it is later introduced.

5. Involve students during
modeling. As an extension of item
four, Include students' ideas and
Input relative to the content and the
location of the content In the graphic
overviews you construct prior to in-
troducing the ConStruct Procedure.
As Moore and Readence (1980) noted,
student involvement Is the only fea-
ture that makes an activity of this sort
a valuable cOntribution to students'
comprehension. In fact using graphic
overviews without student participa-
tion is likely to have little value, and
you would do better to avoid them
altogether until they are Introduced
as part of the procedure itself.

6. Introduce ConStruct as an
Integrated strategy, Students must
understand the whole of ConStruct
before ihey'begin to learn its parts.
Because it is complex', students will

_ need to learn the strategy gradually,
but to avoid students' perceiving the
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paits separated from the whole, we
hke fotrd it essential to describe the
entire strategy from the outset. Then
we relate the parts to the whoie as we
introduce each part. This continuous
reference to the whole helps students
integrate, adopt, and sometimes even
modify ConStruct into their own
study tactics,

When we fail to maintain a

perspective of the whole, students
seem to focus only on *the part being
introduced and some even tend to
cease using those, parts already
learned. Gestalt psychologists'
perspective may well apply to the
ConStruct Procedure: the whole is
greater than the sum of its parts.
When, students finally learn and 'apply

ConStruct, the parts seem to
disappear and blend apprqpriately
into an interwoven approach.

Thus, the initial step when
Introducing students to the
ConStruct Procedure should be to
outline it for them in much the same
way that it is presented at the outset
of this article.

7. Learning ConStruct Is like build-
ing blocks, only starting at the top.
Several variations of teaching
ConStruct haye been tried, but one
particular sequence seems to work
best. In general, the greatest success
results from .a straightforward
presentation of the parts in the order
In which they are actually used when
the integrated whole is applied. The
specific sequence is as follows.

Ta. As an introduction, teach stu-
dents why and how to survey 3
selection. Few students understand
the value of o survey rending: oven
fewer know how to do it correctly. Of
course, surveying strategies vary
depending upon what "overview
cues" a text provides. We have had
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most success with a discovery
approach rather than with giving
explicit directions for a given
selection. Following a survey of each
selection, we first discuss students'
responses to the question, 'What will
the selection be about?" Then we
engage students In a discussion of
what they did when they surveyed
and why. Sharing their successes,
students learn new ways to survey
from each other.

7b. Second. begin overview
construction with top-level content
only. After students have been
exposed to graphic overviews and
surveying, we simply ask each
student to design a top-level graphic
overview for a selection they hive just
surveyed. To help students overcome
any initial consternation, we encour-
age them to return to the text. We also
walk around the class providing en-
cou ragementand reinforcement.

After students have designed their
own to-level graphic overview, we
ask one student to put his/her over-
view on the board. We discuss it and
emphasize that it is one way, certainly
not the only way, to depict the
general concepts. After discyssion,
we ask the students to read the
selection carefully. As they do, we
examine the other students' top-level
overviews. When we discover one
with a different perspective from the
one on the board, we ask the student
to share it with the class after every-
one has concli?ded their careful read-
ing.

During this sh ing session, the
class, which has nbw read the selec-
tion carefully, can discuss the differ-
ent examples of top-level overviews
and may well conclude that some are
more appropriate for: the selection
than the one originally discussed.'
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This activity encourages students to
revise their own top-level overviews
on the basis of Increased understand-
ing of the selection. When they are
using ConStruct later on their own.
they should not feel "locked into"
their first version.

7c. Third, encourage reading to
understand, not to memorize. Stu-
dents should be encouraged to stop
trying to, memorize and to focus their
attention on understanding. This could
be done during the general introduc-
tion of the procedure or even earlier
as a tactic to be used apart from this
strategy. The latest it should be
Introduced is when they "read care-
fully" after a discussion of a top-level
graphic overview. At the same time,
Students should be encouraged to
identify those sections of the text that
they do not understand.

7d, Following "careful reading," sec-
ond stage graphic overviews should
be developed as an extension of top-
level overviews. While teaching Con-
Struct, we have never ignored or
deemphasized the course content.
Even in the initial stages, students
discuss the content of each selection
after their "careful reading." Since we
expose students to graphic overviews
prior to introducing the ConStruct
Procedure, we can very 'naturally
elaborate on the top-level graphic
overview that is already on the board
during class discussion following
each "careful reading,"

We do, hovver, avoid adding
details to the second stage graphic
Overviews. This is done because
sometimes students cannot distin-
'guish between details and main ideas
of subsections. They try to Include
numerous details in the second stage
graphic overviews before they per-
ceive how those details are related to
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subordinate concepts. Just teltkir
students.. to .shitt thelr..fOOUS IMP
details to main -Ideas of subsections
isn't enough. It isn't that easy to do,
for one thing, and, besides, the
person who is telling .them to shift
focus Is the same person who has
been testing details. Their hesitancy
based on experience is undersfand-
able.

Students should begin developing
their own second stage graphic over-
views gradually. We suggest two
steps. First, before students try this
on their own, you should elaborate op
the top-level graphic overview on the
board. Again, be sure to involve
students in this discussioh of where
items go in the overview and why.
Encourage students to refer back to
their books to clarify suggestions.
During this discussion, postpone in-
clusion of details that should be
added later; this helps students real-
ize the distinction between subordi-
nate main. Ideas and details. After
several sessions of group construc-
tion of the second stage graphic
overview, students are usually pre-
pared for the second step: ,designing
their own second stage graphic over-
views. Remind them, though, that
their second stage graphic overviews
are only apart of the whole.

7e. Fifth, help students learn to
scan. The third reading in ConStruct
has two purposes. The first is to try to
understand any section that was
previously unclear. Students are of-
ten amazed that they understand
concepts when they examine them a
second time. 'Students may need
some help scanning the text to,
identify previously unclear segtIons
unless, of course, they marked those
sections during the earlier reading.
The second purpose of the third
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reading Is to identify details that will
be inserted into the graphic overview.
To do this well, students need to
apply scanning skills.

7f. Finally, students insert details
Into the graphic overview. Details are
much better understood and remem-
bered when, perceived in relation to
other details 'and to more general
concepts, Students have little diffi=
culty accomplishing this final step if
all before has gone as it should. At
this point, teachers should bear in
mind that it is often difficult to
distinguish between a detail and a
main idea of a subsection, especially'
given the way these concepts are
often presented in texts. We try to
avoid quibbling over indistinguish-
able distinctions. If a "detail" fits, it
fits; if it doesn't, it doesn't. We usually
leave it to the student 'to decide,
especially after the student has be-
come reasonably proficient, with the
ConStruct Procedure.

8. Encourage practice, sharing, and
discussion. Once students have
learned ConStruct, perceive it as an
Integrated strategy, and can apply it
comfortably, practice is essential.
This can be encouraged by continu-
ing to allow class time for practice
even after students seem to have
become adept. After a reasonable
period of use, students should be
encouraged to discuss their prob.-
!ems and successes with:the class so
that "bugs" can be worked out,
particularly if a. variation in text is
being introduced (e.g., one that does
not have subheadings). We have
found it helpful to allow students time
at the beginning of clail to discuss
homework in.small groups, including,
whtit they have learned, how they
designed their graphic overviews,
and what they may not understand.
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Independent learners
The ConStruct Procedure helps
readers become more active In their
search for meaning In complex,
extended, expository text. Those
students who have learned Jo use It
adeptly have found new interest and
success In many of their content area
subjects, When students learn to use
it through practice, they become
independent learners in the truest
sense,
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Learning to Learn:
On Training Students to Learn from

Texts
ANN L BROWN, JOSEPH C. CAMP1ONE and JEANNE D. DAY

The general Theme of this paper
is how we can devise instructional
routines to .help students learn to
learn. The dominant questions
which have motivated training
studies in developmental psychol-
ogy are: can we improve upon stu-
dents' spontaneous performance,
and can we enhance their ability
to perform future tasks of the
same kind? Training studies
aimed at improving students'
academic performance can suc-
ceed by adding substantiVy, to
the students' knowledge; or they
can succeed by instructing stu-
dents in ways to enhance their
own knowledge (i.e., in promoting
learriing to learn activities). It is'
this latter outcome that we now
think is most desirable. A -histor-
ical review of training studies-in
deN;elopmental research will pro-
vide a framework within whicl*to
place our recent research. Con-
sideration will be given to the
shift in emphasis from a concen-
tration on instruction aimed at
improving student performance
per §e to the current emphasis on
instruction aimed at improving
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1980. Preparation of the manuscript
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Reading Grant MS-NIE-C-400-76-
0116. Ann L. Brown et al., Center for
tie Study of Reading, 51 Gerty Drive,
Champaign, Ill. 61820?-
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students' self-control and self-
awareness of their own learning
processes.

Historically, training studies in
deyelopniental research have
aimed at inculcating deliberate
strategies for promoting recall of
information. But rote recall,
although valuable, is not the only
desirable outcome of learning
activities. Often we want to en-
hance students' ability to under-
stand the significance of the
material they are learning rather
than to improve ,their ability to
recall it. Activities that promote
recall need not necessarily be
optimal for promoting other
learning outcomes. Because of the
dominance of deliberate memory
strategies in training research,
we will begin with a brief con-

, sideration of this literature and
then proceed to discuss training
aimed at bringing students to
understand the significance of
learning strategies, particularly
in relation to school tasks such as
studying texts.

Strategies of Rote Recall
The most commonly studied

strategies of rote recall are re-.
hearsal, categorization and ela-
boration, and a gregt deal of re-.
search has been conducted to ex-
amine the developmental progres-
sion in the acquisition of these
strategies. Rehearsal, repetition
of items to ensure their memora-
bility,' is an activity that can be
carried out on material that has
no inherent meaning, such as a
phone number. It can be and

often is, a brute force approach
that does not demand any under-
standing of the significance of the
material being processed. The
learner is requiredgmerely to -re-
peat segments of material until
they can be rote recalled. Catego-
rization as a strategy to enhance
recall demands that any categori-
cal organization inherent in the
material be faMiliar to the
learner and be used to design a
plan for learning. Elaboration is
a strategy whereby the learner
imposes meaning or organization
on material to render it more
comprehensible.

The degree to which active
transformation of the mate/jai is
required, and the degree to which
it is necessary to introduce, refine
or tombine elements of different
strategies, determines the age of
initial use and developmental tra-
jectories. In general, however, the
emergence of such strategies
tends to be dependent on the de-
gree and recency of formal school-
ing. In schooled populations, they
emerge in a recognizable form be-
tween five and seven years of age
and continue to be tuned and re-
fined throughout the school years.
Also common to the developm(

course of these strategies is an
intermediate stage called a pro-
duction deficiency, where the
child does not produce the
strategy spontaneously but can be
prompted or instructed to do so
quite readily. Training studies in
developmental research were ini-
tially aimed at examining the in-
termediate stage ofproduction de-
ficiencies for a variety of theore-
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tical reasons. In some cases,
however, the aim was to help
younger or lower children pro-
duce strategies that they would
rarely come to produce spon-
taneously (Brown, 1974; Brown &
Campione, 1978), and it is these
"instructional" studies that we
will consider next.

Training Rote Recall
Strategies

To simplify a very extensive li-
terature, there are three types of
training which have been attemp-
ted. The first group, and by far the
most heavily populated, is the
blind training study. By this we
mean that students are not active
conspirators in the training pro-
cess. They are induced to use a
strategy without a concurrent,
understanding of the significance
of that activity. For example, chil-
dren can be taught to use a cumu-
lative rehearsal strategy by ini-
tially copying an adultbut they
are not told explicitly wh they
must act this way or that the
activity helps performance or that
it is an activity appropriate to a
certain class of memory situa-
tions, not just this particular task
and setting, In the task of free
recall of categorizable materials,
thiidren can be tricked into using
the categorical structure by clev-
er, incidental, orienting instruc-
tions (Murphy & Brown, 1975), or
the material can be blocked into
categories (Gerjuoy & Spitz,
1966), or recall can be cued by
category name (Green, 1974); but
the children are not told why; or
even if, this helps recall. In ela-&
boration tasks, children can be in-
duced to provide an elaborated en-
coding of a pair of unrelated
items,but they are not informed
that this activity can be an effec-
tive learning strategy (Turnure,
Buium,r& Thurlow, 1976). All of
these tricks lead to enhanced re-
call because the children are pro-
ducing an appropriate activity.
They fail, however, to result in
maintenance of generalization of
the strategy; that is, the children
neither use the activity subse-
quently on their own volition, nor
transfer the activity Ito
learning Otuations. This is
scarcely surprising as the signifi-
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cance of the activity was never
made clear.

An intermediate level of in-
stituction, informed training, is
where children are both induced
to use a strategy and also given
some information concerning the
significance of that activity. For
example, children may be taught
to rehearse and receive feedback
concerning their improved per-
formance (Kennedy & Miller,
1976), or they might be taught to
rehearse on more than one re-
hearsal task; that is, they are
trained in multiple contexts so
that they can see the utility of the
strategy (Belmont, Butterfield, &
BorkoWski, 1979). In the categor-
ization task, students may be
given -practice in putting items
into category, and informed that
this will help them remember,
and cued by category on retrieval
failure (Burge'', Blackman,
Holmes., & 4etlin, 1978; Ringel &
Springer, 1'980), These training
packages result in both improved
performance on the training task
and maintenance of the activity
by the child when faced with, sub-
sequent similar problems. There
is some evidence of generaliza-
tion, but so far the evidence has
been very near; that is. the gener-
alization task is very similar to
the training task (Brown & Cam-
pione, 1978, in press).

The third levet of instruction,
self-control training, is the level
where children are not only iv-
structed in the use of a strategy,
but are also explicitly instructed
in how to employ, monitor, check,
and evaluate that strategy. The
number of studies that have em-
ployed this combination are few,
but preliminary results do indi-
cate that the /strategy-plus-
control training package's are the
most successful at inducing not
only enhanced performance but
also transfer of training to
appropriate settings (Brown &.
Campione, in press). We will
illustrate this type of training
with one study from our labora-
tory (Brown, Campione, & Barc-
lay, 1979).

Recall-Readiness Training Study'
We were interested in teaching

mildly retarded; grade school chil-
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dren the simple skill of checking
to see if they knew material suffi-
ciently well to be tested. This is
an essential.prerequisite for effec-
tive studying and one that young
children have difficulty under-
standing (Flavell, Friedrichs, &
Hoyt, 1970). Therefore, we der
vised a simple task where we
,could make the self-checking de-
mands of such studying activities
quite explicit. The hope was that
with the essential elements made
clear in a simple situation, we
could look for transfer to more
complex, school-like learning
tiks.

The simple training task con-
, sisted ofpresenting the students

with a list of pictures, too long for
them to recall without using some
deliberate memory strategy. They
were told to study the list for as
long as they liked until they were
sure they could remember all the
picture names. Even given unlim-
ited study time, performance was
initially poor, with students
terminating study rapidly, long
before they could recall the items.

During the training portion of
the study, children were taught
strategies which could be used to
facilitate their learning of the
lists, along with the overseeing or
monitoring of those strategies.
The latter aspect of training was
accomplished by employing
strategies that included a self-
testing component and by telling
the children to monitor their state
of learning. For example, two
effective strategies are cumula-
tive rehearsal and anticipation.
Anticipation involves active
attempts to recall an item before
looking at it, and rehearsal in-
volves repetition of a small subset
of the list. These activities both
act as an aid to memory and pro-
vide information about its current
status (i.e., if the learner cannot
anticipate the next picture in a
list, this provides the requisite
knowledge that, the list, in its en-
tirety, is not yet known).

There were two groups of
trainees: The older children were
approXiniately 11 years old with
mental ages of 8 years; the young-
er children were 9 years old with
mental ages of 6 years. The older
children taught the strategies in-
volving a self-testing component



improved their performance sig-
nificantly (from 58 percent correct
to almost perfect accuracy),
whereas those in a control condi-
tion did not. These effects were
extremely durable, lasting over a
series of posttests, the last test
occurring one year after the train-
ing had ended. The younger chili
dren slid not benefit much from
trainin1\ They improved their
performance significantly only on
the first posttest', which was
prompted (i.e., the experimenter
told the children to continue us-
ing the strategy they had been
taught). In the absence of such
prompts, they did not differ signi-
ficantly from their original level
of performance. Even though the
younger and older children did
not differ in their level of original
learning, they did differ in how
readily they responded to
training.

Given the successful result of
training for the older students, we
examined whether they had
learned any general features
about self-testing and monitoring
on the simple laboratory task
which they could transfer to a
more school-like situation, learn-
ing the gist of prose passages. The
students were asked to read and
recall several short stories com-
mensurate with their reading
ability. They were permitted unlim-
ited study time and were asked
to indicate that, they were ready
to risk a test only when they felt
confident that they could recall
the essential information. -Stu-
dents who had received training
on the list-learning tasks outper-
formed untrained students on
four measures of efficiency: (1) the
total amount recalled, .(2) the
ratio of important material to
1: :via included in their recall, (3)
lime spent studying, and (4) overt
indices of strategy use (such as lip
movement, looking away, and self-
testing, etc.). Training on ,a very
simple self-checking task did
transfer- to the schoohlike task of
studying texts. We believe that an
effectiye technique for inducing
the rudiments of mature studying
behavior is to (a) simplify the task
so that the basic rules can be dem-
onstrated, (b) train an appropri-
ate learning strategy, and (c)
16

train the self-monitoring of that
Strategy.

From our early work with
training simple learning strate-
gies, we came to two general con-
elusions (Brown & Campione,
1978, in press): Children should
be fully informed participants in
any training enterprise.(i.e., they
should be helped to understand
why thershould be strategic and
when it is necessary to be so), and
they should be trained in the self-
management of the strategis
they must deploy. The degree of
explicit training needed on any
one task will depend on the start-
ing competence of the children
and their general speed of learn-
ing. For slower children, or those
with little prior, knowledge, it
might be necessary to make each
step explicit. This is usually the
case with mentally retarded stu-
dents (Campione & Brown, 1977).
Brighter, better informed stu-
dents tend to show faster learning
and some spontaneous transfer,
and, therefore, it is often not
necessary to make explicit all the
steps of learning and the need for
transfer, and so forth. The degree
to which it is ,necessary to make
each step explicit is a measure of
the child's 'zone of potential de-
velopment or region of sensitivity
to instruction. (See Brown &
French, 1979, for a discussion of
this Vygotskian concept.)

Coming to Undeistand the
Significance of One's Activities

Recall of information is often
demanded in schools, both verba-
tim recall as in vocabulary tests
aid gist recall as when the stu-
dent is required to reconstruct the
essential meaning of a text. De-
veloping strategies that aid recall
of information is, therefore, 'a
worthwhile activity. Recall of in-
formation, however, is not the
only desirable outcome of learn-
ing, and strategies that promote
recall of information are not al-
ways the most appropriate for en-
hancing other learning outcomes.
For example, Nitsch (1977) found
that different kinds of practiCe
were needed to ensure that learn-
ers could remember the defini-
tion of concepti, as opposed to en-
suring that they could readily
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understand new instances of the
concepts. A similar finding was
reported by -Mayer and Greeno
(1972) concerning the appropriate
training for students learning the
binomial distribution. Repeated
practice in using the formula or
rule led to very accurate perform-
ance' on subsequent problems of
exactly the same form as training,
whereas training aimed at ex-
plaining the significance of the
components of the formUla led to
somewhat less accurate rule use
but far better performance on
alternate statements of the prob-
lem class.

In order to design appropriate
training, we need to analyze the
question: training for what? Simi-
larly, in order to become really
effective learners, children must
analyze the learning situation for
themselves.

Effective learning involves four
main considerations: (1) the activ-
ities engaged in by the learner,
(2) Certain characteristics of the
learner including his/her capacity
and state of prior knowledge, (3)
the nature of the Materials to be
learned, and (4) the critical task.
In order for the psychologist or
educator to devise a training
program, it is necessary to consid-
er all four aspects of the learning
situation. For example, consider
learning from texts. Any strategy
(learning activity) one might
adopt should be influenced by the
inherent structure of the text (its
syntactic, semantic and structu-
-rat complexity, its adherence to
good form, etc.), the extent to
which the text's informational
content is compatible with ex-
isting knowledge (characteristics
of the learner), and the test to
which the I arning must be put
(critical to , i.e., gist recall, re-
solving ambiguities, acquiring
basic concepts, undprstanding in-
structions, etc.). As psychologists,
interested in understanding and
promoting learning, we must
appreciate the complex interac-
tions implicit in this characteriza-
tion of the learning situation, and
we argue thtat this is exactly what
the student must do. In order to
become' expert learners, students
mul3t develop some of 'the same
insights as the psychologist into
the demands of the learning
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situation. They must learn about
their own cognitive characteris-
tics, their available learning
strategies, the demands of various
learning tasks and the inherent
structure of the material. They
must tailor their activities finely
to the competing demands of all
these forces in order to become flex-
ible and effective learners. In
other words, they must learn how
to learn (Bransford, Stein, Shelton
& Owings, 1980; Brown, 1980). As
instructors our task should be to
devise training routines .that will
help the student to develop the
understanding of the learning
situation. In principle, training
can be aimed at all four points. In-
tact, the majority of, studies have
aimed at training strategies or
rules for prose processing. We will
again illustrate strategy training
approaches with a series of stu-
dies from our laboratory con-
cerned with helping students im-
prove their summarization skills.

Training Strategies for
Summarization

The ability to provide an adequ-
ate'summary is a useful tool for
understanding and studying
texts. For example, an essential
element of effective studying is
the ability to estimate one's readi-
ness to be tested, and we dealt
earlier with simple procedures for
ensuring at least a primitive form
of such self-testing (Brown, Cam-
pione & Barclay, 1979). A com-
monly reported sophisticated
method of testing one's level of
comprehension and retention and,
therefore, one's preparedness fora
test, is to attempt to summarize
the material one has been read-
ing. This is quite a difficult task
for immature learners. After con-
sidering many examples of chil
eirens' failures and experts' suc-
cesses when summarizing texts,
we identified six basic ruly
essential L.al to summarizatio
(Brown & Day, Note 1). These
operations are very similar to the
macrorules described by Kintsch
and van Dijk (1978) as basic oper-
ations involved in comprehending
and remembering prose.

Two of the six rules involved
the deletion of unnecessary
February, 1981

material; one should obviously de-
lete material that is trivial. Grade
school children are quite adept at
this if the content of the material
is familiar (Brown & Day, Note
1). One should also delete mate-
rial that is important but redun-
dant. Two of the rules of summar-
ization involve the substitution of
a superordinate term or event for
a list of items or actions. For ex-
ample, if a text contains a list
such as "cats, dogs, goldfish, ger-
bils and parrots," one can substi-
tute the term pets. Similarly, one
can substitute a superordinate ac-
tion for a list of subcomponents of
that action, for example, "John
went to London," for "John left the
house," "John went to the train sta-
tion," "John bought a ticket," and so
forth. These rules are roughly
comparable to Kintsch and van
Dijk's generalization rules. The
two remaining rules have to do
with providing a summary of the
main constituent unit of text, the,

.paragraph. The first rule is select
a topic sentence, if any, for this is
the author's summary of the para-
graph. The second rule is, if there
is no topic sentencetiinvent your
own. These operations are rough-
ly equivalent to Kintsch and van
Dijk's integration and construc-
tion rules.

These operations are used free-
ly by experts (rhetoric teachers)
when summarizing texts (Brown
& Day, Note 1). Do less sophisti,
cated readers realize that these
basic rules can be applied? To ex-
amine the developmental progres-
sion associated with the use of the
basic rules we looked at the sum-
maries produced by students from
grades 5, 7 and 10 and various
college-aged groups. The
youngest children were able to
use the two deletion rules with
above 90 percent accuracy'', show-
ing that they understood the basic
idea behind a summary. For the
more plex rules, however, de-
velop ntal differences were
apparent. Students became in-
creasingly adept at using the su-
perordination and select topic
sentence rules, with college stu-
dents performing extremely well.
The most difficult rule, invention,
was rarely used by fifth graders,
used on only a third of appropri-
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ate occasions by 10th graders, and
on only half of the occasions when
it was appropriate by four-year
college students. Experts, college
rhetoric teachers, used the inven-
tion rule in almost every permis-
sible case. But, junior college stu-
dents performed like seventh
graders, having great difficulty
with the invention rule and using
only the deletion rules effectively.

We explained this developmen-
tal progression in terms of the de-
gree of cognitive, intervention
needed to apply each rule. The
easier deletion rules require that
information in the text be omitted
and the intermediate topic sent-
ence rule requires that the main
sentence contained in a para-
graph be identified. The more dif-
ficult invention rule requires that
learners supply a synopsis in
their own words. It is the proces-
ses of invention that are the es-
sence of good summarization, that
are used with facility by experts,
and that are most difficult for
novice learners.

Encouragingly, these rules can
be taught. In a recent doctoral dis-
sertation, Day (1980) trained
junior college students to apply
the basic rules and to check that
they were using the rules approp-
riately. The students were divided
into twoagroups: "average" stu-
dents with no reading or writing
problems identified, and "reme-
dial" students who, although of
normal reading ability, were di-
agnosed as having writing prob-
lems.

Within each of the two groups,
there were four instructional con-
ditions that varied in how explicit
the training was: ( 1) SOT-
management: The students were
given general encouragement to
write a good summary, to capture
the main ideas, to dispense with
trivia and all unnecessary words,
but they were not told rules for
achieving this end. (2) Rules: The
students were given explicit in-
structions and modeling in the
use of the rules. (3) Rules plus
self-management: The students in
the third group were given both
the general self-management in-
structions of Group I and the rules
instruction of Group II, but they
were left to integrate the two sets
of information for themselves (4)
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Control of the rules; The fourth
and most explicit training condi-
tion involved training in the rules
and additional explicit training in
the control of these rules: that is,
the students were shown how to
check that they had a topic sent-
ence for each paragraph, to check
that all redundancies were de-
leted, all trivia erased, and that
any lists of items were replaced
with superordinates. The integra-
tion of the rules and appropriate
self-control routines were expli-
citly modeled for the students.
The amount of time spent in
training and practice was the
same for each group.

We will give only selected out-
comes of this complex study (for,
details, see Day, 1980). Prior to
training, all students, regardless
of ability grouping, deleted
appropriately (above 90.percent
accuracy) but had much more dif-
ficulty with the topic sentence
rules of selection (25 percent) and
invention (15, percent). Following
several days :'of instruction, per-
formance on' the more difficult
rules improved and there were
clear effects of ability level.
Training in the selection rule was
effective in general, but for the
remedial students, the most effec-
tive condition was the most expli-
cit training. Training in rule use
alone was an effective technique,
but adding the general, self-
management instruction did not
provide any additional help. The
power students were not able to
integrate the rules and self-
management instructions for
themselves and needed explicit
instructions in the control of the

. rules in order to bring their level
of performance up to that of four-
year college students. The aver-
age students, benefited more from
all forms of training and were
able to integrate the general, self-
management and rule training
for themselves; therefore, there
was no difference between the two
rules plus selPmanagement con-
ditions. This 'indicates that the
more mature students derive
greater benefits from training
and need lessytplicit instruction
than do less sophisticated
trainees, even though they did not
appear to differ on their initial
performance prior to training.
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The patterii was repeated with'
the very difficult invention rule;
remember that even four-year col-
lege stents used this rule on
only 50 percent of appropriate
occasions (Brown & Day, Note 1).
The remedial junior college learn-
ers improved_only with the most
explicit instruction. The average
learners benefited more from
training than did the remedial
students, but before their per-
formance was brought up to the
level of four-year college students,
the most explicit instruction was
needed; it took explicit training in
using and monitoring the,tiles
before the average junioecollege
students performed at the 50 per-
cent accuracy level set by four-
year college students.

The general patterAof results is
very similar to that found with
the much simpler recall-readiness
experiment described earlier. The
students in the summarization
training study (as in the recall-
readiness study) did not seem to
differ in terms of their original
performance levels, but the aver-
age students benefited more from
instruction than did the remedial
students. For the more sophisti-
cated students, training resulted
in greater use of the rules, and
this improvement was effected
with less explicit instruction. For
those students with more severe
learning problems, training re-
sulted in less improvement and
more explicit training was needed
before there were any results of
training. The extent of instruc-
tion needed to bring about im-
provement is a sensitive measure
of the students' zone of potential
development in the training do-
main, that is, we learn a great
deal about students' competence
by assessing not only their start-
ing level but their readiness tol9e-
nefit from instruction (Brown, in
press a; Brown & Campione, in
press; Brown & French, 1979).

Helping Students Learn to
Learn from Text

The two sets of studies used as
illustrations, the recall-readiness
(Brown, .Campione, & Barclay,
1979) and summarization (Day,
1980; Brown & Day, Note 1)
training studies, were selected be-
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cause they are excellent examples
of what we can do readily and
what we have more difficulty in
accomplishing. For example, with
detailed task Analyses, experts'
advice and intensive training, we
were able to help remedial college
students - improve their ability to
summarize texts. But the to is
were very easy for them, that is,
they were texts of fifth-g de
readibility level and were focused
on farhiliar contents. Therefore,
instructions to delete trivia met
with compliance. If the texts had
concentrated on less familiar con-
tent or had been more structural-
ly complex, it is not'clear that the
instruction to delete trivia would
be so easy to follow. One must
have some background concern-
ing the content knowledge to en-
able one to recognize trivia
readily.

There are two general classes of
problems that can impede effec-
tive studying: inefficient applica-
tion of rules and strategies, and
impoverished background knowl-
edge. The child may lack the
necessary strategies to engage in
appropriate learning activities
and we have ample evidence in
the literature of childrens' lack of
strategic knowledge. Alternative-
ly, children may lack the req-
uisite knowledge of the world to
understand certain texts that pre-
suppose adequate background ex-
perience. In principle, instruction
can be aimed at overcoming one
or both these problems.

Consider instruction in rules
and strategies. Ir adequate per-
formance depends on the applica-
tion of a set of rules and these
rules can be specified exactly,
then it shield be possible to de-
sign instructional routines that
introduce the uninitiated to these
possibilities. For example, provid-
ing children with concrete proce-
dures to help them continue
studying and self-testing until
ready for a test improves study
performance in young children
(Brown, Campione, & Barclay,
1979). Instructing students in
efficient self-question techniques
is also an effective training proce-
dure (Andre & Anderson, 1979).
Sensitizing young readers to the
logical structure of text and the
inherent meaning in certain pas-
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sages again helps the less able
reader (Bransford, Stein, Shelton,
& Owings, 1980). The more de-
tailed understanding the instruc-
tor has of effective rules for read-
ing and studying, the more readi-
ly can those rules be trained. Our
work with summarization rules is
a case in point. Merely instruct-
ing students to make their sum-
maries as brief as possible and to
omit unnecessary information
was not an explicit enough guide
for junior college students. Exact
specification of the rules that
could be used to achieve this aim,
however, was an extremely effec-
tive instructional routine. Quite
simply, the more we _are able to
specify the rules used by experts,
the more we will be able to suc-
cessfully instruct the novice.

The second major impediment
to effective learning is a deficient
knowledge base. If the text deals
with topics that the reader is not
familiar with, it will be difficult
for tie reader to understand the
signs of the material, to
select main points and disregard
trivia. One answer to this prob-
lem is to select texts that deal
with familiar material. But,

whereas the teacher may actively
attempt to provide the requisite
background knowledge for a par-
ticular text, she/he cannot always
do this. To overcome he impedi-
ments to effective fq0ing caused
by a lack of knowledge, one must
set about increasing the learners'
general store of information.
While this is no doubt desirable,
even necessary, it certainly takes
time. The only prescription for
training which follows a diagnosis
of deficient knowledge is one of
general enrichment, which few
schools have the resources to pro-
vide.

The task of instructing effective
learning from texts is complex
and difficult. But, if we keep in.
mind the interactive nature of
learning excellent insights into
how we might help students be-
come more effective text proces-
sors emerge. In Figure 1 we have
modified a tetrahedral model of
learning adapted from Jenkins
(1979), Bransford (1979) and
Brown (in press a) to emphasize
its relevance to the task of study-
ing from texts.

Imagine a learner considering a
learning task from the viewpoint

of the center of the tetrahedron.
In designing a plan for learning,
the four points of the model must
be considered. We believe that
this is the end result that cogni-
tive training should strive for.
Learners must themselves consid-
er the four points and their in-
teractionperhaps as follows: (1)
Learning activities: The learner
should consider the availabje
strategies, both general and speci-
fic. Specific strategies could be the
rules for summarization just de-
scribed, while general strategies
could be varients of such general
comprehension and study-
monitoring activities as generat-
ing hypotheses about the text,
predicting outcomes, noting and
remediating confusions, and' so
forth (Baker & Brown, in press;
Brown, in press b). (2) Character-
istics of the learner: The learner
should also consider his/her gen-
eral characteristics such as a lim-
ited immediate memory capacity
for meaningless materials and a
reservoir of appropriate prior
knowledge. Thus, the learner
should not overburden his/her
memory by attempting to retain
large segments of texts, too many

FIGURE 1. A tetrahedral model for considering problems of learning from texts.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Strategies, Rules, Procedures,
Monitor Comprehension, w
Macrorules, Etc.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LEARt6
Bypass Capacity Limitations,
Activate Available Knowledge,
Reason By Analogy, Etc.

NATURE OF THE MATERIALS

Text Structure, Cohesion,
Logical Content,
Author's Explicit Cues, Etc.

Ow'

CRITERIAL TASKS

Gist vs. Verbatim Recall,
Generalized Rule Use,
Resolving Ambiguities,
Following Instructions, Etc.
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pending questions, top many un-
resolved ambiguities, and 80 forth
(Baker & 'Brown, in press). The
learner should attempt to tie the
informatiOnal content into any
prior knowledge possessed, to
activate appropriate schemata
(Afiderson, 1977; Brown, Smiley,
Day, Townsend; & Lawton, 1977),
to seek relationships or analogies
to prior knowledge (Brown, in
press a; Simon & Haies, 1976;
Gick & Holyoak, Note 2) to see
the information in the light of
knowledge Le/she already has.
(3) Nature of the materials: The
learner should alto examine the
text itself for the logical struc-
ture of the maters , its form as
well as its cont nt. Although
meaning does n reside in the
text alone, hors are some--
times helpfu n cueing meaning.
They flag important statements
by such devices as headings, sub-
sections, topic sentences, sum-
maries, redundancies and just
plan "And now for something re-
ally important" statements. Stu-
dents can be made aware of the
significance of these cues and in-
duced to actively seek help from
such sources. (4) Critical task:
The learner should consider the
aim of the learning activity, the
purpose of his/her endeavors; he/
she should also be aware that dif-
ferent desired outcomes require
different learning activities and
thus learn to tailor efforts accord-
ingly.

As psychologists.. interested in
learning, it is important for us to

j understand the interactive nature
I of the tetrahedral model. As

psychologists interested in
methods for training effective
'learners, we believe that our
main aim is to get the student to
understand this point also. What
we are advocating is an avoidance
of blind training techniques and a
serious attempt at informed, self-
control training, that is, to pro-
vide novice learners with the in-
formation necessary for them to
design effective plans of their
own. The essential aim of training
is to make the trainee more aware

. of the active nature of learning
. and the importance of employing

probleni-solving, trouble-shooting
routines to enhance understand-
ing. If learners can be made

aware of (1) basic strategies for
reading and remembering, (2)
simple rules of text construction,
(3) differing demands of a variety
of tests to which their information
-may be put, and (4) the Import-
ance of activating any 'back-
ground knowledge which they
may have, they cannot help but
become more effective learners.
Such self-awareness is a prereq-
uisite for self-regulation, the abil-
ity to orchestrate, monitor, and
check one's own cognitive activi-
ties.
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1.

Annual Meeting Reminders
Be sure to register now for this

year's Annual Meeting if you have
not already done so. Registration
and Housing information was pub-
lished in the November issue of
the Educational Researcher.
Forms may also be obtained from -
the AERA Central Office. Advance
registration is available until March
5, 1981 and ensures early informa-
tion about the program, a $1.50
discount on the Abstracts, and
your choice of hotel reservations at
guaranteed special rates. Advance
registrants need only to pick up
badge holders and copies of the
Program Supplement at registra-
tion time. All AERA members re-
ceive the 1981 (Annual Meeting
Program. Additional or replace-
ment copies will,ba available on
site, at a cost of $4100 each. In ad-
dition, the 1981 volume of the Ab-
stracts of Papers and Symposia
will be mailed in February. The
price is $8.00 on-site. Preregis-
trants: Please do not forget to

z-bring your badges.
' For highlights of this year's An-

nual Meeting, turn to page 25.
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